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J

Portland, Maine, until 2,30 p. m., on Tuesday, the
7th day of November, for improving the
following
named rivers and harbors, via:
1. Nno buryport harbor. Mass.—About 15,000 tons
of rubble-stone for the southern Jetty at Plum Island, and the construction of a dike about 700
feet in length, across “the basin."

|2.60 a

SPECIAL NOTICES.

2.

Lampreu River, New Hampshire -About 13,000
cubic yaias of dredging.
3. Cathance River, Maine—About 13,000 cubic
yards of dredging.
4. Moose-a-bec liar at Jone*port, Maine—About
25,000 cubic yards of dredging

GEN S’

Persons oesiring to make pioposals for any of the
above works, are requested to
apply to the undersigned, at his office No. 453Va Ou-greas street,
^®** *or spccidcati-.ns, instructi in to
bidders, and the requisite bl inks, and such further
information as may be des re 1 concerning the
same.
GEO. THOM. Colonel of
gingers,
©ct23d6t
Bvt, Brig. Ueue al, U. S- A.

HOSE !
As

F/irI:*alu*‘

experiment to learn If advertisements are read, even of desirable
that pav a loss, we will sell TO'AY Gents’ Heavy All Wool Hose, in all
sizes and assorted colors, at
au

Shod*

34 Cents Per

Pair,

BARGAINS
FOR

BROS.
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THE
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APPLY
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Immediate Belief is obtained
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BY

heretofore.

Corrib

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’8

Corn, War! k Bunion Solvent
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removcf Corns, Warts, Bunions *i*d Oallotu
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
OTA CURB
Price 45

IS

JACKETS only $2.75,

GUARAXTKRli.JBk
by all Druggiita.

loth and good
fyle. Bleak Dolmans
trimmed with Plush
only $6.75,a good and
Stylish Garment. Satin
Rhadamas
Dol-

For unit

eeuu.

food

ry It and you will be convinced Ukc thousands
who nave used It and now testify to its value.
A ih for 9rblouerbe(,L,ii €sro auti War»
Holffui and take no other
nov2.<:
indtf

Electropalic

Care.

despair of help until you have had a frank
eonsultation, and if need be an electrical diagnosis
ofjyour case from

Dr.

Taylor,

Regular Graduates of the* Electro pathic College of
Philadelphia ,Pa.

they

method of treatment has proved after submitting it
to the severest tests in all the varied types and
forms of female complaints to be tho safest, quickest, and in every respect the most satisfactory method of treatment ana cure for your diseases that
medical history gives any account of. Mrs. Dr. Taylor is fully competent to and does take tho entire
•harge of the consultation, examination and treatment of the ladies and thus avoiding the unpleasantness and often improper examination and treatment by a gentleman.
N. B.—1 here is no shocko*' unpleasant sensation
attending any of our treatm t We have fitted up

the house

387 CUMBERLAND

STREET,

CORNER PARRIS,
Electronathic Cure with its various Electrical
appliances ana are permanently located.
an

DR. ROOT.

DR. TAYLOR.

Consultation Free.

Charge*

Chronic Diseases

Moderate.

octl2

Damaged Kerchiefs
Worth 15 cents, for only

G 1-2 Cents.

good

2 52

such a terribly low
price the entire lot of 200
Doz. ought to be sold by
noon.
Money refunded if
not satisfactory.
At

RINES BROTHERS
dsn3t

Middle

Have just received ail of the latest

FRANK IAN

SQUARE

LI ijRARY.

include

the

These books are reprints of
the leading novels of the day,
comprising with many others
the works of such gifted writers as Anthony Trollope, Miss
Brad don, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Miss Mulock, and range
in price trom ten to ^twenty
cents.
ALSO

“La Misanthrope de
Richelieu
Moliere,” *' lluy Bias de Victor Hugo” “Victor Hu“Meditations
el
dramatisie,”
poetiaues de
go, poete
Lamartine’. “Poesies nouvelles de Alfred de Musset.”
“Ministire de

SARAH ELLEN PALMER
Will give twenty lectures on Anatomy, Physiology,
and Hygiene, beginning or !’t'hSDAV, Oci.
lOth, at 10 a. m., and con null on Tuesdays and
»

hour.

CHARLES F. SMITH, M. D.
Will give twenty lectures on Natural History, betrated

Oct.

*

Wt

iSlR* at

Inesdays.

l»lu

by microscope and blackboard.

MRS. CASWELL
Will

of talks on the History of
give aataeries
2
Oct. 10th.

Tuesdays,

p. m.,

Fitting

Mstrket, round top, narrow
brim, high and low crown Derby,

n

the

all tbe rage.

Art,

on

beginning

Course tickets, at $5,00 for any course.
Afay be
obtained between the hours of one and two p. m., at
85 Winter Street.
sep30dtnov6

i

White Mountain Guides, Picturesque Maine and many
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in largel.vari-

ety.

BAILEY A NOYES

SILK HATS
and old men;
Styles just received
for

young

Jy29

Silk Hats made to order.

E. N. PERRY,
345 Middle Street.

jep30__eodtf

Cards.

|

DOMESTIC PAPER PATTERNS
—TO BE

Given

Away!

—AT—

ias
ocl7

dtf

Butter

GERMAN TAMBOUR
Miss E. C. DIXON will

form

a

class for instruction in “German

Tambour Embroidery” if u sufficient number of pupils can be
obtained.
Particulars can be given at our

Embroidery Department.

mob1

dtf

OWEN, MOOSE & CO.
1

ootll

dtf

buy CIGARS at
KINSMAN
& AUGUPPY,
DEN’S Drug Store in any
Yon

can

way you want them as they
have them put up expressly for box trade.

Portland,

IftOCT.

SCOTT’S

Electric

1st

Met (ioods

Department.

23,

of NOVETIBEB,

and may be consulted at the

United Stale* fln-

During this visit examinations and advice will
Imported and Domestic tel.
4. 7 to 8.
Office Hours, 10 to 12. 2
be free.
dlw*nrm
octlD
Soaps, Solid Back Hair
Brushes, French Perfumes,
To Let.
Florida
let, second story, front.
Water, Orange SUITE of Rooms86toSTATE,
Cor., of Gray Street.
Flower Water, Lavender
octl7
3ptf
water, and all Toilet ArtiTHE DOMINION.
to

be found at GUPPY, KINSMAN & ALDEN’S
Drug Store.
can

Brush,

$2.00 each.

OCT.

and will remain until the

cles

Testing Steerage Accommodations.
Ottawa, Oct. 23.—Miss Richardson, who 1b

the East London Ladies’
cause ont as a
steerage
the
in order to test by
Circassian
passenger
experience the accommodations afforded to
emigrants. She is now writing her report.
Death Sentence Commuted.
The sentence of death on Rowland, the old
man convicted of murdering h:s wife in the
county of Kent, lias been .commuted to impiisonment for life.
Taxing the Railroads.
Montbbal. Oct. 23.—The government has
entered suits fur the collection of the new tax
imposed against lhe Grand Trunk, Canadian
Pacific, Southeastern and Montreal, Portland
aud Boston
Railroad
The
Companies.
ataoaut* vary from $7,000 to $10,000.

here

on

behalf of

Immigration Society,
on

MISSTEUTLOW,
MODISTE.
Special Department for Mi SSLS’ and (JHIDDKEN'S DKESSES.
99 Hoylaion Sr., Beaten.
OCtl7
»042w

a

Mr.

Flower

reply peremptorily refusing

tele-

to run

and
concluding thus: “There is no lack
of available candidates and if the people or
their representatives are allowed to get toether in convention and ballot for a candlate
instead
of
being driven into
for
them
something fixed up
in
committee, they w:ll undoubtedly make a
nomination
elect
aod
the
choice
of
good
the
convention.
Give the people a chance to
name their choice.
You know they seldom
have one.”
New York Politics.
New York, Oct. 23.—There is an independent cit-zen’s movement on faot in the 21st and
22d wards of Brooklyn to nominate J. Hyatt
Smith from Congress from the Third District
against Darwin R. Ames, the regular Republican nominee.
The soldier element is working
with the independents to further the moveaddress a Republican
meeting in Brooklyn Academy

New York, Oct. 23.—The Democrats of the
4tb Brooklyn district to.day nominated Fel’x
Campbell for Congress. The 7th (olty) District the Republicans to-night nominated JohD
E. Brodsky for Congress.
Official Vote of Ohio.
Columbus, Oct. 23.—The official count of returns from the state election shows the following totals: Newman (Dem.) 316,874; Townsend (Rep.) 297,759; Schumacher (Prob.) 12,202.
Hater (Sreenbaek) 5,345.
Newman’s majority over TowDseuff 19,115;
over all 1,568.
For Judge of Supreme Court,
O’Key (Dem.)
had 12,190 over Rose borough (Rep .) but had
1,278 less than all other candidates.

In the French Republic—Riots at LyonsThreatened Strike
of
20,000 Paris
Vfr orkmen.
Lyons, Oot. 23.—There was a riotous demonstration against the municipality here yesterday, is consequence of their having suppressed
the subvention to the opera. The police were
unable to cope with the crowd, a bady of gendarme cleared the streets.
At 2 o’clock this
morning there was an alarming explosion in a
restaurant attached to a theatre.
Two reports
were heard under one of the tables. There
were 200 people in the restaurant who rushed
hurriedly into the street. A third and more
formidable explosion then occurred, which
shattered tables, mirrors and other articles and
seriously injured three persons. It is stated
that three men who entered the restaurant ten
minutes before the first explosions occurred
left small bombs under the table.

LIEUTENANT

PUTNAM.

Fate of the Lost Officer of the Rodgers
San Francisco, Oct. 22.—A despatch says
that while at 8t. Lawrence Bay a native told
Lieutenant Powell that aftei the United States
steamer Rodgers’ crew left on the North Star a
heavy northeast wind prevailed where the
Rodgers was burned and drove an ice floe
ashore on whloh was a body very black and
much swollen. It was without (doubt that of
Lieutenant Putnam. The natives had intended bringing the body ashore, but another gale
springing uo from the opposite direction took
it to sea.
The natives had told Lieutenant
Healey, of the United States steamer Corwin
of this before the Leo arrived, and Lieutenant
Healey was then looking in that locality in
hopes of finding the floe yet intact.
Lieutenant Powell says there is no doubt in the minds
of the people of that vicinity of its being Lieutenant Putnam's body. The Corwin will not
reach San Francisco until about December.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Death of Ex-Governor Straw.
Manchester, N. H., Oct. 23.— Ex-Gov. E.
A. Straw died at his residence in this city tonight, aged 63. His disease was of the brain,
and for some time his mental faculties have
been impaired. For 25 years he was the agent
of the Amoskeag Manufacturing Company, resigning the position on account of ill health,
in 1878. He introduced machinery for the
manufacture of muslin-delaines
into the
He was a member
city and country in 1844.
of the Legislature five years, from 1859; State
8enator in 1864-65, being president in the latter year, and Governor in 1872-73.
He has
been identified with all the material interests
of the city, and held numerous local offices of
trust. The deceased leaves three children.

HEROIC ACT.
A Passenger Stops a Runaway Train.
Philadelphia,' Oct. 23.—By some disarrangement of the machinery the steam and
fires of a locomotive on a train from New
York city for this city yesterday afternoon
were driven on Engineer Seig, horribly burning him and driving him from the engine.
The tender was set on fire and the train was
A passenger
dashing along without control.
named 8teele rushed through the flames and
succeeded in putting on the air brake, stopping the train. Passengers put out the fire
and the engineer was found in the water tank
of the tender. He will probably die as the
flesh is burned off from various parts of bis
body. Mr. Steele was terribly burned. There
were 620 passengers on the train,
and the heroism of Steele undoubtedly prevented a terrible calamity.

Gaisel Beat Eliott.
23.—A boat raee beNew York and Wm.
of
Elliott, ex-champion
England, took place
on the Passaic river this afternoon. The coarse
was three miles with tarn.
At the start the
men were even but at
the half mile Gaisel
drew ahead and turned the stake some distance in advance. Coming back Gaisel apparently played with Elliott and won easily by
several lengths. No official time..
Base Ball.
At! Chicago—Chicagos, 6; Providence, 4.
Darkness slopped the game at the conclusion
of the seventh inning.
The final game will
be played at Fort Wayne Wednesday.

Newabk, N. J., Oct.
tween George Gaisel of

NEW YORK.
Adelaide Philllpps' Remains.
New Yoke, Oct. 23.—The remains of Adelaide Phillips arrived last night ia steamer
Werra and were taken today en route to
Marshfield via Boston.
SHOuO Verdict Against the Harrisons.
The s tit of Marguerita Selvio, the actress
and singer, against Margaret W. Hawley,
Alice Harrison and Lonis Harrison, known as
"The HarrUons,” to recot er 81,300 damages
for alleged breach of contract, was tried in the
court of Common Pleas today, and verdict
rendered for plaintiff for 81000.

Presbyterian Prohibitionists in Pennsylvanla.

Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 23.—At the morning
session of the Presbyterian Synod, a resolution

in reference to action on prohibitory measures
and refusing to support candidates for the Assembly not iu sympathy with it, was almost
unanimously agreed to, and a resolution recommending a more proper observance of the

Sabbath,

was

MANY
REPUBLICAN
MAJORITY IN THE NEXT
CONGRESS.

adopted unanimously.

Senator Hill’s Successor.

Macon, Ga., Oct.

The

[Special

to tlie

Press.]

State Committee of Delaware in reply to
an invitation to
stump that State will be
published in the Philadelphia papers to-morrow

morning:
Augusta, Oct. 20,1882.
Richard Harrington, Esq., Chairman Republican Slate C'jmmiltee:
Dear Sir:—It is with extreme regret that I
find myself unable to fulfill
my long
standing engagement to speak in Delaware.
Some hree weeks since I had a severe attack
of malarial fever, and I have not
sufficiently
regained my strength to warrant me in attempting a pnbiic speech. My physician forbids it positively and enjoins rest and
qniet.
I have personal reasons for
coming to Delaware aside from the
good I might hope to do
the Republican cause, and I shall not be content until I have had an
opportunity in person
to thank the good friends in
your State who
have manifested, on important occasions, thair
trust and confidence in me.

That Delaware should sustain the Democratic party Beams altogether anomalous. Her
geographical position, her industries, her progress in manufactures would all seem to ally
her strongly with the Republican party. Dar-

ing

the period in which Republican administrations hare shaped
the
financial
and
economic policies of the conntry, Delaware has

enjoyed

Clifford Anderson, in response to a call from
members of the Legislature, writes a
strong letter and enters the race for Senator to
fill the place of B. H. Hill, deceased. Anderson will be strongly supported, and is a man of
high character and great ability, j
A Nickel Plate Railroad.
Chicago, Oct. 23.—The first regnlar train
over the New York, Chicago
& St. Louis
(uickel plate road) left this city this forenoon
for Cleveland, and the road is declared formally opened for business.
An Earthquake in Texas.
Galveston, Tex., Oct. 23.—The News' Paris
special says a shock of earthquake was felt yesterday at 5 p. m. Ihe shock was felt plainly
by all ia hesssi. Sleeks weee shaken fretu
walls.

new

industrial life and has shown

a

development in wealth and productive power.
During the very years that
Delaware has beea reaptng the richest adremarkable

vantages of the Protective system she has been
represented in Congress by the enemies of
that system.
For the remainder of this campaign, Republicans everywhere should bend their energies
to securing

majority

in the next House of
Representatives. Whatever causes of just discontent may exist with State nominations unfairly and injuriously thrust upon the party,
and whatever means may bo taken to resent
a

such wrongs and repel such indignities, it is
evidently the duty of all true Republicans to
every honorable effort to hold control ot
the popular branch of Congress.
In that
branch is
lodged the power te originate
use

Revenae bills, and that carries with it the incidental power ot fostering or disabling the
entire industrial system of the conntry. The

Republicans

may be safety trusted to do the
first. There is serious danger that the Democrats might do the second.
I am very truly yours,

Jambs G. Blais*.

WILLIAM PENN.
Celebrating the Two Hundredth Anniversary of His Landing.
Chester, Pa., Oct. 23.—The bi-centennial at
Chester to-day was a grand snicess. Every
building was resplendent with flags, banting,
etc., giving the city a holiday appearance. The
numerous workshops and
industrial establish-

are closed.
Crowds are pouring into
the eity by every train. At least 200,000 visitors are present.
The streets are so thronged
that it is impossible to pass, and the music of
the bands is heard iu every quarter.
The day
was ushered in by the rinsing of bells in the
eity, each bell tolling 200 strokes, and since
midnight all has been commotion and stir.
The exercises proper of the day began at
9.30 this morning, with a representation of the
landing of William Penn and his party from
an* old-fashioned yawl boat, at the foot of
Penn street, the exaot spot where Penn first
landed in this State, 200 years ago.
The principal characters were: William Penn, John
Lieut.
William
P.
Bare;
MacHern,
Ladomus;
Robert Wade, W. H. Schureman; Robert
Pierson. J. H. Martin; Chief Taminent, Arthur Martin; Bearsmeat. H. Greenwood; John
Sbarriless, J. F. Wright; and Quakers, Swodes
and Indians in costnmes of the period.
As the boat touched the shore, Penn and
his party landed, and were greeted by MacHern, Wade and Pierson. A long talk ensued.
When Penn landed, a large fleet of all kinds
of vessels lying iu the river blew whistles, the
thousands of people on the shore applauded,
the bel s throughout the oity were rung, and
all was excitement.
At 10.30 the meeting was organized at the
grand stand at Second street ana Concord Avenue, where 15,000 people were assembled. On
the grand stand were a number of representative men. The meeting was called to order by
Major Barton, who made a few remarks congratulating the people on the importance of
the occasion.
Rev. Henry Brown offered prayer, after
which over 2,000 school children sang “My
Country ’tis of Thee.” Gov. Hight then made
a short speech.
Hon. John M. Broomal, orator of the day, followed,
eulogizing Penn and
his peace policy, denouncing war and its
results, and gave a historical sketch of Penn
and Chester City. This afternoon there was a
parade, in which 0,000 people participated.

ments

Philadelphia, Oct. 23.—At a meeting of
the Commercial Exchange to-day, a resolution
was adopted
adjourning the Exchange over
the 24th and 25th, to give the members an opto
witness and participate in the
portunity

bi-centennial festivities.
What with the crowded streets, the magnifithat line them ai d the generit seemed more like one of the
great days of the biicentenuial celebration
than merely the celebration preliminaries. The
only exercises that took Diace in that counec
tiou were a historical address delivered tonight before the Pennsylvania Historical Society, and a monster serenade by German singing societies in front of Independence Hall,
to-night. At midnight, the ceremonies proper
were inaugurated by the ringing of the State
House bell 200 strikes, typical of the 200lh anniversary ihat is celebrated thi« week, the
church chimes about tbe city taking up the

cent decorations
al bustle to-day,

peals.

New York, Oct. 23.—This morning the U.
S. Fifth Artillery, Brig. Gen. Jackson commanding, left for Philadelphia to take part in
the festivities of the bi-centennial.

WASHINGTON.
The Jeannette.

Washington, Oct. 23.—Lieut. Daneahower
today related the narrative of nreparatiops of
the crew for the boat journey after the sinking of the Jeannette.
The President.
The President will leave Washington for
New York Wednesday or Thursday next. He
will remain there until after the state election,
when he will retnrn and resume his residence
at the Soldiers’ Home until the repairs to the
White House a-e completed.
Board of Naval Construction.
The naval advisory board on construction of
vessels will meet at the Navy Department tomorrow. Commodore R. W. Shufeldt, who is
President of the Board, arrived Sunday from
San Francisco. The two civilian members of
the board will be designated in a few days.
The Chinese.
Acting Secretary ol the Treasury French today decided that a Chinaman having a through
ticket from New York to
any plaoe in the
United States, having passed through Canada
on the Grand Trunk
railroad, is entitled to admission into the Uniied States without further
evidence of his right than such ticket.
Dr. Boynton's Claim.
In compliance with the request of the board
appointed to examine and audit claims growout of the illness and death of President
Garfield, Dr. Boynton today returned properly
filled out the form of application recently forwarded to him.
The aggregate amount of his
claim is but 84.500, being 85500 less than any
claims for professional services yet received by
that board.
Expense of the Forty-Eighth Congress.

ing

Estimates have been prepared for pay and
mileage of the members of the fortyeighth Congress. There will be 325 members
and eight delegates.
For their pay there has
been asked 81,165,000 and 825,000 for contestants.
For mileage 8125,000 is estimated,
making a total of over $1,300,000.
Miscellaneous.
The President entertained his Cabinet and
Private Secretary
Phillips at dinner at his cottage at the Soldiers’ Home Saturday night.
The President has
appointed D. M. ltierden
°1 Arizona, territorial
agent for the Indians of
the Navajo agency in New Mexico.

23,—Attorney General

leading

a

SOUTH AMERICA.
Reported Engagement Between Chilian
Troops and Monteneros.
Panama, Oct. 23.- An engagement is reported between Chilian troops and Monteneros, which took place on the 9th inst. near
Porado.
The Monteneros were completely
dispersed. It is now believed that the Chilians
have made terms of

Garcia Calwho will
accompanied by Minister
Congress to ratify this
peace

with

deron, ex-president of Magdalena,
leave for Peru
Logan to call upon
treaty.

soon

VESSELS

iDRIVEN

ASHORE.

A

Philadelphia, Oct. 23.—The following letter from
Ex-Secretary Biaiue to the Republi-

RUMBLINGS.

SPORTING.

MONDAY,

513 CONGRESS STREET.

Coegressman Flower’Posltively Declines.
Watertown, N. Y., Oct. 23.—Congressman
Flower to-day received a
despatch from
Chairman Cooper of the Democratic State executive committee strongly urging him in the
interest of the party to reconsider his decli-

OMINOUS

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Iteeoptions a Specialty.

POLITICAL..

Wednesday evening.

physician

AND

strongly suspected through the collusion of
officers and couusel of both sides.
His case
had been continued to this forenoon when bis
bondsmen were released, but at dinner time
Brown got into a waiting carriage at the hotel
and drove off and has not since been seen. No
pursuit is beiDg made.

ratification

1000

and specialist so noted for
of Boston, the
his sncsees in curing Catarrh, Deafness, Blindness,
and all Throat, Lung, Blood, Nerve and Chronic
affisct lens of all kinds, will make his next visit to

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

^Visiting

who was arrested on Friday last on a charge
of adultery was allowed to escape today it ia

Secretary Folger will

DR. BAIRD

4.AD

Escape of a Prisoner at Calais.
Calais, Oct- 23.—J. F. Brown the jeweler,

ment.

dly

William S. Lowell,

Wedding

BY TELEGRAPH.

nation of renomination.

Terrible Cyclone at Manila,

Death from Carelessness.
Providence, Oct. 23 Clarence H. Brown,
of Arctic, 25 years old drew a gnu toward him
by the muzzle near Centerville yesterday and
the oharge entered hig body nnder the arm and
preyed letel in a lew mtewtee.
—

following

letter from Mayor Libby, in
the Qarfield Monament Fand, will
be read with interest:
City or Portland, j
Mayor’s Office,
!
October 23,1882.)
To the Editor qf the Erese:
The commissioners for Maine at the National Es.
position for the benefit of the Garfield Memorial
Fund, to be held at Washington in November and
December next, have officially requested me to call

relation

can

§

Fall

Exchange Street, Portland.

i_

War Def’t Office Chief
Signal)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
>
Oct. 24, 1A.M.
)
For New Englana,
Eight local rains, followed by fair and slightly
cooler weather J windsT shifting to southwest
and northwest, stationsry or
slowly rising

graphed

numbers

following subjects:

on

New

Drug Store.

beginning

will

the

I

French,

four p.
continuing
The lectures
at the same hour.

from

Markets, our special Styles
in yet by Hats for young men.

dtf

a course of twenty lectures in
f»n !?IO* DAY. Nov 6th, at half past
on successive Mondays,
mM and

ginning on
twelve M., and continuing

Just received

Voik

CIGARS received
every
day fresh from steamers
and factories, at GUPPY,
&
KINSMAN
ALDEN’S

MONS. DE POYEN

same

Nobby Stiff and Soft Hats will be
opened this morning.

THE GARFIELD BAZAR.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

A Communication from the Mayor.

Blaine’s Letter to Delaware Repub-

THE IMPORTANCE OF

MAINE.

THE LA rEST.

PIIICK I RENTS.

FOREIGN.

TWENTY-FOUR

]nl2tf

executed

Imported and Domestic

NO. 85 WINTER ST.

at the

faithfully

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY
WASHINGTON
SONS
BITTCBBB’S
PHILADELPHIA.
FOR S ALE BY ALL GROCERS,
octl 9
TS&Tu3m nrm

NOYES,

THE NEXT
HOURS

1882.

the fall campaign.

METEOROLOGICAL
FOR

OCTOBER 24,

licans.

KF*411 business relating to Patents promptly and

Street.

oct21

PARLOR LEMS. BAILEY &
Will give

ones.

STUDLEY,

SALE TO-DAY.

Fridays

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

One Pmnd of Olive Butter will do the work of Two
Pound* of Lard.
TRY IT AND REALIZE ITS iREAT MERITS.

Gents full size all Linen Handkerchiefs for 61-2 cents.

oct21

are

U.

barometer._

—

OJive

Specialty.
eod2wsn

a

OF

Cook at the Wool
Press Goods in all the
E TIBROIDERIES.
new fall shades that
we are selling for 10 Stamping and
Designing.
and 121-2 cts.: if these
CREWELS
two lots of goods are
from toe Royal School of Art.
not Cxtra good barNEEDLEWORK.
gains we never had a
to
oiler.
good bargain
SOUTH KENSINGTON.
W© have a large asInstruclion given in KENSINGsortment of Press butTON EMBROIDERIES.
tons of all kinds and
will sell them cheap- M. E. FAIR WEATHER
er
than
other
8 JQXjM ST.
any
jly2Qif
Store in the City.
We mean low prices
and you have but to ™"""
see our
goods to be
convinced of this fact.
Pon't
make your An Absolutely Pure Yegetaule Oil.
COOKING PURPOSES IS BETTER THAN
purchase until you FORLARD,
FULLY EQUAL TO BUTTER AND
C >S I S M UCH LESS THAN EITHER.
visit our Store.

To the Ladies who may be suffering with any of
the diseases,peculiar to your sex, we would say our

for

—

quality,

trimmed with Fur only $10 OO; as we have
but a few of these left,
those that call early
will secure a srrand
good bargain. Cook
at our Children's Vests
and Pants at 25 cts.,

ians.
Do not

or

Briggs,

4

mans of good

Whatever may be your diseased condition, or how
ever much treatmeut you may have submitted to
at the bands of physicians or even so styled electric-

Dr. Root

Herbert G.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

the best yet.

1 l arge job lot of
Ladies’ Pants of Extra
nice quality at
half the usual price.
They are all dissatisfied with iheir bargains when they look
at «his lot of goods.
Call and see them.
Ladies’ WALKING

dsntf

Cure Your

Canada.

Collections made on reasonable terms In all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7d6m

—

DR. MORSE, 135 Free Street,
PORTLAND, HE.
oct21

Ontario,

MORNING, OCTOBER

INDICATIONS

THE SEIF CONFORMING STIFF HIT

Head, Throat and Lungs,
—

TUESDAY

NOTARY PUBLIC Ac.,

The Finest and Best

TO DAY.

8ii3t

FOR THE CURE OF ALL DISEASES
—

PONTON,

BARRISTER ANO ATTORNEY AT LAWBelleville,

TPESDAY~~MQRNING,

THE PRESS.

YOUNG MEN’S

that would cost now to manufacture
$4.87 per dozen.
Quantity limited. Sale begins at 9
THIS MORNING, and will step soon as
40 Dozen are sold.

RINkS

EDWARD G

IN DUPLICATE, addressed to tlia
"PROPOSALS
X
undersigne i, will be received at liis offlcs in

THE MAINE STATE PRSSS
■ daDlUi *\ every Thursday Morning at
year. If paid in advance at 82.00 a year.

PORTLAND,

Manila, Oct. 23.—During a typhoon on the
2§th inst. twelve vessels went aBhore at this
place. Many buildings were destroyed, and
business has been suspended in consequence of
the great injury done to
The ship
property.
Nearchas of Newburyport, Capt. Swap, for
and
“arque Annapolis, (Br.) Capr?wJ)ork>
tain Woodworth, for New
York, were damaged together with their
The British
cargos.
ship Heotanoog* (of Yarmouth, N. S.) Capt.
Robbins for New York or Boston, was
slightly
The Swedish barque Antoinette,
damaged.
supposed for United Ltates is ashore.

..

tha attention of the citizens of

ject of the exposition, and to
exhibit of our manufactures.
Will

France’s Treaty with Tunis.
London, Oct. 13.—A Paris correspondent
•ays the government has resuscitated tha treaty
concluded between tie Bey of Tunis and De

Frejoinet,

and it will be submitted to the
Chambers for ratification. The powers practically approve tde treaty, by which France undertakes to redeem the Tunisian debt.
The
immediate consequence ot the transfer of the
debt will be the abolition of the commission
charged with the supervision of the Tunisian
revenue. The treaty also stipulates that France
•hall have the right to send before a French
tribunal to be established in Tunis all cases of
litigation. The treaty provides the Bey with a
civil list of £28,000 yearly and with £52,000
yearly as future allowance to the ptinces.
After the attempt Queen Natalie, who was
with the king at the cathedral, fainted and
was carried in an uncouseious condition to the
paiace.
|fhe king accompanied her thither
and then returned to &the church unattended
and remained until the end of the service.
The crowd attempted to lynch the rssassin.
Vienna, Oct. 23.—The Presse says King
Milan’s assailant has been suffering from melancholia ever since the execution of her hu>band aud she can scarcely be considered responsible for her aotions.
Foreign Notes.
A depatch from Manila, Philippine Islands,
reports that cholera has disappeared.

PLOTS

AGAINST

ROYALTY.

A Woman Attempts to Assassinate the
King of Bervla.
Belgrade, Oct. 23.—A woman fired twice
at King Milan in the cathedral to-day but the
king was not hurt.
The king’s assailant is the widow of Col.
Jefrew Markowith, who was executed with
several other rioters in May, 1878, by order of
Milan. It is suspected that the attempt is not
merely attributable to revenge but partly to
political motives.

Bucharest, Oct. 23.—The object of the recent prolonged sojourn of the King of Servia
was to defeat a conspiracy
against his life.

The king while journeyidg from Bustchuk received information at Sistova of a plot to blow
up with powder the royal party while on the
Danube betweeeu Bustchuk aud Belgrade.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The tannin extract works at Smithport, Pa.,
were burned Monday.
Loss 830,000.
Eight New York liquor dealers yesterday
were
under
morning
8100 bail each for
placed
trial on charges of violating the excise law.
Seven professional pickpockets were arrested at the walking match in Madison Square

Garden yesterday morning.
Fifty-three Mormon missionaries arrived at
New York yesterday ee route to proselyte for

their faith.
While resisting arrest, H. D. Carles, a deserter from the U. S. Artillery at Letrdsburg,
Cal., was shot dead Sunday.
Two more bodies from the wrecked steamer
Asia have been recovered.
An earthquake occurred at Wichita, Kan.,
yesterday of considerable severity.
School Committee.
The regular monthly meeting was held last
evening, Messrs. MbGowan, Holden, Files,

Thaxter, Barrage

and

Gray being present.

In

the absence of the Mayor, Mr. Barrage was
chosen chairman pro tern.
The records of the previous month were
read and approved.
Voted, That Miss Whitely be transferred
from the West to the North primary school,
and that Miss Kittie Mack be employed temporarily at West school, in the vacant place.
The Supervisor’s report on
the various

schools

being

very full in the lower grades
and that it is necessary to fill an additional
room in the North school building, so that all
the rooms in that building will new be full.
The Superintendent of Schools reports beas

secure

a

creditable

kindly

call attention to the enclosed cirto me by tbe commissioners, ami
cular,
meeting of all persons interested
in the above object will be held at the Reception
Hall, City Buil dug, Saturday evening next, at 7Va

o’clock.

Very truly youis,

Charles

The

typhoon which devastated this city ocFriday last. Business has since "been
entirely siffipended. There was great destruction of shipping. Among the vessels driven
ashore are the American ship Nearchas, Capt.
Swap and Mary L. Stone, Captain Field, and
the following vessels were more or less damaged: German ship Comet, Oapt.
Siegeneri;
British ship Hectanooga, Caqt. Bobbins; Briti»h barks Annapolis, Capt. Woodworth and
Taajore, Capt. Crosby.

Portland to the ob-

vou
for warannounce that a

Llateb.J
The
curred

to

Mayor

following

ia

the circular

F. Libby.
which the

to

refers:

Washington, D. C., Oct. 2,1882.
To the People of Maine;
The Society of tbe Army of the£Camber>
land having decided to erect a monument at
tbe National Capital to the memory of the
late President James Abram Qarfield, Congress, on the fifth day of August, 1882, adopted
a resolution in these words;
Resolved, That the use of the Rotunda and adjacent rooms be granted to the Gartield M< nurnent
Committee of the Society of the Army of the Cumberland from the 26th of November to the 3d of
December, 1882, to hold a Bazar and Reception, the
object being to raise a fund to aid in the erection of
a

statue at

Washington to

the

memory of tho late

President Garfield.
The G-rfield Monument Committee has determined npon a National Bazar, Industrial
aud Art Exposition, to be held in the Capitol,
Nov. 25th to Dec. 3d, 1882, to aid in the erection of the proposed statue; and in further
ance of this object the board of directors, to
whom has been entrusted the conduct of the
•uterprise, numbering among its members gentlemen of the highest national reputation, has
invited to its assistance and designated as Commissioners, gentlemen from tbe several States
aud Terriuciee, resident in the District of Columbia, to represent their respective States;
and the undersigned, iu behalf of the Board
of Commissiouers for Maine, invite year attention to aud snbmit for yonr consideration the
methods by which it is suggested the cause may
be aided :
1st
Contributions of money sent through
our Board; engraved
receipts to be returned to
the donors.
2d. Contributions of articles, embracing
every branoh of productive industry and art.
Such exhibits will remain until the close of
the exposition, when they will be sold to best
advantage, and proceeds covered into the general fand.
3d. Article, of industry, virtu and art,
loaned for the occasion.
4tb. Articles of historic aud and antiquarian value, loaued for the occasion.
5th. The assistance of the ladies of Maine
is confideutly expected, and contributions of
needle and lanoy work especially invited.
The character of the gentlemen composing
the Board of Direction is sufficient guarantee
of the safety of articles loaned, the Capitol being fireproof. Thtsiexhibits from Maine will
be under the especial charge of the Board of
Commissioners of the State daring the exposition.
ibe following named commissioners, resident in Maine, bare been designated to the
Board of Direction, and they will call to their
aid snoh assistance as they shall deem expedient and wise, advising this Board of the
progress of the work in hand and methods proposed by which oar State exhibit may rank second
to none in the great National
Exposition: Oen.
Seldeu Connor, Augusta, Chairman; -Gen.
Joshua L. Chamberlain, Brunswick;
Gov.
Harris M. Plaisted, Bangor; Hon. J. 8.Wheelwright, Bangor; Col. Frederic Robie, Gorham;
Hou. William W. Thomas, Jr., PortlandjHon.
Ernest M. Goodall, Sanford; Hon. Nelson
Dingley, Jr., Lewiston; Gen. Davis Tlllson,
Rockland; Gen. Thomas W. Hyde, Bath.
A board of award has been provided for,
whose duty it will be to examine and report
upon the exhibits, to award medals, and make
such honorable mention as, in its judgment,
may be deserved, and to give |suitable engraved certificates of the same, according to the
rules and regulations adopted and observed at
the Centennial Exhibition of 187#.
Application for space, either for loaned or
donated exhibits must be made on or before
the 1st of November, 1882, in order to be insured exhibition, and all exhibits must be
placed in the hands of the Board of Direction,
in the
city of Washington, on or before Nov.
11,1882. The sum of two dollars will be charged tor the entry of all exhibits made for the
advantage or profit of exhibitors.
There will
bo no charge for spaoe for exhibits of this
clasp, but all platforms, cases, counters, and
appurtenances must be put op at the expense
of the exhibitor.
Each package must be plainly marked with
the name of the exhibitor, and should be addresred
“Garfield
Monument Committee,
Washington, D. C.," and the bills of lading
mailed to F. T. Wilson, Secretary, Board of
Direction. Transportation and insurance upon
all exhibits loanea for the occasion, and transportation upon all articles donated, will be at
the cost of the Board of Direction. Transportation upon all exhibits made for the advantage or profit of the exhibitors, will be at their
cost and risk.
Correspondence should be addressed to William Howard Mills, Secretary,
Ebbict House, Washington, D. C.
Walker Blaine,
Chairman.

tween 200 and 300

primary

schools

more children now in the
than at the 9ame period last

year.

Voted, That Mr. McGowan bo requested to
take the proper means ts secure a supply of
water for the children in the rooms on the first
floor in Center street schoolhonse.
Ordered, That the Superintendent of Schools
be requested to call the attention of the committee on public buildings, to the
quality of
the coal furnished to the Butler school.
Voted That the matter of the attendance of
the children of Capt. John B. Waterhouse be
referred to a tommittee consisting of the Mayor, Mr. Thaxter and Mr. Holden, to ascertain
whether or not they are residents of
the city
and entitled to attend the public schools.
Voted That the Saperintendent of
schoolbuildings be requested to furnish two suitable
clocks for the Spring street school house.
Voted That a certificate of the first class be
granted to MargaretLangthorn ou her examination, and that her name be placed on the waiting list for practice school.
Bill and pay rolls amounting in ail to 87,130.86 were read and approved.
Ordered That the Superintendent of schools
be requested to lay out the work, iu each
branch of study in the grammar schools, for
each period of two months, prepartaory for the
bimonthly examinations, in accordance with
the programme laid oat by the
school committee.
Ordered, 1 bat the committee on examinations of teachers be authorized to furnish duplicate certificates to teachers who have lost
or otherwise misplaced their original copies.
Voted, That the Superintendent of Schools
be authorized to procure one set each of outline maps for the Butter and Shailer Schools.
Voted, That teachers who wish to attend
the annual meetings of the Maine Pedagogical
Society soon to be holden in this city, mav be
allowed to c.ose their schools on Friday, Nov.
18th, for that purpose.
Voted, That a voluntary collection of 10
cents each from pupils of the public schools
may be allowed under the direction of the
Superintendent of Schools in favor of the
funds of the Longfellow Statue Association.
In Memorlam.
At a regular meeting of the Theta Chapter
of the Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, held

20tb, 1882, the following preamble and
resolutions were adopted:
Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God to
remove by death from active'Christian life our
beloved brother, A. H. Penrell, of the class of

Oct.

1879, therefore,
Resolved, That in his ^ealh the Delta Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity loses one whose loyalty to
her dearest interests was never wanting, and
whose example and precepts are worthy of our
adoption; that by his sincerity and devotion a
large circle of friends, and especially those who
are his brothers in Theta Chapter of Delta
Kappa Epsilon, are called upon to mourn his
untimely death, by which he was cut off in
the spring time of life from what promised to
be the performance of a life long Christian
work.

Resolved, That

deeply sympathize

with
the relatives and friends of the deceased in
this their sad affliction.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to his relatives, and that a copy also be
sent to the press for publicatian.
J. F. Waterman, )
In behalf
C. E. Adams,
of
B. Bartlett,
) Theta Chapter
Bowdoin College, Oct. 23,1882.
we

J.

Last

evening

as

Accident.
a
man named

Dougherty

employed in the Portland Company's blacksmith shop was rupniag a steam hammer in
the shop a large piece of iron which he was

forging flew and struck him on the upper side
•f the wrist just above the small bones, catting
a terrible gosh and
severing the veins. The
wound bled profusely.
Dr. True attended
him.
I- O. of G. T.
members of Mystic Lodge visited
Kay of Hope Lodge, Biddeford, last night. Ten
lodges were represented there. Speeches were
made, interspersed with vocal music, and a
fine collation was served.
A very enjoyable
Fifteen

evening

was

passed.

G. M. Elwell Safe.
Gardner M. Elwell, clerk for Guppy, Kinsman & Alden, who it was reported last night
had mysteriously disappeared, turned up all
right this morning. He went to Boston and
wet

think to mention It M his hih.

Noted Maine People in Europe.
Two natives of Maine are just now creating
quito a sensation in Europe. They are Lillian
Norton, who was born in Farmington, and
Frederick

L. Gore, a native of Sedgwick.
Everybody has heard of Miss Norton’s triumphs
at St. Petersburg and Paris.
She is only 2*
years old, and is the favorite soprano of Paris.
Her parents removed to Boston when she was
years old. At the age of seventeen she
her musical culture in the Boston Conservatory where she remained three years.
She then went to Mil»n. After her Italian
course, she was engaged by the Grand Opera
seven

began

House at

St. Petersburg for 91,000 for the
The next season her
salary was
doubled. She created a furore in St. Petersburg and in Moscow. She dined with the Czar
and royal family. At Paris, she is under a
three years’ engagement at 812,000 per year,
has luxurious apartments, a
carriage and
liveried driver, etc. Her mother is with her
and has invited her father (Parson Allen) to
com" over and make them a visit. The engagement of Miss Norton to the Mr. Gore
above mentioned, is now announced. Gore
has bad remarkable fortune.
He is only 30
years of age, and is worth a million and a naif
doll »rs. He made his money in the formation
of telephone companies in Europe. He recently sold his English interests for 8500,000. He
is now a large owner in French companies.
His father died when he was two years old.
He and a brother were educated by Mr. A. II.
Abbott of Farmington.
Since his good for
tune, Gore has made a handsome return to Mr.
Abbott. Ho visited this country last year, and
purchased a 825,000 house for his mother in
Brookline, Mass. He has put a 81000 engagement ring ou Miss Norton’s finger. They will
soon be married.
He S3ys it was not a case of
love at first sight, as he was fully five minutes
making up his mind to marry the young lady
if possible. Miss Norton expresses her intention to sing in Paris till her three yaars’ contract shall have expired.
season.

Portland Society of Art.
The first meeting of the winter season of
this society will be held at their rooms, 507ij
Congress St., to-morrow (Wednesday evening)
at 8 o’clock, when an interesting paper upon
"The Cathedrals of the World” will be reed by
a member.
At the following regular monthly
meetings of the association, and at such other
times as may be deemed advisable, lectures
and papers upou art subjects will be given; and
in addition to these musical entertainments
and gatherings of a more social nature will be
held from time to time. An earnest effort will
be made by the board of management to render all meetings of the society pleasing and
instructive, and the hearty co-operation of all
members is earnestly requested. The summer
exhibition of

pictures by the society recently
closed, was a pronounced succoss in the quality of works shown, being much better than
many of the recent exhibitions of pictures by
older societies In larger cities. In fact the
manager of the art department of the present
exhibition of the Manufacturers and Mechanics
Institute of Boston while on a special visit to
this city to see our collection particularly requested that several of our pictures be sent to
them, and they now grace the walls of their
At the meeting to-morrow evening
several fine works of art will be shown, among
them a copy of Coture’s famous picture, The
Rise and Pall of the Roman Empire; a pair of
horses by HerriDg, the English animal painter,

gallery.

and an

Pryme.
the

artiRt’s proof of Boughton’a Hester
Members may invite one friend to

meeting to-morrow evening.
The Races Today.

Weather permitting, the races at Presumpscot Park promise to be among tha best ever
held in this state.
There will be a field of
eleven trotters in the three minute olas9 and
another of six noted horses in the forty olass.
are entered and
these
promise to be close and exciting. But
the interesting feature of the day will be a nov-

Some

splendid animals

coutests

in these parts in the way of a running hurdle race, for which there are three entries. As
no ditches are iuvolved, the spectators may enjoy all the excitement of the race and the
vaulting of the horses without' tha apprehension of railed herses and broken-necked nders.

elty

GILMORE’S BAND CONCERT.

The audience present at P. S. Gilmore's
grand concert in Portland Tneatre last evening
if not so large as the extraordinary merit of
the nrogramme should have ensured, was at
least a highly appreciative one, as the enthusiastic reception of ail, and the demand for
repetition of most of the pieces,
ahnndantly test!*
fled. To those fortunate onongh *o have been
present it will

ever

remain

most

a

delightful

memory of an extraordinary “concord of sweet
sounds." To particularize where the excellence
of the entire programme was so uniform would
appear superfluous, but the purity of Miss
Howe’s voice, anfl the wonderful execution r.f
Herr 8tockight, Mr. If, W. Innes, Mr. It O.
Bent, Signor liaffayolo and Signor I>„ Carlo
were especially notable features.
Miss Howe’s
rendition of the ballad “Good Bye" wiih the
magnificent piccolo accompaniment of Signor
De Carlo elicited enthusiastic
applanse As
everywhere else where it has been given, ths
“Melodies of Scotland,’’ in'roduciog floe imitations of bag pipe music was accorJsd ths
warmest

reception.

STOCKBRIDGE COITtSH.
The second entertainment iu this oonrse will
be given at

City Hall, Wednesday evet.lug,

Nov. 1st. On this occasion Minnie Hsnk will
be supported bjM. Constantine Sternberg, s
celebrated Russian pianist; W. H. Feseendsn,
tenor; Signor Lundro Campanari, violinist;
Miss Persia Bell, violinist, and Howard M.
Dow, accompanist. The Temple Quartette
will not appear in this concert. Tickets now
on sale.
THE ODD FELLOWS’ CONCERT.
The concert at Odd Fellows’ Hall given by
the Portland Coneert Company last evening,assisted by Crimmer’s Orchestra, was a very enjoyable affair. The programme of eleven ntumber s was increase^ to sixteen. Grlmmer’s
Orchestra never did better, and the solos by
Messrs. Pennell and Shaw, Mrs. Hawes and
Mrs. Morrison, were all very flee, and Mr.
Mnrray’s organ volantary was excellent, displaying the capabilities of the new organ to
advantage. Among the encore senga a
cotch song entitled “Tarry, Tarry,” by Mrs,
Morrison, “The Careful Man,” by Mr. Pennall
and “Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep," by
Mr. Shaw, were perhaps the most pleasing.

food

FifMNCtAl AND COMMERCE
Daily Wholesale Harkti.

Portland

P *nXAJTD, Oct. 2S.

Flour is in very active demand and the market if
strong for all grades and prices are tending upward;
no change is reportsd in this market, bat Westers
millers are asking from 10 to 15o advance.
Oora
is firm at the recent rise, the stook hero is very light
and is sold as fast as received. Molasses firmly held
at previous prices. Sug*r is steady and unchanged.
Eggs are in good demand and continue scarce. At
Chicgao to day Hogs were badly demoralised and
26c lower than Saturday.
The following are today's quotations of FlvW,
Grain, Provisions. Ac.
Pi«ur.

Sipertlne.
Extra Spring

4
.5
6

X\ Spring...
Patent Spring
Wheats.8
VL^tiican Win6
ter beet.

iirnim.

2534 75 H. M. Corn,
76 a6 25
0006 60 Mixed Corn,

ear

loti, 9*

loti, 90
50
Sacked Bran
00*21 ft
Midi..
SO
2506 60
Common
Cotton Seed,car lot 32 (10
Michigan ..6750600
bag loti 33 00
8.. Louis Win92
Corn, begT' iota..
6 76|
ter fair
M al,
88
«'
Winter good. 7 00a
86
Oati,
Winter best... 7 60|
Brae, ••
86 00
••
Predace.
>f!da.
82 00
M
186
Turkeys.
180
Kye.
Chickens.
s*r«riu«u.
Fowl.
MtrtM lie*;. .18 00*18 M
I Ex * — ..14 U>£14 80
Eags. 26027
Irwn potatoes 2 1502 25
Plate.16 60*18 0*
Sweet potatoes2 750 3 001
Ex Plat*..18 00*16 80
p bbl 2 7603 00 PoraBacks
..31 60*32 00
C-anberriee.pbbi
Maine 7 0009 CO
Clear.. ..30 50*81 00
Meat.00 00*00 00
Capo Cod, 10 000 $ 11
oar

7509

50

Oat*,

..

..

..

..

15]
16i

ftngnr.

Hams.14V4*15

Granulated. 9% Rmritl Hogs....
*
Extra C.
9yg Cor’ed Ham* 16 £16 Vi
Frail
(liTtf.
Maso’tl Raisins2 0002 75 Tok, #*....
18**14
London La vers 2 80 a 2 95 Tiara**. * *.
OnduraVal.
Pall
11012
14V*«15
rurkisb Prunes. 707^0
tlfiaaa
do P era tel 750 60 Pea.3
40*3 88
Medlama.3
V '.*3 ftu
()range$.
Palormos Pbx7 00 x 8 00 German med 2 26*2 60
Messina, pbox.7 0038 00 Yellow Sye*.. 3 90*8 8*
Valencia pease $10012
3nm:.
Extra Urge
9
Creamery.32*88
f-rr.wns.
Gilt.
Mbosm*
6 0006 60 Choice
.5 0006 60
Store. 1 ft*f*
dalaga.
Nuts.
CtirfNi.
P
New.
WfiMington.l 7502 25 ’’er-nont_ 13Vi*14
'uginia-2 25 02 60 N F Factory. 12Vi*14
r^nnessee.. 1 8002 OQ Skims. 7H* 8

I3%ll4

...

ftdgeVerrae*t88*08
84*88

.....

Oastana.pib.

Walnuts
Filberts
Penan

•*
**

9010c

12W£l5c Eating

p

K!!.V so*9 ,0

VWt&lAc. Cooking pbbl 1 Sofia BO
13
016c Evaporated.18fel7
I>ried Western.. ,.6M^
do

Eastern—

fljr«V4

Pointer*.

Early Rose.

bush:-

Houlton.
Maine Central.
Grand Trank..
Proliflcs. Eastern
Burbanks.
Grand Trunk..
Jacksons and White Brooks.
The above prices are for car Lots of Potato** ~m*eUl
ot* about 6c higher.
tHnaemi; Merkeia

*By TeiegraohJ
York, Oct. 23 Evenur*
Fleur receipt*
27,423 bbls; exports 26X5 bbL»; heavy and in instances 53IO lower, mainly on common grades; export and local trade inquiry moderate.
Sales 18.400 bbls; No 2 at 2 6««<g3 76; Superflae
New

Western and State at 3 60^4 10; extra
euttni
and State 4 00 34 50;
good to choice Wsetern extra at 4 (UX'$7 10;
common
t-<
eaoiee
White Whe*t
Western extra 6 25(37 00; faaey
do at 7 10*7 50; common to gooff extra Okie
at 4 <H>c$T 00 common to choice extra St. Lorna
at 4 00*7 60
Patent Minnesota extra at 6 76®
8 00. choice cc double extra 8 10-418 65; City Mill*
extra 6 4<k*6 60 for W I.; 700 nbls No 2 at I 6*
*3 76; 1600 bbls Superfine at 3 60*4 SO: too bbls
low extra 4 00a 4 40; 6100 bbls Winter wfceat %*tra at 4 (k*@7 50; 4400 bble Minn, extra at 4 06
75; Southern fiour is steady; common to fair
70tf$5 40;good to choice 6 46*7 25. Wheat—receipts 325 825 bush: exports 126,777 bush; cash is
about % lower; options opened
lower.afterwards reacted %c, closing dull and depressed again
at inside with moderate exoort trade and fairly active speculative business reported, sales 2,O62,0uO
oosn, including 292,‘m »o bur*b on spot; hard Duluth
Spring at 1 24 in store; No 3 Red at 1 07. No 2 at
1 09% a 1 10% certtif; 1 10% £1 11% delivered!
Ne 1 Red at 1 14* 1 14% ;Mixeo Winter at 1 07% ;
No 2 White at 1 07%; No 1 White, 3 ,(lmi bush at
111(^1 12%. Rye firm; 8000 State at 77c. Barley
stronger, ( srs lower, recovered from decline and
advanced Vs@%, closing a with reaction of %®1;
receipts 10,100 bush; exports 17, ;60 bush; No 2 at
88%c <l*livered;No 2 for October 86%c; November
at 79’v&81%c, closing at 81c; December 73% «76«,
closing 74%c: year closed at 74%c January at
64%c; February 64%. Oats—cash held very firm;
options opened %@%c lower and unsettled. r*»
ceipte 6o,450 bush, exports 1085 bush, sales 795.O iO bush; No Sat 40c; White 43%e. Ne 2 at 42*
@43c, White at 47@47%; No 1 at 42 *44#; Mixed
Western at 36.*)43e; White at 42&52; Whitt State
at 4 %(g53%c. Mugur firm; refining 7%®7%;
refined easier; Confectioners A at 8%c; White Ex
C at 8%'®8%c; Yellow 7% *8; off A 8%,*XHc;
cut loaf 9%e; crushed at 9%c; powdered at 9*a®
9%; standard A 8% @8% ; granulated at 9 3-16®
9%;Cubes 9%. ITlolannri* nominal. Petrolouua
nominal; united at 92%. Tiillorr firm; sales 68,000 ibs. 8% 38%. Pork heavy and lower; sales
60|new mess on spot at 23 50; options negleeted
and nominal; gov’t contract for KM) mess a varded
at 21 8*i delivered in 90 days. Lard unsettled and
decidedly lower; cash an t early delivery 25g40e
lower; late montho 10@12% lower, closing heavy;
sales 600 tes prime Bteam oa spot 12 87% .116 city
steam 12 62%; refined for continent at 18 12%.
Butter is held firm: State 20@37; creamery at 35
®36c. Cher nr steadv: State fac. 6312%.
Freights nrmer; w h«at fc* steam 4<i.
Chicago,Oct. 23.—Flour market is Arm; common
to choice Spring Wheat 3 60@4 60: common to fancy Minns. 4 00@8 00; Patents 6 6o@7 60; Winter
Wheats 4 5036 50; low grades 2 60&3 76. Wheat
—regular at 94%c for Oewoer; 95%c November;
94%c all year; No 2 Chicago Spring 94%:o,U4%e
October; 95%@96%c Nov; 94L/3«94%c all year;
No 2 Red Winter 96%c. Corn is lower at 70%e for
cash and October; 69%c November; 02%c all year;
o4%c for January. Oats lower at 34%334%e for
cash; 34c October; 33%e for November; 83c year.
steady at 86c. Pork is
Rye steady at 60c.
lower at 22 76taj23 00 cash and for October; 19 60
18
70.<$18 Z2% all year;
02% for November;
8 05,®18 07% January. Ijtrd lower at 12 CBS
11
and
cash
12 20Tor
October;
45@11 47% for No
vember; 1100 bid all year. llO2%(®1106 for
meats
in
fair
Bulk
demand,
shoulders at
January.
10 60; short rib 14 75; short clear at 15 26.
At the closing call oi the Board this afternoon
Wheat was weaker; regular at 95^)95% November;
90%c December; 97c January; No 2 Red Winter at
90@96%c cash ; 96c for October: 96**®97%c for
November; 98%c December; 96%e year. Corn is
irregular at 7o%372c cash; 70%c October;09%c
November; 02%c year; 64% £54% c for January.
Oats firmer but not higher. Pork irreeular at 23 tO
cash; 22 76 for October;19 45 for November; 18 60
forDeoember; 18 46 year;l8 55&18 67%
Lard lower at 11 90 for October; 11 26 November;
10 97% Deccmbor; 10 99 year; 10 92% January.
bbls Hour, 9,o00 bush wheat,
Receipts
94th«o bush corn, 124 000 bu*h oats,
ye 39 OUO bush barley.
Shipments 14,000 bbls flour, 72,000 bnsh wheal,
140 000 bush o »rn 62 uOu bush oate, 27.000|'>udi
t»ar»*v.
r«** 28,OK»
4 06
St. Louis.Oct. 23. Flour unchanged;
Wheat lower;
@4 20; choice to fancy 4 50^g,5 20
No s iced Fall 94a96%C for cash; 94* *c Oei>»uer;
93%@94c for November;96%o for December, 93%
year; 97% £97%c for JanuAry No 3 at 90% o,91e;
No 4 at 85c bid. Corn is lower at *>8%o for~c,v-h;
68c October^,01 %c November; 54%c December;
54%i$54%c all year; 49%c January. Oats lower
at 33% 334c cash. Pork dull; jobbing 23 60. Lard

?8

Barley

?}19

January.

family

nominally lower.
Receipts 16,000 bbls flour 174.000 hush wheat,
13,000 bush, corn, 00,OiH) bush oats, 3,000 bush
y

*,

0,000

bosh

barle

Shipments—26,000 bbD flour, 18,000 bu h wheat,
20,000 bush c »rn, 20,000 ucsb oats. 0,fH 0 bosh

bariev 6‘KH)>'n'*h rve
Detroit. Oct. 23.—Wheat is easier: Nol Wh te
cash and October at 99%e November at 98% : December and year at 98% asked. January at 9J%;
February 1 01%.
|
Receipts 68,233 bush; shipments -*0,5»'J bnsh.
new Orleans, Oct. 23. Cotton in a<*od demand;

Middling uplands 10% o.
MoBiLH,Oct. 23.—Cotton
10%o.

ea*v; M dd i g

SAVANNAH, Oct. 23. Cotton is firm; Middling up
lands at 10 3-10c.
Memphis, Oct. 23. Cotton steady; Middling trp*
lands at

10%c.____
(JVf additional Market Ffports see Fourth pa§t>]

PRESS,
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TUESDAY MORNINU, OCTOBER 24.
We do not readano;-jrunes letters ant ccmxnui-i•aUons. Ttie name and address of the writ are In
all oases Indispensable, not necessarily for cbliea
tton bnt as a guaranty of good faitb.
We eannot undertake to return or preserve eomssunications that are not used.

W. W. Cobcoban, Chief Justice Cartter,
of the District Supreme Court, A. R. Spofford, librarian of Congress, Dr. Joseph M.
Toner and Jeremiah S. Black and others,
have taken out articles of incorporation, under the title of the Jefferson Monument Association, for the purpose of erecting a monument in Washington to the memory of
Thomas Jefferson. The capital of the association is placed at $100,000, with power to
increase it to

furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
adltor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will corner a favor upon us by demanding credentials
fSvaav

regular

of every person

our

journal.

Money and the Crops.
The extreme stringency of the New Yoik
loan market, which Secretary Folger’s extraordinary call for bonds, to be redeemed
at the rate of $5,000,000 per month, without
rebateof three months’ interest was intended to cure, has not returned since the remedial application was made; but the scarcity
of currency, both in New York and the interior markets, is greater and more prolonged than is common at this season of the
year. Eight per cent is not far from the
average call loan rate in Wall street, and
country hanks carefully confine their discount/ to regular customers, who may not
be refused. A transitory stringency is common enough in the interval between the dispatch of currency from the monetary cen-

agricultural districts, to start the
grain to the market, and its
return through the regular commercial chan*
nets to its source. This is the regular thing
and banks and their customers are generally
prepared for It. This year, however, the
period of stringency is prolonged by the tardiness of the crop movement. A good many
causes conspired to make crops slow in seeking a market. Some of them are local, like

ters to the

movement of

the present bad weather in the Northwest.
Larger than all the local causes, however, is

general indisposition

the part of farmers to accept current prices.
This influence
is so powerful that, during all the fine
a

on

weather that preceded the present storms,

Bloomington Pantagraph: It is an indisputable fact that the Democratic party has
saddled and caparisoned itself for everybody
to take a free ride who wants it—liquor dealers, free traders, fiatists, high tariff or low
tariff, monopoly or anti-monopoly, high lictnse, low license or free liquor; anything
that will help get the offices can go along
free, providing, however, that each faction
that dances will pay its

own

Lawbencebubo Press: While England,
swarming with laborers driven by starvation
to accept starvation wages, spreads free
trade arguments through this country by
the

car-load, it should be sufficient evidence
to every intelligent man in this well-fed
country that omr Republican practice of protection should not be set aside te please
either England or the Democratic party.
The value of a very few votes was significantly illustrated in several Ohio districts.
In the Seventh district Morey, Republican,
is elected by forty-one majority.
Hart, Republican, in the Eleventh district, is defeated by only three votes, as reported, and
McKinley, Republican, in the Eighteenth
district, is chosen by a majority of only
eight.

At

Kingston, N. Y., teachers’ instiweek, Prof. Northam urged the

the

tute last

reading of newspapers in the schools as the
best way to teach cotemporaneous history.

The result of this is that the currency sent
out to move the crops stays out instead of
returning to the city banks. This makes
money scarce, interest high, speculation inactive and general trade sluggish. There is

guessing how long this condition of things
Will last. It will continue until the movement of the crops to market sets free the
money now in the hands of elevator men
and local dealers a d flow back through the
hands of local merchandise dealers, jobbers
and manufacturers to the Eastern banks.
This will happen when the views of farmers
and the market price of wheat draw nearer
together. This is hardly likely to happen
through a rise in price, in view of the Amer
ican surplus, large enough even when allowance is mado for all exaggeiations, and the
moderate foreign demand. It will probably
happen when the farmer becomes convinced
that prices cannot rise much higher, or
whea his aeeds overcome his hope of profit
to be made by waiting.
Either of these processes will necessarily be slow.
The country has been taught for the last three or four
years to look for a large and certain European demand for grain, and consequent high
prices. The lesson will not be easy to unlearn. The change in the conditions of the
foreign trade was obscured s t year by the
partial crop failure in America and the consequent reduction of our surplus. This year
a small foreigu demand
coincides with a
large home surplus, and the influence upon
prices is powerful and constant.
no

rolling

mill

inventor

couple, duly Insured by outBide
parties as a speculation in the matrimonial
insuranee companies, had contracted to
marry only when the prospective groom
able to build a house. As the time set
for the wedding approached, it became evident that he would not be able to build the
home, and the girl threatened to break the
engagement. In this dilemma he notified
his speculative friends of the gloom that beset hie future career. They sorrowed with
a sorrrow as deep as his; deeper, in fact, for
his stopped at the heart, while theirs descended to the pockets. If the couple was
nst married, the speculative friends would
lose the premiums they had paid as well as
the face of the policies they held.
One
course was open, and that was for the speculative friends to club together and give
the man the money with which to build the
house. This being done, happiness shed her
shining light on all concerned; on the speculative friends who raked in their insurance
was

money, on the young man who gathered In
his bride, and on the bride who thus secured

her husband and
r'

a

borne.

1

A Middletown, Ct, farmer set a tin pai]
half full of milk in a spring to keep cbol over
night. In the morning, the pail, half full of

buttermilk, contained

a

frog

and

a

dab

of

butter. The batracbian had leaped into the
pail, and found out what the rest of us have
sometimes learned from sad

experience,

that

It is easier to get into a scrape than to get
out; and be had spent the night in persistent
hut uncuccessful to attempts to jump atbore.
He soon appreciated the point of the wish of
Archimedes, for the milk was so deep that
he couldn’t get the necessary fulcrumage
with which to hoist himself out, and his ups
aad downs for the night had actually
churned the milk until the heretofore
tioned dab of butter was

produced.
this place, in the

men-

The in-

sincere
cident is related in
hope of impressing upon its readers the truth
that nothing, uot even the frog, is made in
▼ain.

So it seems that the anticipations of Liberal success at the election of the Prussian Di
et were well founded. The deputies are
chosen by electors, and of these the Progressists or Liberals
about

2000,

said

are

or more

to

have secured

than two-thirds

of the

total number chosen.

erals

can

After this,if the Libagree among themselves to act in

objects in
a common interest,
they
would be irresistible. It is, however, only
too likely that hereafter, as hitherto, they
will fritter away their strength by factious
subdivisions, and so throw the balance of
power into the hands of the Conservatives,
who always strive ta make up In pa.-ty discipline what they lack in numbers, and not
infrequently with success.
harmony for the
which they have

attainmen t

of

A tramp was killed by the cars near Otter
Creek Va., two months ago, and continues
in death the ride-stealing propensity in
which he indulged in life. His ghost haunts
the road near the place of his death, and
stands upon the track in front of advancing
■ight trains which run over him harmlessly
and appears in cabs to the great discomfort
•f the firemen and engineers he calls upon,
fading out when the visit is ended, sometime* through the window, sometimes across
th# tender, and sometimes even through the
open door of the fire-box.

That the Egyptian government should
have decided to allow Arabi Bey to htfve the
assistance ef English counsel when he is put
upon his defence is an indication that the

foeling among Englishmen in high official
quarters is opposed to the infliction of capital punishment upou the fallen leader. Public opinion everywhere undoubtedly runs in
that direction, and it is the prevalent opinion that Arabi Is a prisoner of war, and that
he Is entitled to be treated accordingly. The
trial will probably end in his banishment
from Egypt.
The new Georgia Legislature contains
bat three Republicans, two of whom are
eelered.

them

Senatob Gabland’s brother and the Inare

supporting

the

the

fifth

time

in

years that the Democrats have

carried

to

Hunter’s Green,

21

-

Bronze,

Prune,

-

-

-

■

Crushed

Strawberry,
Army Blue,
Plectric Blue,

-

-

The above Silks are French Goods
$2.50 in this or any other market.

PRICE.

Bluffs between a stallion and a bull dog. Th*
fight lasted more than an hour, and was so fu'
rious that no one dared to interfere.
After fatally bruising the dog the horse threw it
outside the stall with its feet.
W. B. F. Daniels, of Dublin, Ga., was deer

hunting recently.

attempted

His
to

dog caught

secure

it

a
fawn.
and the doe
the fawn to

the rescue. He dropped
catch the mother, but after a desperate struggle she slipped from hia grasp and got away.
A lady at Branchville, N. J., one day fed a
common brook turtle that bad approached her
door. Thereafter the turtle paid frequent visits. This season the animal brought a mate
with it, and the two make frequent excursions
from the brook to the house to obtain food.
A fight between a toad and a large black
spider was recently witnessed at Merrick, L. I.
After each round the toad hopped to a
plantain leaf, bit off a piece, and then turned to the
fray. After this had occurred several timeB
the leaf was taken away, and the toad, failing
to find the leaf, soon rolled over and died.
The distasteful odor of asatatida that a Virginia lady had placed under tue eaves of the
porch as a disinfectant drove away a wren that
had just gone to the housekeeping.
For some
days the bird and her mate were observed to
be very busy, and it was soon discovered that
thay had moved their nest twig by twig to the
opposite side of the portico.
At a wayside inn in the south of France is a
roasting jack moved by animal power.
Two
dogs turn the machine, working alternately.
One day the dog whose prpper turn it was being absent, the other was caught and out on
the wheel.
Ho finally refused, however, to
work, and neither coaxing, threats nor chastisements produced any eff ct. After some delay the missing dog was found and set to the
task. After he had nearly completed the job,
he was released and the first tried again, and
the animal so lately recusant now offered no
opposition, and made the wheel revolve with a
hearty good will till the roast was finished.
The blue jay is the boldest and most mischievous of wild birds. Hear Knoxville, Tenu.,
recently, one was seen to fly a number of times
to a high picket fence to attract a pair of kittens playing on the lawn.
The kittens finally
mounted the ieuce and began a cautious apfrom
to
picket
proach
picket. The jay let the
first gel to within e-ghteen inches, then hopped
over between the two.
The second kitten approaching, the bird hopped over it. It turned,
and the jay hopped back over it, and so kept it
up till one kitten got disgusted and left, and
the other followed soon after.
Once or twice
after the jay tried to inveigle the kittens to
another frolic, but failed.
Abe Simmons, of Rosendale, N. Y., has a
wonderful dog named Jack. Jack used to toss
a silver piece placed upon his nose,
and turn
around once and catch it in his mouth, but
some one put a hot penny on his nose one day
and that spoiled the trick. In the winter time
he is the dread of all the school children who
have sleighs, for he will rush out when a boy is
going along, grab the rope of the sleigh, null it
loose from the boy and run off with it as fast as
be can go. Finally the boys combined against
him. YVhen Jack decides that he wants a
sleigh they let him have the rape, but five or
six boys jump on the sleigh, and Jack very
soon tires of drawing them. Jack, when a cork
ii thrown up in the air, will jump up, turn a
somersault, and catch it in his mouth.
An interesting account ot tne anectionate attentions of a ben'for a litter of kittens is given
in the Scotsman.
In two adjoining nests, in a
loft in Tayinloan Inn, Kintyre, were five kittens and a setting hen.
A day or two after
the kittens were born the hen removed from
the nest in which she was and took possession
of them, hut the cat removed them from the
loft to a small enclosure in another house. The
hen soon found out the place to which her
adopted family had been carried, and took to
nursing them as before. On this an understanding was come to between the real ano
foster mother. The hen allowed the cat td
come at intervals and nurse
them.
The hen
has nevGr left the kittens, bnt devotes to them
her whole time, and has always trusted to food
being brought to her. She takes them under
her wings, clucks to them, and works about
them with her bill, and now, when they are
beginning to move about, she permits them to
climb on her and amuse themselves, as kittens
will. On the other hand, tne kittens return to
the hen with the greatest fondness, and seem
to regard their real mother as nothing more
than a creature to supply them with food.
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Tlios desiring io iimko inouef
small and medium investments
grain, provisi -ns and stock
can do so by operspeculations,
ating on our plan. From May 1st,
1881, to tbe present date, on invesfcmen ts of $ 10.00 to $ 1,000, cash
profits have been realized and
paid to investors amounting to
several times tuo original investment, still leaving the* original investment making money or payable <n demand. Explanatory circuit
and ptntoments of fund W
free. We want
sen
esponsible
ego r, who wi‘: report on crops
on

in

be

well

day. Shall be open every
evening till 1) o’clock up to
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HATTER
has just returned from the market with all the styles of New
York, Philrdelphia, aud Boston
hats.
We have taken pains to
have some specialties made this
season.

FINE

HATS,

Brown, Olive, Green, Plum,
Mixed, clue and Black.
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forbidden trusting tnv
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Margaret Balling,
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of her contracting.
Tobias balling.
oct23d2w*
'Portland, Oct. 21st, 1882.
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HAIDALL

and
Suit-

Has been worn but ouee.
cat 1.nan ef medium build. Address

BOX 18tS2, City.

HOUSE

WO COWWAY, W. H.
the year round for the accommodation of
commerda travetewn and
mneicut
Special
iwtee for permanent guewts during 'eptember and
T.
J.
October.
RANDALL.
eodlmo
sep23

OPEN

THREE MTH8 EXTRA PAY
for

j
i

Officers and Seamen, or ibeir
or Reveuue Mar.u

hrir, who served in Navy
COLLECTED
with

war

Mexico, by

complete with

Z. K. D4R.UON, Ceuteoninl Block,
Agsn.v Ert»Wlsh«d 1850
oct6d£;
Portland,.Oet. 5,1882

Hon. E. P. WELLS. President James River National Bank, Jamestown, Dakota.
Hon. SAMUEL MERRILL, President Iowa Trust
and Loan Company, Des Moines, Iowa.
Hon. L, D. M. SWEAT, Ex-Member of CoDgrese,
Portland, Maine.
Hon. JOHN IX BKNTON, Vice President First
•
National Bank, Fargo. Dakota.
W. W. DUDLEY, Jamestown, Dakota.
E. J. BLOSSOM, Jamestown, Dakota.

RODERICK ROSE, Jamestown, Dakota.
For further information, apply to tho Company,

a

Jamestown, Dakota, or
L. D. M. SWEAT, Esq.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
oetlD
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BARRETT,
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BAGS.

78

U S. Called Bonds cashed.

until Btrong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood ami a
frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
properly nourished
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Va-n> and tb), labeled.

nov29

7B
...

Maine Central R. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Honda, Registered and

CO,.

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine
has proproperties of well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps flavored:
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles ol
diet that

TRUNKS

eodSm

Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
6s
Cincinnati,.5S
Cincinnati..6s
Cook County
78

Wholesale and Retail.

0. £. JOSE &
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All grades of Silk
change for $3.00.
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Dress Suit for Sale t heap.
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* found at
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English

Engine For Sale.

fFFF

Or.

PHYSICIANS’
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Jackets,

ing

Japanese,
Sarregneuiln«c
Satsuma, Kioto, &e.

Forest City S«*ar Refining
cell 6et8 tv
Portland,

—

secured by Bond** and First mortgages, bearSeven per Cent interest.
And in addition to
this security the
will give their own
of
the
of
the
Guaranty
payment
Principal and Interest of all such Loans by them negotiated.
Interest collected by tho Company and forwarded
by draft on New York to investors free of charge.

Limoges,
Lougwy,

Beam Engine, 12 ft. long x 2Va ft. Bod,
14 in. Cylinder, 24 in Stroke.
Crank shaft
6ft. long. 5 in. liiatn. One 9 ft. Driving Wheel, 15
inch face and on. 8 ft. do 12 in fa«e-Jadgon
Uoxernor. All in firet-chw* order.
Vpply to

AHANBSOME
V.«t, New.
able for

21,

ELEGANT

•!son, Slakeman, Taylor. &Oo.,

Beam

Gray

DAKOTA

Incorporated tinder the Laws of Dakota, for the
Loans on
purpose of Negotiating
Improved
Farms.—The value of the lands will in a‘l cases be
three times the amount loaned.—The Loans will be

'_!!—^-1___d3t-

■

aulb

dtd

THEY

eodtl

E. P. WELLS, President.
RODERICK ROSE. Vice Prest. and Atty.
GEO. O. THOMPSON Secretary.
E. J. BLOSSOM, Treasurer.

''

Tailor,

Free, Cor. of Cross St.<1
octl4

are

Oct.

^

FERNAU),

t'ONGIKT.

sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.

STILL

Street.

CAPITAL

Kememberj

Merchant

no

Styles.

now on

OFFICERS.

^

the place, No. 2 Free, Cor. j
of Cross St.
A. S.

150 Ladies’ Walkiug

YOUK CAPITAL.

State that has the Electric

SATURDAY,

onrie.

JAMEMTOWN, DAKOTA.

MILLETT & LITTLE.

,Jt.

only custom tailor-

establishment

ing

Exchange

<

MINNIE HAUK

LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY

HASTINGS’,

26, 1882..

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Nor. 1st,

Loans Guaranteed.
THE

Oct.

MUSIC BV (IIASDLEB.
Ladies’ tickets 2oc; Gentlemen's 50c.
od24d3t

HANSON,

Middle

—

WM. P.

dtd

Congress Had,

York

8 PER CENT

BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER,

Park,

APRON AND NECK-FIE PARTY

Stock Exchange.

B. J. & D.

Gentlemen’s Fine, Stylish Goods, ajBpecialty.

Bonds

STO O ELS

on

Boyd’s Fine Now York Boots for Ladies’ wear, In
j1 French Kid, Oil Goat, and Cloth Top, Button, AA

by mail, postage prepaid.

—

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

keep a|Large

i

your feet to 421 Congress street
them perfectly fitted, order your Boots by
Mail, giving your Size and Width.
an^'

compels

& Garside’s Fine

street

Your Wide, Troublesome Joints, perfectly fitted.

trade

—

Ladies’ Land League

Deposit Co.,

AND

AT

OCt 20

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Daria, H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Mculton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all ot Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Augusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebnnk.

Stock of Fine Boots and Shoes.

i

Nails prop-

increasing

—

The Trustees have arranged for
this postponement att e request of
ALL the owners of horses entered
for the Society’s purses, all horses
remaining to contest for the same,
and also by request of many
prominent citizens.
J. J. FRYE, Secretary.

Chartered ia 1873 by the Legislature .1
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
«f SA FEW la it. FIRE aad
BURGLAR PROOF
VAULT,.

SIGN GOLD BOOT!

AND

Presumpscot

-AT-

Tlie

County

account of the rain io

on

—

_ecdtf

Rental of Safes In Vault, #10 to «75 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, Wec’y and Treas.,
87 Exchange Street, Pertland, Me.
mar 30
oodly

Wanted—Your long, slim,

Is again postponed

Highest Prices Paid for
on Europe.

STOOLS.

and

febl8eodly

Exchange
ju20

ALSO

COVERS

81,000.

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
n all the principal Cities of Europe.
Government Bonds and good local securities
bought and sold direct or on commission at the
most favorable rates.

eodtf

PIANO

POSTPONED FALL ilEETIM

CO.,

BANKERS,
218

MEI

PORTLAND,

If

TTn&S&w

PIANO FORTES.

eod4w

7'j

_uodtf

Streets.

«^5

ns.

■

BANKERS AND SIOCH BROKERS,
No. 19 Wall Direct, New York,
who will send free full information showing how
large profits may be realised on investments ot

specialty,
OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

Boot

Boston.

Davis

Also several other

BOSTON.

octlO

$3 gilt.

CO.,

octl7

Washington St.,

Oct. 7th.

at 4 p.

‘4.30 and 4 p.
octOdtf

AT 1.30 P. M.,

Chicago.
) 953 Broadway.
346 Broadway.
j Grand Central Hotel.

Portland Safe

FAVORITE.^.
the latest additions to Idtson’s

$2 plain.

Joel Goldtli wait & Co.

commencing

—

JOHN A. DODGE &

2w

229

“Home Musical Library,”
have more than 2* 0
pages each, rull sheet »nusic size, are handsomely
a
and
it
deal
of
music for a moderbound,
give gre
ate price.
The Musical Favorite contains about 50 pieces
of ad average length of 3 to 4 pages each, of medium
difficulty, and by the most popula comp* s-rs, as
Waldteufel, Gottischalk, B ake, Wilson, Schumaun,
Aubert, Lamothe. etc.. in all 38 composers.

Beautiful. Durable, and Very
Moderate in Price.

are

m.,

at

WEDNESDAY,

Parties wishing to make money in Stocks sheuld
communicate with the old establ'shed firm of

SPECIAL SALE OF TABLES.-CousisUng of Parlor. Library, Italian Warble, Shell, Tennessee anti Inlaid Warble. Extraordinary inducements to be offered in all goods in our Hue purchased during
Fair Wee fa.

THE MUSICAL

AMERICAN CARPETS,

Juvenile Class, Saturday*

—

STOCKSPECULATION

CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR WEEK

How to Practise, by A. M. Pupiu, is a capital little guide book for teachers and scholars, and
such as every practical teacher will like to have.
Mailed for 5«* cents.

are

tt

Branches,

Slippers of all

ootll

Here, at last, we have nearly all the world famous
universally admired sung and whistled melodies,
in one book.- IOO p* pular Ballads and Plantation
Songs, with piano accompaniment. This number
“Old Folks at Home,”
inclua‘8
“Old Kentucky
“Camptown
Home,” “Zip Coon,” “Nelly Bly
Races,” “Golden Slippers.” “Lily Dale.” “Twinkthe
and
there are
ling Stars,” “By
Bright Light,”
more than 90 others.
$3 gilt.
$2.50 cloth.
$ J plain.

Soiffis

Prirate wire to

may6

M. G. PALMER,» Middle Street

MINSTREL SONGS.

stl'EL

,«de.

xt

a

THE VERY BEST

Classa for Young Ladies and Gentlemen meets
Thuritduy JFvcningi.

HondaV and

Oct. 24th & 25lh,

1

dtf

line stock of Choice Styles of

Daucing Acauemy.

(13m

(NEXT DOOB TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Dsposits receiyed.
cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
4,
of S. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,
FAVORITES.
Fine Portraits

a

s

TUESDAY

Clews & Co.,
Henry
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

UNIVERSAL

Also

Gilbert

Clothing,

-OF

DON’T FOB GET THE NUMBER,

octU

FOREIGN MAKES.

Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies, $1.00. To ba
had of the Police officers and at the door on the
night of the Ball.
o«tl dlw

BANKING HOUSE

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTEP.

est

Concert from 8 mini 9
Music by Chandler.

o’clock.

FINANCIAL.

|

Ladies’ Walking Boots, Button and Balmoral.
Ladies’ Dress Boots, French and Mat Kid and patent

E„

We are now opening our importations
of New Styles, including the most artistic and desirable goods of all die choic-

Band

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

PORTLAND.

-

FALL STYLES.
CHEAT VARIETY AYR AT ALL PRICES.

Wo. 229 Middle and 12

63 1-3 cents.

CARPETS.

—

Cumberland

E. H. SISE A CO.’S FURNITURE WARE ROOMS' J. B. Brown & Sons,

Extra Bargains In [allies’ and ilflren’s llndertlannels.

shall pay

codSw

38.00

-

ST.,

LacM

leather.
School Boots that will wear.
kinds made to measure.

Another case of those elegant 11-4 Blankets just recei red at $4.50
per pair. No such Blanket has bceu sold for the past ten years for
less than $6.00.
We have some extra nice Blankets in 11-4 and
13-4 for $7.00 and $8.00

Block, PORTLANL

For Prospectus and information of
Itajuioud’s six months trip to CalifornE. E. L’PHAM & CO.,
ia, call on
So. 0 Exchange St.
oct!9

•

5.00 to

gress.

BARGAINS IN BLANKETS.

pharmaceutical prepara-!
tions. GUPPY, KINSMAN I
& ALDEN, Druggists.

dtf

7.00

2.00 to

-

Gentlemen’s Walking Boots, Button, Balmoral and Con-

Plushes, in Plain, Striped and Brocade, both Black and Colors.

SAMIEl TllliaSTM,
3 Free Street

30.00

dealers in Fine Custom and Ready Made

WottLing:

VELVETS and PLUSHES.

GALL and SEE

Piauos,

17.00 to

-

AT

—

CITY HALL, OCT. 24.

$25.00

to

OP THE

—

COMPANY,

470 CONGRESS

oo4

ONE

Deckel Hros’

Sc

ALLEN
Manufacturing

inch, $2.00

21
21
21
21
21
21

Olive,
Golden

Jealousy recently

induced a large Berlin dog
to attack a five year old boy.
The boy was
petting a new lap dog when the big dog jumped
The lap dog
upon him and threw him down.
going to the boy’s assistance, was killed.
A novel fight occurred in a stable at Council

—

our

WIDTH.

COLOR.

the !

Stories about jAuimals.

Gentlemen’s

9

twenty-eight

A gray horse used by the St. Louis Transfer
Company in one of its teams is an habitual tobacco chewer.
A terrier dog at Americas, Ga., has forsaken
his home and taken up his lot with a herd of
goats, refusing to associate with other canines.

Daniels

announcing

Republican

State of Ohio.

ANNUAL BALL

Young Ladies' Class, Thursday*

Overcoats,

patrons that we
of Ottomau Silks, and we shall sell
TWO DOLLARS per yard. We give list

at the Low Price of

candidate for Congress in the Second Arkansas district, and his election is a
possibility.
This is

Suits,

Pantaloons,

Gentlemen’s

is the voungest
the patent rolls at W: At ngton.

Simon Cameron believes, first, that Beawill be elected, and secondly that the
present row. in the Republican party will
make it all the stronger in 1884.

NINTH

Clothing,

Suits, $8.00

Gentlemen’s

of Colors, Widths and Prices.-

vei

dependents

FLANNELS,

improvements,

on

Dress

Besort

Family

AdmlfGrand Matinee every Saturday at 2.30.
llbn lu, 15 and 25 ctg.
oct23d#t>

M

We take great pleasure in
have secured an elegant line

The number enrolled in the

Walter Neveqold of Bristol, Pa., 15
years of age who has invented
important

Gentlemen’s

| Gentlemen’s

SHAKER

THEATRE,

For Ladies and Children.

Up

Business

per yard.

OTTOMAN SILKS.

__

public
schools, 28 states only reporting for 1871,
was 6,383,085, while for 1880 it was 9,781,521, all the states and territories reporting.

$1.00

Prices from 12 1-2 cents to $1.00 per yard. Also a full line of fine
White DORIET and ALL WOOL FLANNELS in all widths.

In 1871 29 states

came to

A Texan

WHITE

let the children learn history bottom side
«P-

536 280.

generally disposed to hold
The general prosperity of
the country, in which they share, enables
them, as a rule, to gratify this inclination.

Gentlemen’s

A large assortment of

It wovldn’t do to use Democratic papers for
that purpose unless it was deemed best to

quent comment, even before the financial effect of the indisposition to Bell became apparent. Present prices are not satisfactory,

grain.

Street.

50 Pieces 6-4 FLANNEL, SUITINGS, “Gilbert’s” included
at

File

Rarely excelled, may be found at onr commodious New
Store in market Square. Onr stock is lar^e, varied,
and manufactured under onr own personal supervision, presents ,o the purchaser an attractive line of

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTEB’S

We offer

Made

Finely

-AT-

Congress

.KTAIN1V1ENTS.

104 Exchange Street,

"■OF”"

fiddlers and

reported a school population of 9,632,969, while in 1889 the 38 states
and eight territories reported a total of 15,-

and farmers are

AN EXHIBITION

SECURE SOME VERY GRE AT BARGAINS

451

ENTi

LYCEUM

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

other incidental expenses.

though time enough had elapsed for the harvesting aud threshing of wheat, the receipts
were so meager as to be the subject of fre-

hack their

miscellaneous.
_

$1,000,000.

attache of the Press Is

claiming to roprosent

_MISCELLANEOUS__

HEWES,

store,

593 Congress St

blankets.
COE,

dtf

THE

A MARVELOUS INVENTION!

Parlous’

Automatic

Adding

Table

Excels nil addin* machines. It will add columns of
figure* with great rapidity and unvarying accuracy,
so
simple a child can operate it, so small it can by
kept betweei the leaves of a book aud is of the.
greatest assistance for proving columns; evere
countl g house and every book-keeper needs it.
Sent by mail for 50 cents by E. A. Parsons, Lock
Drawer 35, New Haven, Conn. Agent* Wanted
in
is

every town.

oetlSdJtwlm

SMOKE THE 444 CIGAiT.
“B1.l*u.

HATTER
197 IflidtflUe Street.

°«21

jodtf

;

I

THE FRATERNITY.

T^TFISS.

_

TUESDAY MORSISG, OCTOBER 24.

I

ANNUAL K 5ET1NG AND ELECTION Of
OFF!

THE PRESS.

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruuell & C ., Andrews. ArmBfcwng Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,

Reports

Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson.
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
rains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.

Bose

nity

Bang>r, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

his report,

A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B G. Dennis n.
Cumberland M’lls, F. A. Verrill.
Dainarcisootta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport W A. Mil obeli.
Fryebilrg, R. 0. "armou.
Fairfield. K. H Evan*.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & C-».
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
—

Falls,

Bridge,

A. W.

E. A. Thomas.

Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison,

So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.

Wall.
Smith.

VICINITyT

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY

NEW

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Gents’ Hose—Rines Bros.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Rines Bros.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
A. Qay It Co.—7.
wanted Immediately—E. Clement & Co.

Notice is Hereby Given.
Citizen’s Mutual Relief Society.
We Shall Run—H. I Nelson & Co.
New Books—I oriDg, Short & Harmon.
Owen, Moore & Co.—2.

Rines Brothers sell to-day Gents’ Heavy
at 34 cents, worth 50.

Colored Hose

A Class In Short Hand
be started Monday evening, Nov. 2, at
p. m., by W. E. Hickcox, Stenographer,
Attention
at his residence 48 Chestnut street.
is called to the following:
Boston, Oct. 20tb, 1882.
will

*6.30

The receipts from annual subscriptions during the past year amounted to $1,209, against
$1,367.48 the year previous.
The receipts
from all sources the past year netted $2,089.11
against $2,138 67 the year previous. The expenditure the past year was $1,485 66 against
$1,558 the previous year. On the $1,000 fund,
$800 was collected, aud your committee would

I desire to acknowledge iny obligations to
you for my success in learning Phonography,
When I took my first lesson at your school last
November, (less than a year ago,) I was clerkIn four months from the
ing at $7 per week.
date of my first lesson I obtained a situation

call your attention to the pressing needs of senew names to make up the deficiency.
J. S. Winslow, Chairman.
treasurer's report.
The following is the report of the Treasurer
of the Portland Fraternity for the year ending
Oct. 1, 1882:

curing

clerk, 't $40 per month; re$60 per month after my first two
months, and now I am drawing a salary of
$1,000 a year. My rapid progress in shorthand
I consider mainly due to your practical teaching and thorough training, without which, I
not have attained my
am satisfied, I could
present degree of efficiency in more than douas

cor responding

ceived

RECEIPTS.
Balance from last year
$
97.77
From admission tickets.
142 75
From subscrintions. 1,209.00
From entertainments.
283 04
From rent
.;.
362.00
From sundries
2.32
From life members.
26.00
From special sub. aud carp, shop.
76.00

Yours gratefully,
Chas. G. Cotter,
30 Roxbury Station

ble the time.

Total.$2,186.88

Gas and

Co.

This is to certify that my son had been
very much out of health for the past three
years. He raised blood, spring and fall, and
Dr. Clapp, of Pawtucket,
became very thin.
examiued him and said his lungs were diseased. I, as well as others, thought he had the
consumption. I bought a Pino-Palmine Mat-

_

A BOSTON MERCHANT.
Aromatic Pino-Palmine Co.
Gentlemen—In January, 1880, I purchased

MONDAY.

1st—Arithmetic, Mr. Lucien Snow and Mr.
Wilson; 3 6pupils.
2d—Arithmetic, Miss Abbott and Miss
Fletcher; 30 pupils.
3d—Arithmetic, Miss Spring and Mr, Wiison; 20 pupils.

past,
any symptoms of the same during this past
•old winter. I still sleep on the Pino-Palmine
Mattress, and think a fair trial will show same

Geography, Miss Burr; 7 pupils.
English, Miss Noyes; 18 pupils.
WEDNESDAY.

me.

1st—Heading,

Miss Storer; 12 pupils.
2d—Heading, Miss Walker; 27 pupils.
3d—Heading, Miss Mabel DaYeis and Miss
Paysou; 17 pupils.

Respectfully yours,
C. E. STEPHENSON.
Bobton, April, 1881.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
oci21-tf
Portland,

THURSDAY.

Free-hand

Me._

pil*.

WHAT A SUFFERER FROM NEURALGIA AND SLEEPLESSNESS SAYS.
Aoents Pino-Palmine Co.
Gentlemen—I have been troubled with various ailments, sleeplessness and neuralgia are
those from which I have suffered the most. At

Thirty-seven new volumes aud various magazines and papers have been added to the library during the past year, which donations
as coming from
we acknowledge with thanks
the following sources: M. N. Rich, George WDeering, W. C. Thnriow, Miss Talbot, Mrs.
H. S. Preble and Miss Mclutire.
We have now 979 volumes upon our shelves,
together with a large number of unbound
magazines. Upon oar table may be fonnd
among other publications, Harper’s Monthly,
the Century, the Unitarian Review, Scientific
American, Harper’s Young People, the Cnristian Register, Portlaud Transcript, aud daily
papers. The reading room continues to be fully occupied and may be rightfully esteemed
most important features of our
one of the
woik.

219 East Worthington street, Springfield .Mass.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,
oct21-tf
Portland, Me.
See “Bird” adv’t; get Holden’s Bird Book;
He has extra
care, diseases, breeding.

REPORT ON ROOMS.

food,

During the past season a new lease has been
taken of our present quarters for fire years at a
reduced rent. Tne city rents two of our rooms
for the accommodation of the Deaf School.
The Diet Mission has had the use of rooms
for which they have paid a moderate rent.
Other benevolent societies have been allowed
gratuitously the use of onr rooms for the purpose of holdiug meetings. The sub-letting of
these rjorns does not in any way interfere with
the Fraternity work, as the hours do not conflict with those taken no by Fraternity classes.
The deportment of the yonng persors connected with the institution has been excellent.
None have been reported for misconduct within the past year.
The committee on rooms has been obliged to
draw anon the treasurer for but a smalt amount
as almost everything rtq'.’rod lias been cheerfully donated. The past year conations have
bee 1 as follows:
Messrs. Baodall & McAllister, Sargent &
Dennison, Chas. O’Brien, Samuel Bounds and
H. L. Paine, coal; Warten & Bing, Morse &
Picket', kindling; D. W. Clark & Co., ice;
Mrs. Bion Bradbury, printing press; Mrs H.
I. Bobinson, Mrs. S. W. Thaxter and Mr.
Chas. Day, games; Mrs. L. D. M. Sweat and
Miss Eliza Potter, curiosities for cabinet.
VY'. I. Thom, Chairman.

j

Supreme Judicial Court.
BARROWS, J.. BBESIDIKG.
Mokday.—John A. Northrop, appellant, vs. ClarThis is an appeal from a
ence Hale, administrator.
decree of the Judge of Probate. The appellant
claims that he is the illegitimate son and sole heir
Robinson, late of thi< city. This is denied by the other heirs, who claim that he is the
nephew of Mrs. Robinson and son of her sister, Mrs
Northrop, in whose Inmily he was raised and whose
son he was r. ported to be.
M. P. Frank—Nathan Cleaves.
Clarence Hale—Drummond & Drummond.
of Eliza M.

Brief Jottings.
The police made three seizures on Commercial street yesterday, all in unused tenants.
The annual meeting of the managers of the
Home for Aged Women occurs this afternoon.
The current umber of the Folio has been
received from Win. E. Chandler, Middle St.
Adelaide Phillips, Lillie
West, Wm. Warren and Sam Lucas.

portraits of

Birthday Party.
At sunrise yesterday it was cloudy, wind
east, thermometer 48°; at neon it was cloudy,
wind east, thermometer GO; at snrset, cloudy,
wind unchanged, thermometer 54°.

REPORT ON ENTERTAINMENTS.

one

for

committing

an

|

as-

.sault.
The first anniversary of the Lawrence, Mass.,
the
Gospel Temperance Mission, a branch of
Portland Mission, established by Rev. S. F.

Pearson, conductor of the Mission iu this city,
The services were
was duly observed Snudar.
The reporls show
conducted by Mr. Pearson.
been very
tj,e Lawrence branch to have

pros-

young friends of Charles A.
the residence of his mother on
Norris met
the anWilmot street, Saturday, to celebrate
There were
birthday.
-?lBt
his
of
niversary
ants, the most worthy of
some handsome pres
from his mother,
note being an elegant J'ible
on
the cover iu
with the simple inscription
After the presents were
Mother.”
“From
gilt,
headed by ? R- Farringgiven the company,
led the way to the
ton, one of his employers,
was
a bountiful collation
dining room where

.*orty

____

The Wheat Crop.
other day that the
The telegraph stated the
The
Dakota wheat crop was badly damaged.
A private
statement appears to be incorrect.
letter from
received bv one of our Port-

Fargo,
land merchants, says:

Mr. F. K. Farrington, chairman of entertaincommittee, has worked most earnestly
and efficiently to carry ou during the winter
months a cou'se of daucss for the benefit of
our Fraternity. These dances have been of a
tovs. delightful character, and it is to be hoped
they will be conducted as heretofore, and that
our people will attend and make ihem a financial success. Mr. Farriugtou reports an follows:
Gross receipts, §623.00; expenses, §339.96; balment

Mr. J. E. Deehan, an accomplished drugat
gist, has taken the position of night clerk
Gappy, Kinsman & Alden's.
There were seven arrests for drunkenness
four arrests for drunkenness and

yesterday;
disturbance, and

17 pu-

REPORT ON LIBRARY.

well and am cured erf all nervous complaints.
Mrs. A. L. SEYMORE,

There are

Longfellow;

Penmanship, Mr. George N. Fernald and
Mr. James A. Stan wood; 73 pnpils.
Emily Swan Gerrish, Chairman.

persuasion I bought one of the Pino-Palmine
Mattresses, from which I have received great
benefit. The neuralgia is ail gone. I sleep

oct23-d&w2mos

capital stock paid in, nothing; par value shares
$1. Officers of the company:
President—Chas. D. Jenkins.
Treasurer—Wm. H. Newcomb.
Directory—C. D. Jenkins, W. H.
Stephen C. Perry.
Boston and Gila River Cattle

Newcomb,

Company
Capital stock $200,000; capital stock paid in,,
nothing; par value shares $1. Officers:
President—Wm. H. Newcomb.
Treasurer—Chas. D. Jenkius.
Directors—W. H. Newcomb, C. D, Jenkins,
Stephen C. Perry.
The Atlantic Rubber Cumpany.
Capital
$15,COO; capital stock paid in$15,000; par value shares $100. Officers;
President—Fred M. Hersey.
Treasurer—George R. Eager.
Directors—F. M. Hersey, F. T.
Geo. R. Eager.
The Eclipse Mining and Milling

The wheat, crop is not damaged that I am
In (act most of it has been seeurea
aware of.
for some time. A few careless farmers have
a
left here wheat iu bhock, and they will lose
Btaoks
portion of theirs; also the tops of a few
will be wet, but there is no great loss on wheat
outside of shockB.

ance

THE

Crommett,
Company.

Capital $100,090; capital stock paid in $5C0,
par value shares $1. Officers:
President—H. B. Nottage.
Treasurer—S, W. Pollard.
Directors—H. B. Nottage, S. W. Pollard, F.
T. Crommett.
The Bay State Manufacturing Company of
Portland, Me. Capital $30,000; capital stock
paid in, nothing; par value shares $100. Officers:

President—Geo. H. Blake.
Treasurer—Geo. W. Spurr.
Directors—G. H. Blake, G. W. Spurr.
The improved Elastic Soap Stone Roofing

Company.
Capital $100,COO; capital stock
paid in $100; par value shares $10, Offioers:
President—Ducius Allen, Jr.
Treasurer—David H. Priest.
Directors—L. Allen, Jr., D. H. Priest, Chas.
H. Colby.
Standard Button Fastening Company. Capital $250,000; capital stock paid in $6,000; par
value shares $5.

Officers:

Presiden—Chas. B. Lancaster.
Treasurer—Wm. D. Allen.
Directors -C. B. Lancaster, W. D. Allen,

Joseph

Mathison.
National Waterproof Shoe Company.
Capital $500,000; capital stock paid in $30; par
value shares $10. Officers:
Presiden—Edwin A. Alger, Jr.
Treasurer—Lee E. Moore.
Directors—E. A. Alger, Jr., Alton E. Ayer,
L. E. Moore.
MaBsasoit Packing Company. Capital $150,-

000;

capital stock paid in $200; par value

Bhares $10.

Officers:
A. Cook.

Treasurer—Joe. Bond, Jr.
D'rectors—L. A. Cook, J. Bond, Jr., S. W.

Heath.
The Susquehanna Mining and Smelting Com
pany. Capital $500,0C0; capital stock paid in
$40#; par value shares $100. Officers:
President—Thos. Buins.
Treasurer.—Orin Suerman.
Directors—T. Buins, O. Sherman, Fred’k F.
Hale, F. T. Crommett.

The Arlington Guarantee Gold Mining ComCapital $500,000. capital stock paid ja
$80; par value shares $2. ®ffieer3:
President—Wm. E. Wood.
Treasurer—Samuel B. Thing.
Directors—W. E. Wood, S. B. Thing, Lyman Jackman, Martin Draper, Jr., Warren
Rawson.
Personal.
Letters wera received on Saturday, unaer
date of September 11th, from Mi6S Johnson
and Miss Kimball of Bangor, who sailed from
New York, the 17th of June and arrived at

Van, Turkey, the place of their destination,
the 9th of September.
Prof. W. S. Chaplin of Bangor, arrived with
his family in New York on Wednesday, after
absence of six years in Japan.
The Professor will receive a hearty greeting from his
an

myriad friends upon his return

to

Bangor.

Conductor Knapp, who has been off his
train on the Maine Central on account of ill
aealtb, will take his old post on the Farmington passenger this week.
He has been serving
as station agent at West Farmington of late,
and baggage marstor MarBton has been running the train.

Capt.
Harding leit Yarmouth yesterday for Pbiladelphio to take his ship on a voyage to Japan. Capt. Harding has been married since he came home to Miss Annie Carr
of Dwight, 111,, and takes his bride with him.
Among the arrivals at ihe Preble are Hon.
Joseph Dane of Kennebunk; Mr. Patrick S.
Gilmore, conductor of the famous band; Rev.
Geo. F. Tewksbury of Lyman.
The members of Gilmore’s Band are quartered at the Preble and United States hotels.

§283.04.

REPORT ON MEMBERS.

From the reports of Chas. II. Kimball,
chairman of committee on members, we learn
that two new life members and two new active members have been o ected during the
past year. There are at present 63 life members and 251 active member... Eight life members aud four active members have died within
the year. Of the active members, 57 pay an
anuual assessment of $10; 52 pay §5, aud 142
pay §2 annually.
GYMNASIUM.

Chas. U. Kimball, chairman of committee
on the gymnasium, reports a vi ry
satisfactory
year in this department. The greatest interest
was manifested by the boys, and their deportment with the exception of that oDe boy, dismissed for disorderly conduct, merits words of
praise. The whole number belonging to the
class was 63. There were 28 sessions with an
I he boys
average attendance of 20 members.
the instruction of Mr. H. A.
were under
Sweeney, who is to be commended for his
good management of the class.
CARPENTRY.

This school was opened by Mr. George W.
York. Later Mr. George Brook took charge
of it, but his engagements prevented his remaining through the term. It was found necessary to have a paid instructor, and the finances of the association not
warranting the outlay, a confidence in the value of the work,
brought fortli offers of §25 each for the purpose from Mrs. George S. Hunt, Mr. Thomas
and Mr. Baxter, aud it was voted to open during the vacation of the public schools, a carpentry day school, free to all who might apply.
The services of Mr. L. F. Filigree was secured
and ilie school was opened after the 4th of July. There were 49 applicants, mauy of whom
dropped out when the novelty wore off.
At
the last meeting it was voted to give a part of
the proceeds from the sale of manufactured
articles to the pupils of the carpentry class,

Throwing Stones
Through a Car Win*
dow.
The Portland and Ogdensburg conductors
have been annoyed for some time by boys who
throw stones at the train. Saturday as Conductor Hartshorn’s train was passing through
Crook’s Cut, near Conway Centre, a stone
came

crashing through

a

pane of glass.

Mr.

Hartshorn stopped the train, jumped off, and
gave chase to a couple of boys who were makHe puring off some distance ahead of him.
sued them l^plf a mile and finally ran them

down, finding

in the chamber of the house
where he lives.
The boys were handed over
to an officer.
The y are about 16 years of age.
one

The Portland Suspender Company Fall,
ure.

The Portland Suspender Company has been
in business in this city for the pas; twelve
years. They have been located at 170J Middle street, opposite the post office, but this
property being purchased by the First National Bank, a change was necessary. The company removed to the brick block on Middle
street, opposite Storer Brothers’, which they
now occupy. They have employed from thirty
to sixty men and women at once, and at the
time of their failure they hid forty employes■
The company has done a large business and
has disbursed a large amount of money in
wages.
A meeting of the creditors is t ow to be
called, and meanwhile the firm is taking account of stock.
They say that no predictions
can be made as to whether they will continue
the business or not until some definite action
is taken by the creditors.
In reply to the
question whether they will move to Boston or
New York, as reported, they said that they
knew nothing of any such plan.

Burglary

Stroud water.
The grocery store of Andrew Hawes near
Stroudwater was broken into Sunday night by
thieves who gained entrance by breaking a
window. About tea dollars’ worth of tobacco,
at

crackers and sardines were stolen, but the safe
which contained the money was not tampered
with. Tito thieves were evidently hungry mr

they broke open a barrel of crackers turned
them out upon the floor and made a luuch off
them with sardines for a relish. There is no
clue as yet to the guilty parties.
Ad Extraordinary Find of Honey.
Saturday some men engaged in making repairs upon the ell of Capt. J. p. Tenney’s
house in Dueling, were assailed by what was
at first thought to be wasps, and driven from
the work. Investigttion yesterday proved the
insects to be Italian bses, and they were found
to have accumulated a Btore of some seveutyfive pounds of honey, which was secured. In
the opinion of Mrs. Tenney this swarm of bees

have had their

hive in

the

FOURTH

REFORM

SCHOOL

house some four

years.
Williston Church.
The sixth anniversary of the pastorate of the
Rev. Mr. Clark at Williston church was observed Sunday. Rev. Mr. Clark preached a
sermon appropriate to the
occasion.
The
chnrch numbers 318 members, a gain of 45
within a year. The gain in the six years of
Mr Clark’s pastorate has been 343.
The cur.
rent expenses of the church were 54,200 for the
past year.
Policemen’s Ball To Night,
There is every indication that the policemen’s ball which takes place tonight at City
ChandHall, will be very largely attended.
ler’s band will give one of tlieir excellent concerts from 8 to 9 o'clock, and anangements
have been perfected for making the affair a

greater success than any preceding bail given
by the force. Secure your tickets without delay.

DAY

OF

THE

INVESTIGA-

TION.

The Boys Testify.

They

Tell

Hard

Story
cipline.

a

of Severe Dis-

The fourth day of the investigation into the
management of the State Reform School by
the commission appointed by % rv. Plaisted
was

concluded

yesterday,

and the end

is

not

yet.
Messrs. Fox, Haskell an I Gould were in at.
tendance; also Mr. Bowers, chairman of the
council. Mr. Cbadbourne, president of the
board of trustees of the school and Dr. Thompson, treasurer of the same body.
Mr. Little
for several years a member of the same board
also in attendance.
Before going into regular session the
missioners held a private consultation.
was

com-

Mr. Fox informed Mr. Farrington, the Superintendent of the decision of the commission
that the boys were to be examined under the

requested conditions—neither himself nor Mr.
Wentworth the assistant superintendent, to be
present. Mr. Farrington cheerfully acquiesced
for himself and his assistant.
Chairman Fox then desired (lie name of the
boys given by Mr. Donahue Saturday evening
and

FRIDAY.

was seven

singers.

Miss

Bookkeeping, Mr. F. D. Ellis; 37 pupils.

nights in succession withI was also a great sufferer from
out sleep.
neuralgia of the heart, and other paits of the
body. I have tried different physicians, bnt
After great
have received no lasting benefit.
time I

drawing,

Following are the officers:
President—Norris H Spaulding.
Treasurer—Wm. F. Miller.
Directors—W. F. Milier, N. H. Spaulding,
Wm. H. Knight, two vacancies.
The Argo Mining Company; capital $100,000

Frank

TUESDAY.

You can refer any of your

$10.

pany.

Following is a list of classes with the names
of their respective volunteer teachers:

Pino-Palmine Mattress, through recommenInasmuch as I
dation of your Mr. Stewart.
have had a perfect trial of the same, 1 cheerfully say that the cramps in my limbs, and
pleurisy, which I have been subject to in the
are strangers to me now’. Nor have I had

to

$2,186.88

permanent fund. $4,000.00
Edward a* Noyes, Treasurer.

LIST OF CLASSES.

a

results to others.

14.45

The school opened Oct. 3d and the last class
was held
March 31st.
The entire number of
pupils admitted was 145, of whom 17 were
girls, and there were lzit names registered in
the class book.
It was represented to the class committee
that the benefits might veil be extended more
generally to bojs under 15 years of age. An
effort was made to reac.j such and four were
admitted. The youngest pupil admitted was
13 years of age; the oldest, 32.
Miss Clapp, Miss E. P. Fernald, Gen. Geo.
Thorn and Mr. H. F. Preble have kindly sent
In school books, for which we offer our
hearty
thanks.
The annual sapper was given just after
Christ uas, and, with its an Dual accompaniment of music and speeches, seemed to be enjoyed as fully as those most interested in the
•
boys and girls could wish.

oct21-tf

Portland, Me.

served.

341.56

on

REPORT OF CLASS COMMITTEE.

yours,
RACHAEL ROBERTS,
North Attleboro, Mass.
April 4th, 1881.
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

perous.
About

permanent fund..
hand.

369 66

Balance

..

Total..

Truly

one

Amount transferred to

Amount of

I think it but right that
tress and Pillows.
others should know the wonderful effects the
Pino-Palmine has on the sick, especially those
suffering from lung diseases.

enquirers

70.76
611.26
141.47

Library.

tress of your agent, Mr. Gleasou.
Now, after
six mouths’ use,my son seems to be about well;
he is gaining flesh; (he says he is all right); he
is at his work again; he haB used nothing else
to help him since usiug the Pino-Palmine Mat-

1

water.
Rent.
Carpenter shop
..

New Organizations.
The American Illuminating Company has a
capital of $500,000; capital stock paid in nothing but the stock is assessable;|par value shares

President—Lyman

PAYMENTS.

Salary and com. J. C Woodill.$ 628.08
Sundry expenses at rooms
87.96
31.70
Printing

A CASE OF LUNG DISEASE CURED BY
PINO-PALMINE. NOMEDICIN USED.
Agent Aromatic Pino-Palmine Mattress
^*

following

REPORT ON FINANCE.

My Dear Mr. Hickcox:

a

the other

teachers and officers.
are the annual reports:
secretary's report.
It is now eleven years since the foundation
of the Portland Fraternity was laid; and the
institution at present ranks among the older
charities of the people of Portland. There have
been daring the past year 11,111 visits made by
beneficiaries, an average of 71 visits per day
throughout the school year, and 36 visits per
day throughout the whole year. These visits
have been made bv over 150 different boys and
girls; of this number almost all stand enrolled
as pupils in the various
The whole
classes.
number of classes was 12, under the charge of
16 volunteer teachers, and one, the class in
carpentry, conducted by a paid instructor.
Four boys among our pupils this year obtained steady employment and four temporary
work, The gymnasium and carpentry classes
have both been made successful .branches of
our work
Your Secretary has lately received
application for copies of the annual report,
which indicates that in other towns not so large
as Portland there is a wish to follow our example and establish associations similar to the
Fraternity, just as we at first modeled upon
the Boston Union,
In offering the various reports we can only
add a word to urge upou those interested in
the importance of interesting others. We want
a larger list of yearly
subscribers; the same
cordial assistance we have always had from
our committees, and
the hearty support of
Portland people to enable us to push on the
work with advanced usefulness.
The

Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.

CITY AND

the reports of

unteer

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.

Waterville, J. M.
Yarmouth, W. E.

including

officers.
The following is the list of officers chosen:
President—T. C. Hersey.
Vice President—Samuel J. Anderson.
Secretary—E. C. Jordan.
Treasurer—E. H. Hayes.
Directors—VV. VV. Thomas, J. P. Baxter, J.
S. Winslow, Sidney Thaxter, Mrs. Bradbury,
Mrs. Geo. S. Hunt, Miss M. T. Hersey, Miss
Meta Merrill.
Mr. C. E. Jose moved that the thanks of
the institution be extended to our corps of vol-

Hallowell, C.
Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. l». Hughes.

Mechanic

During the

The annual meeting of the Portland FraterMr. E. C. Jordan,
was held last evening.
the able and energeting Secretary, presented

J. F. Pierce.

Augusta,

BBS.

Progress Made
Year.

of

The articles
pro rata to the labor performed.
useful aud will be sold at tbeir m»"ket
mvalue.
T1 ey were chosen with ■ v'
t,
plicity, and because their construction involved many principles of carpentry. A list of
them are appended: 75 saw-horses, 7 lapboards, 18 bread-boards, 15 ironing-hoard', 24
mallets. The expenses of the winter class
were as follows: .services, of Mr. Q.
W. York,
$26; lumber oill and incidentals, $14.93; total
$40 93. Expenses of summer class: Services
.of Mr. L. F. Pingree, $75; lumber bill, $25.54;
total, $100.54, which sum added to the expenses of the winter class Jmakes the whole
amount expended in this department, $141.47.
are

the examination

proceeded.

ALONZO

RANKINS

He was committed
was the first boy called.
from Hallowell for the larceny of one dollar.
He is now in the first class.
The nature of an oath was made plain to him

by Mr. Fox, and he seemed to comprehend it
had been in the school seven years.
Was 17
years of age; was sent there for stealing. Since
Mr. Farrington had been there he had been
well treated—as well, he said, as he ought to
be; had been punished by Mr. F. with blows
on the bead, from ten to twelve at a time. Mr.
Wentworth had also punished him with the
ferrule. Had been punished by|being put in a
cell; was fed on bread and water twice a day;
remained there seven days; had two blaukeis,
one under and one over him. It was in the
month of July. Was put in the cell for not
obeying an officer. It was in the kitchen; did
not obey him because he did not have charge
of the room. Miss Swan was in charge. He
then described the quarrel in the kitchen between himself and the engineer Griggs and did
not differ with other accounts of that trouble.
There were weapons enough that he might
have used if he had wanted to, such as clubs
and knives. The trouble was that he was unjustly accused of stealing sugar. He deuied it
and told Miss Swan the names of the boys
who did steal it. Griggs kept growling at him,
and finally told him to go and sit down when
he wanted to turn the steam on to the dimug
room.
Was not out of the cell at all during
the imprisonment. It was cleaned by a boy
that the right watchman brought up.
Mr.
Wentworth came up occasionally to see how he
was getting alo ig.
He slept on the floor; no
bench was in the cell.
Was punished for
whispering in the cheir shop by > r. Farrington with ten blows on the baud.
Went back
to work.
Punished a third time for whisperon
Got
on
cracks
the baud,
ing
parole.
eight
the -blows were given by
Mr. Wentworth.
Kuew when he whispered that it was against
the rule. No one h id talked with him about
coming in to testify. Did not know what he
be was called for, but said he knew that he
was coming into the office for Mr. Farrington
always took them in there when he called them
out.
Had seen the commissioners iu the school
last week. Be had enough to eat and thought
the officers used all the boys right when they
behaved themselves. Had been awakened iu
the dormitory to go to the can.
Was never
strnck. Had seen Mr.. Freeze strike a boy
there to make him get up.|He used a strap and
a rope with knots in it.
Had Been Freeze punish hoys in thedomitory by making them stand
on a line.
He would make them stand from
8 to 12 o'clock for whispering in the dimug
room.
Had seen nearly all the school punished there in that way,
Boys are punished in
that way almost every night. Sometimes toys
are stood an night.
Knew it because they
were standing when he went to bed and still
in
the
Btanding
morning. Was certain about
it and gave the names of two boys who were
made to stand up all night last winter. Freeze
was the night-watchman then. The practice of
standing up all night is still continued under
the present watchman.
JOHN MCGOVERN

the next boy. He was committed from
Calais, is 17 years of age; his crime, breaking
and entering.
The alternative sentence was
was

two years in the State prison. The nature of
an oath
was explained to him by the chairman.
The boy ranks first grade B. He has
been in the school two years. His father and
mother are dead. Had no lawyer when he was
tried.
Sometimes he has been treated well
md sometimes he has not
The first punishment he got was for giving pepper to boys iu
the dormitory. He stole the pepper from the
kitchen. Some of the boys told of him, and he
was punished by being put down in the third
class. Got a licking for saucing an officer in the
kitchen. Received two cracks on the hand
from Mr. Fariugton. Was locked up in the
entry er a sort of dungeon under the dormitory.
It is about three feet wide and four feet long.
It is dark except holes fer air. Was put in
there without any dinner. Have been without
from 10 in the morning till supper time. Was
stood up in the'dormitory all night for fighting
with a Dyer boy and nad to go to work in the
morning. Mr. Farrington knew it because
Freeze told him and Mr. F. said this is a pretty
good night for them. He knew at 8 o’clock
and in the morning when he was told they
stood up all night he laughed about it.
Went
to work in the morning and worked all day.
It was cold in the dormitory it being the last
of December.
Told Freeze I was cold and
wanted him to let me go to bed. Freeze ones
made me S' and up two hours for going to the can
I asked permission and Freeze would not give
it unless 1 stood up two hours. Saw the hoys
punished at night with straps and rope as
described by the Rankin boy. Some of the
officers used him well and some did not. Gave
the name of Owen as an officer who did not
use him well.
Had all the roast beef he
wanted to eat; though some of the bovs might
not.
Witness explained that he fared so well
because he worked
iu the kitchen which
caused a ripple of merriment about the court.
None of the boys have lost any meals sines the
Governor was here. There used to he ten or
a dozen
boys who would lose their meals.
Freeze used to stand boys on a line without
their breakfast for not having their hair combed. Has known of boys going without their
meals all day since Mr. Farrington had been
there.. Has been from breakfast to supper
without anything to eat. None of the other
boys, nor the officers, had said anything to
him about testifying. Knew it was Governor
Plaisted when he was there in February because Mr. Farrington said, “Governor wont
you take a chair.”
CHARLES A. STER

eight years old when committad in 1876
by Judge Kuight, of the Portland Municipal
Court, for stealing fifty cents. The alternative
His grade is
sentence was thirty days in jail.
He lias a brother
third class, and record bad.
in the school, committed the same day. He
understood the nature of an oath,—that you
must swear on the Bible, and you would go to
the had place if you did not tell the truth.
Used to go to Christmas trees and have good
was

times there. He had been there six years and
eight months for playing truant and stealing.
His mother was dead, bat he had a step-mother.
He stole a good many times when they
didn’t catch him. Mr. Owen did not treat him
well. He had to “meditate” for whispering.
Had known a boy to be kept two hoars “meditating” in the yard by touching their toes. He
had been punished by being kept in the tower
for a week. Had dry bread to eat and sometimes a cup ot water.
Another boy was with
him. Was sure they had nothing to eat but
bread for the whole seven days.
He was in a
He and another boy were
runaway scrape.
outside, and they ran away.
They caught
them, and again was punished by being pat in
He was again punished for not
the tower.
telling about some boys goi"g to set fire to the
building. Did not tell because the boys would
call him “supe,” and everything. The boys
did not set the tire.
They got ready ana got
kerosene out of the kitchen. They were going
to set it in the tower, near the root.
Got extra
chairs to do for punishment. Was stood up all
night twice. Mr. Farrington knew about it,
Mr. Freeze told of i
because he saw me.
Did not tell Mr. Farrington beoausa it vvonld
not do any good.
Had been punished lots of
times with the rnler—so many he could not remember. Was trying to get in the first claBs
again, because the boys there have more privileges. Have been made to stand up by the new
officer, but he treats the boys good Witness
was sick in the dormitory the day when the
Governor was there.
He was in the hospital
when he had the lung fever.
They gave him
nice
to
hut
lie could not tell the
something
eat,
name of the “stuff.” Mr. Fox suggested that
it was “toast,” and the boy said, “That was
it.” Mr. Farrington treated him well ai d they
had enough to eat, except some of the boys
didn’t like the soup.
He worked in the sewing room when the boys Bet the fire. He did
not tell about the boys, because he did not like
to be called names, for he wouldn't get much
peace if he did. He was certain that Mr. Farrington could see him, because be could look
through the window, and be caught some of
the boys iujthat way. Rankin was another boy
that stood up all night.
LOUS

NICHOLS,

still another bo?, was committed by the Bangor police coart it 1880 for stealing articles of
the value of thirty cents to five years in the
Reform School. The alternative sentence was
fine of $10 and costa.
His mother was eead.
His present grade is B, 1st clase.
He knew
tho nature of an oath. Used to go to the First
Had been punished
Baptist Sunday b’hool.
by Mr. Farrington with blows on the hand. It
a

did not bring the blood hut made my hand
black and blue. Could not work after tt because the straw tiurt my hand.
Have been up
for “meditation” and have had to stand on a
line two weeks. I lost my peg and had to

stand on a line in the yard while the other
boya were at play. Stood until a boy found my
pee. Hove had to. do extras for profanity.
Saw Governor Plaisted when be was here,
vvas standing on a liue.
The Governor asked
me d i didnt have anyth
ng to eat and I told
some
I had
bread bat no water. The Governor
said, *‘I guess I must see about this/’ Had
asked for water when
undergoing pnnishment
last June but could not get it.
Thought he
had seen the Governor in his law office in
He
Bangor.
(lost his dinner and sapper because he would not work. One of the trustees

told him if he could not work he must not expect to eat.
Have enough to eat most of the
time, all but Tuesday when they have soup.
The large boys get the potatoes and when they
they get down to the little ones they are all
-the large boys pick on the little ones.
»ue of them struck him in the
yard that very
day and swelled his lip for him by strik*u£
Mr.
Owen caught the boy
and stood him ou a liue for it.
When it was
hot in the dormitory the clothes had
got off
from him and Mr. Freeze would strike him
o*
and
mg the blood.
He told Mr. Farrington
about 1 reeze.
It was big blood spots that
were made.

§°ue.

Evening: Session.
MICHAEL

CADY,

first-class boy of the honor class, highest
grade, 12 years old, committed from the Municipal Court of Portland by Judge Knight for
truancy. Nature of an oath explained to him.
He had never been tochurcb.
His parents
live in Portland.
Had been punished by Mr.

Farrington|two years ago with a ruler. Punby being given extra stints and
standing ou a line. Have stood on a line for a
week; have had to touch my toes; the longished also

est in that

Was
position fifteen minutes.
whipped last August forgetting up in my
sleep. Have been made to stand in the dormitory within three weeks for whispering at

the supper table. Saw Gov. Plaisted when he
came to the school.
He was introduced by one
of the gentlemen with him to the boys. Have
been confined in the tower with a slice of
bread and dipper of water.
Have always had
enough to oat and wear when not undergoing
punishment. Remembered when McGovern
and Dyer were stood up all night one night
and the rest of the next night until 12 o'clock.
Know of boys being put in the cell to make
their stint. Know of boys being kept in the
cells for running away.
The food was always
good. Have never made complaints since I
was up before the trustees.
Had complained
before, but did not make them. No one had
to
said anything
him about testifying. He had
marks on his body and showed them to the
trustees. They were given him for getting up
in his sleep. The blows were given by Mr.
Freeze with a strap. He used to laugh about
it and tell others of it saying, “That boy got
up in bis sleep last night and I whipped him
with a strap." Go to the city when the first
class go. Never went to a concert. Work in
the sewing room now.
Have worked in the
chair shop and always had a stint that I could
do.
WmXTBJN,

committed Aug. 19th, 1875, and is now ever 20
years of age. Crime, assault and battery.Once
went away on a farm and came back to the
school of his own free will. Belongs to the
first class.
The oath explained and administered by Mr. Fox, Whitten testified: Have
been in the school about seven years. Have
been treated well and have had all the clothes
to wear that I wanted to keep me warm, and
Was never punished but once,
and then by Mr. Farrington, for trying to ran
Mr. Bartlett shook me ’round once
away.
when was in the third class. Saw officer
Owen take a sort of foolish boy out of his seat
and slat him around.
Saw Owen strike a boy
named Gillen iu the work shop and knock him
down. He frequently strikes boys there and
makes them cry.
Mr. Freeze kept a boy in
the tower five days and nights.
Witness was
never confined iu the towel.
Was in the hospital once and was kindly treated. Was visited by Dr. Webster, Mrs. Farrington and others.
The boys iu tbo cells got only bread and
Have never
water, carried np by the officer.
seen boys with handcuffs on, hut have seen
them with shackles on.
They were the boys
that were being taken to court for trying to set
the school on fire.
Was put out with a farmer
and ran away from the farmer and came back
to the school. The tower is not used so much
as it used to be.
Some of the boys say they
would rather be in the tower than in the cells.
When he ran away he went to work in the factories and was there when caught.
Some boys
have hard stints and some easy ones.
Why,
he didu’t know. The large boys fare better at
the table than the small ones, because the
kitchen boys favor them.
He ran away from
the farmer because he wanted him to work
when he was sick
Would rather remain at
the school than go back on the farm.

enough

to eat.

WILLIAM

PENDEBQEASS,
committed May, 1879, at the age
of eight years by Judge Knight for the larceny
of #3.
Alternate sentence 30 days iu county
jail. He understood the nature of a oath.
Parents lived in Portland.
Had been there
another

boy

three years. Was ten years old last year. Year
ago last winter he was knocked down by Mr.
Owen, he picked me up and carried me up
stairs. He asked me if I had “come to.” He
meant by that if I had got my breath again.
He asked me if I would go to work and I told
him I could not because my finger was sore.
He had stepped on it. Have been confined in
the tower and ferruled on the hand. Have
been without my dinner but had bread and
water. Thought he had since Mr. Farrington
had been there.
Had been whipped in the
dormitory with a strap. Have been made to
stand in the dormitory for disorderly conduct
at the table.
Saw the boys standing who were
made to stand all night. Saw a boy named
Griffiu with shackles on his leg in the yard.
He had them on for a week. Saw Got. Plaisted
when ho came out to the school. He made a
speech to the boys. Was iu the hospital once
with a sore throat but was able to go f> my
meals. His grade is now first class B.
DK. E. A.

THOMPSON,
of Dover, treasurer of the Board of Trustees,
was duly qualified and made a general statement. Ue
had
been connected with the
school some two years and have examined
their physical condition daring his visits, also
their food. The physic il condition of the boya
was very much improved, as he knew from
He had seen the boya
personal examination.
standing in line and some of them touching
their toes. He thought ten minutes sufficient
for a bay to remain in that position. He did
not see that there was anything particularly
objectionable it that punishment. In reply to
a
rt quest
by Commissioner Haskell, Dr.
Thompson described the dungeon in the tower.
Did not recall the case of Baihe who slept some
two
weeks in the
tower.
In reply to
Commissioner Fox he said be was aware that
in
the
cells
six or eight
were
confined
boys
The punishment
days on bread and water.
papers were examined by the trustees and
hey usually regarded it as suitable punishment.
As to the iron on the Griffin boy it was
simply an iron ring. He had seen him walking about the yard with it. It was not heavy,
would
not
He had
weigh a pound.
the
the
higher in
temperature made
in
sick
room
the case
of a boy who
The
custom
formerly prerequired it.
vailed of depriving boys to some extent of
their food for punishment.
He brought that
to the attention of the trustees iu May last,
aud said that he objected to that method of
punishment aud was sustained by the other
He ascertained that
members of the board.
the boys always had all the bread they wanted,
but had been sometimes deprived of a portion
of other food. This was rectified in May last.
MB.

OBIGQS.

Mr. Griggs, the engineer, stated that he kept
the thermometer in the sick room at from 65 to
68, ana visited the room five to six times a day
to note it. Can keep the building comfortable
The only
with the thermometer below zero.
glass that be knew about was in the sick room.
to
3
Thursday, aL. o’clock p. m.
Adjourned
The testimony given by the boys will be
read to the Superintendent P.nd his Assistant
stenoas it was takeu verbatim by the official
grapher, Mr. Small, and these gentlemen will
then be afforded au opportunity to further examine the

boys testifying

if

they desire

so

to

do.

Membership

Y. M. C. A.
in tho Y. M. C. A. entitles each

person with one lady or friend to attend all entertainments, lectures and concerts given under the auspices of the association. This does
not entitle the holder to a reserved seat, which,
if needed, is generally furnished at half the

Many

regular price.

members are availing
tiiemsolves of tho opportunity thus afforded to
attend the French lecture course. Any young
man or woman of good moral character—
whether a church member or not—can join at
any time. The annual membership fee is $1.
There

are no

He Shoots Himself Dead While His Wife
is Out Posting a Letter.

Benjamin

Lowell, belonging

to WiltOD,
Boston two days ago with his
wife and ncured lodgings at Captain Baker’s
house, No. 9 Tyley street. While Mrs. Lowell
was out posting a letter, about 9 o’clock last
evening, her husband shot himself in the heart
with a revolver, in his room, and died instant-

Maine,

F.

went to

ly. The deceased was 45 years of ago For a
long time he was a conductor on a South Boston horBe car, and left that occupation to travel
for a carriage manufactory. While in Maine,
looking up a trade last summer, he got a sun"
stroke and ever since has been ailiug.
His
wife tried every remedy for him, but could not
sucseed in getting his health restored. Finally

they

Boston

to consult physicians, and
the deceased visited Dr. Cullls.on
Beacon Btreet, whoBe cures are worked "by
faith." Persons in the house, where the suicide occurred, heard the report of the pistol,
went to

Saturday,

Roll of Honor.

Medical
corpse of her husband.
Draper was notitied, but deemed

an

and

a

4tt

The Rescue of the Cook Borden.
The steamer Woodbury, returned here Friday evening, and onr reporter has obtained the

following account of her work in saving the
The Woodschooner Cook Borden of Calais:
bury was in Portland harbor preparing to coal
ship, when on the night of the 11th intt. a diswas received by
Capt. Abbey, acquainthim with the fact that the schooner Cook
Borden had gone ashore on the island of Grand
Menan, Bay of Fundy, and would probably be
a total loss, unless the Woodbury
went to her
aid. Fifty tons of coal were taken on board,
within five hours, and at 1 p. m. of the 12th
she left the harbor. The run of 210 miles was
made by daylight of the 13th, when Grand Me-

BOOK SALE.

patch

ing

was

nan

sight,

in

and at 7

a. m.

We have bought of E. P. Dutton & Co., the New York Publishers,
TWO HUNDRED JUVENILE BOOKS, which usually sell for 75 cents
each.
These desirable goods, which may be seen in our window to-night,
will be sold

Tuesday, Oct. 24tb.,

the Borden

among some ledges at .the
foot of a line of cliffs over 300 feet high, bilged and full of water. There was no anchorage
and the current running very strong, the
was

found, head

on,

Woodbury was held under steam, and an officer, with such men as could be spared, boarded
the wreck and stripped her of all movable
property. At 10 a.m., the tide being nearly
full, a heavy hawser was run through the Borden’s stem chock and secured to her mainmast.
The Woodbury then went ahead on the line,
and at the third attempt the Borden came
off, rolling over on her beam ends with her
bows submerged, through the weight of her

AT 25 CENTS EACH.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.,
NOS.

to assist in steering, Quoddy Itoads were
On the morning of
reached until 7 p. m.
the Uth inst, taking advantage of a strong
flood tide, the Woodbury steamed around Campobeilo, with the Borden in tow, reaching
Eastport about noon, and beaching the wreck,
where at low water she righted,, when it was

tug,
not

found that

although badly braised

and chafed,

she was not so badly injured as was expected.
The Borden was valued at about $15,000 before she went on shore; after which she was
looked upon as a total loss, and was, in fact,
abandoned. No tug in the vicinity could have
palled her off or handled her after she came

off, even if it had been supposed that a vessel
in her condition and locality could be saved at
all. The Borden will now be repaired, and
the owners will have saved several thousand
dollars through the efficiency of the Woodwhioh shows the importance of the reveThe run of
nue service on our exposed coast.
the Woodbury, 210 mile6 in 18 hours, was an
The

promptness of her action

the cause of her success, inasmuch as a
delay of twenty-four hours would have prevented work in consequence of the heavy
weather which followed. It would have taken
three or four heavy tugs to save her, and they
was

were

&

Alt

The

must not be deceived by fictitious prices giveu to old
a large discount offered.
We show in our window to-

public

books, and then

day,

for

AND

20

25

more

largest books, containing more pasteboard,
leaves, than any ever offered in the city.

BOOKSELLERS.
d3i

oc24
PLEASE EXAMINE

“Triplex”
The best Corset for

DOKT^T

OCR

Corset

$1.00 in

Portland.

Mousquetaire Kids tn Terra Cotta $1.311-2

Forget that we are offering Special
Bargains in Ladies' and Gent's
UNDBR.WEIA R.

GEO. A. GAY &. CO.,

Cor. Congress & Brown Sts., Upper Cor.
oct24

TTMfftf

is hereby given, that
the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix ef
the estate of

Notice

CHARLES McCarthy, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon tbe estate of said deceased, are required
to exbibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to

KNOX COUNTY.

The Herald says the Camden Savings Bank,
on the third Tuesday in November, will return a quarter of the 25 per cent, scalo down in
1877.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Another large herd of cattle has just been
landed in this country for Messrs. Burleign &
Bodwell, and are to be quarantined in Vaasa 1toro. The herd contains #5 head of red and
black Polled Angus and Aberdeeu cattle a id
is sure to be a great acquisition to Maine as a
state.
COUNT!.

A day or two ago aa a drove of cattle numbering about forty, belonging to Mr. Hall of
East Dixfield, were crossing over the Sandy
river at Madrid village, the bridge gave way,
precipitating all but two of the drove into the

river. The strange part of the incident is that
in the least injured,
none of the cattle wore
aud being in deep water, were so frightened
that they could not be induced to make a break
for the shore until one had been seized by the
horns and literally dragged from the water.
PENOBSCOT

pic-

more

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

STATE NEWS.

OXFORD

CENTS,

the newest and

tures,

not to be had on that coast.

cattle-raising

STREET.

CONGRESS

509

NEW BOOKS !

bury,

excellent one.

507

oo24

anchors and chains. It being impossible to obtain any other hold of her she had to be towed
stern first in the most awkward and heaviest
As but two knots an hour
position possible.
could be made, even with the aid of a small

COUNTY.

Mr. George Walker recently recovered from
a grape
a crevice in a ledge near High Head
shot fired from a vessel of the British squadron
which entered the port of Bangor in 1814. The
ball is about an inch aud a quarter iu diameter
and very rusty.

ISABELLA MCCARTHY, Administratrix.
dlaw3wTu*

Portland, Oct. 19th»1882.

WE

SHALL

R1A,

Stmfr

\m

CARPETINGS.
Ton can sare money, bay your CARPETS of as. Please give us a call.

GEO.

GAY and CO.,

A.

499 Congress St. Corner Brown.
oct24

CHILDREN'S HD IIITENS.
worth $1.25
worth $1.50
Mittens, Fur T rimmed, 35-cents worth 62 cts.

Bis at 85 cents.
Bis at $100,

H. I. NELSON & CO.
oct22

dlt

TTh&Stf

Citizen's

Belief Society.

Mutual

Stated MeetiDg for October will be held
at Reception Hali, next FRIDAY EVEN IN#.
97th Inst., at 7Va o'clock. The Directors will meet
half aa hear preview.
Per erder,
<>c2444t
M. N. RICH, 3iuisTj.

THE

LOOK !
Oar $1.00 KIDS marked down
to 50 cents. All perfect and fine

quality.
GEO. A. GAY &

CO.,

91 499 Congress St. Cor. Brown.

eodtf

oct24

IN GENERAL.

Wanted Immediately.

The Order of Good Templars is still flourishThere are
ing in Maine with its usual vigor.
now 275 lodges and about 20,000 members.

Wood Chopper,
out wood and
timber
TWENTY-FIVE
Diamond [.land, Portland Harbor,
to
E. CLEM
A O' >.
to

on

Apply

ENT

oct24dl«

Never try to raise a family without
good
newspaper, provided it contains the advertisement of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup; for this valuable medicine is necessary to keep your chil-

*

432

Commartial St.

a

dren in

FELT SKIRTS.
this week at

READ THIS.

Broadway, New York.

GEO.A.GAY & CO.’S

Wc are closing out
our 59ct. “Kids”
for
25cts. GEO. A. GAT
& CO., 499 Congress
St., Cor. Brown. oct24«o4tf

o#t24

HARPER

There exists a means of securing a soft aud brilliant

Soor
Lagan’s

matter bow
be.
is a

naturally
Magnolia Balm

delicate and harmless article, which instantly removes
Freckles, .Tan, Redness,
Roughness, Eruptions, Vulgar Flushings, etc., etc. So

We have a splendid Cigar
put up 50 in a box, for
Three
dollars
“$3.50.”
and fifty cents for a box of
long filled Havana Cigars.
GUPPY, KINSMAN & AL-

1)EN, Druggists.

suspected by anybody.
No lady has the right tft
present a disfigured face in
when the Magnolia
society
Balm is sold by ail druggists
for 75 cents.

_TT&Slmnrm

Brown Sts.

AUCTION

SALES.

A

good Cigars

lars at UUITY, KINSMAN
& ALDEN’S Drug Store.

OPENINO OF

good

—

AT

VAULTS

repaired by A.
HARTFORD,

oetlOdlm*

CO. Anctieseera.
dtd

sale of

Engl'sh China, Glass

French and

and Silver Plated Ware.
BY AUCTION.

Role Agent for

“Trap Guns.”

Ageut for BUHOIVT’S Sporting and Blasting
Powder, Atlas Powder, Fuse and Cape.

the

FALMOUTH HOTKL)

BaILBY.
dim

X*.

octlO

Great

Street,

middle

Bargainsjii Carriages,

to
Wo have In our Retail Department,
some of the best builders in New England, 20 fine
Custom made Carriages, consisting of Ro
way
and Extension Top Carriages, Phaetons
rning
Brewsand Piano Box Buggies, hung on Timoki
ter and End Springs.
These t carriages will be sold with th»
sual warrants and guarantees, and at a reduction in price
from $50 to $100 from next year’s prices. They
are a great bargain aud will be returned to the
builders if not sold in a short time.

belonging

MART,

Plum Street.

o«t20___dlw
U

|

|

BUY

OH

TUB

1M-

ImHc I HOKTfcR:-GermanSong
and
St.

8*3-30
84;
lUb m Canaries,flute
notes, 84,83:
Andreasberg Canaries, bell and whistlers,
trill
loog
trained
Oanarios.
Campanini

and water bubble notes, 8- and 8 <0. A great variLlV 0f talking Parrots, Cardinals, Goldfinches,
Linnets, Ac. Birds safe bv express.
Price list tree. Holden's New Book on Birds. I'3N
HD
SO illustrations, all about food, care, diseases,
1
c.,stamps. O. U. Holden, » Bowdoin
oct23dfcwAm
^qnnre, Boston, Man.

JJulfflnohes,

Notice.
mid privies deans'* and
D. SYLVESTER and *>. M.
Knigktvill#. Telapkoae Re. "0.

A'

emr
a

we

Lowest Prices.

laa.

,a
octlS

O. BAILE

on

at

—

CAPEN & CONNOR’S
T O D A. Y
„
dlw

ON

sortment of the most exqutoite and different aorta of
Haarlem Fiower Bulbs, consisting of Double and
Single Hyacinths, Narcissus, Crocus. Tulips, early
Sicgle and uouble, Due Von Thol, «c Ac. They
will be sold by names, numbers and in lots, as put
up by our own consignees, in London. England.
Sold without reserve. The stock consists of over

assortment of

HORSE AND CARRIAGE

FILL & WINTER. MILLINERY

AUCTION.

BY

Tuesday, Oct. 24th, at 10 a. m at salesroom
18 Exchange street; we shall sell a fine as-

Wednesday, Oct. 2tth, at
AMERICAN and ENGLISH BREECH-LOADERS COMMENCING
shall sell
rooms, 18 Exchange street,
and tine stock of
rench and
Chins,

Gr.

box of
for Ttvo Dola

«odg

HAARLEM FLOWER BULBS

Urge

GUNS !

Opposite

buy

CO.’S

Cor. Congress &

F.

221

can

PATTERNS,

—

CEO. A. CAY &

oct21

Parher’s New

You

AT

6,000 bulbs,

delicate and natural are its
effects that its use is not

jldly

IS

00124

OUGHT TO KNOW.
no

BAZAR
—

EVERY LADY

it may

eodtf

The only place iu Portland where
you can get the genuine

SOMETHING

Complexion,

in the above good*

Special Bargains

good health.

Picture of Mrs. Langtry (Tho Jersey Lily)
mailed free ou recipt of address by United
States Mutual Accident Association, 409

Androscoggin

his coat and robe on shore and not being
acquainted with the depth of the water drove
Mm horse into the river.
His cries brought a
number of porsons to tho shore but before any
assistance cmld be rendered the man and
horse were drowned.
The body was recovered
in about two hoars
The horse was valued at
about $150. Mr. Higgius loaves a heart-atrickP»n wile and one child.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

business._

Serious Drowning Accident.

,,

oct24

stopping in this city about a year
half ago, and was engaged in the carriage

Mr. Andrew Higgins of Lisbon Falls, in the
employ of Mr. Patterson ou the enlargement
of tho Worumbo Mill, was drowned in the

v

der to create a rush aud sell them rapidly at retail we have decided to
sell the whole lot M nday, October 23d, at six cents per yard. Sale to
commence Monday Morning at 8 o’clock, in Lace Department.
Goods
may be seen in window.
The above goods have beeu nearly all sold during the day.
TO-MORROW all that remains of CUT pieces will be closed out at
FOUR CENTS per yard.

unnecessary.
Lowell was

closed October
weeks.
Following is

river about one o’clock Sunday
afternoon. Ue had made arrangements to
take his sister to Bowdoin and before going
took his little boy and drove down on the Durham side below the bridge and was going to
*•: ill his wagon,aud before doing so he left the

We bare purchased from a New York Impo-ter ONE HUNDRED
THOUSAND yards of White Lace, closing out the remainder of the
past schsou’s importations. The patterns are all good and such Laces
In oras Ladies would buy every day at from 15 to 30 cents per yard.

inquest

Bailey’s Island, Harpswell,

the list of scholars that were neither absent
nor tardy durine the term: Laura E. Sinnett,
Lucy E. Johnson, Maud G. Johnson, George
F. Lsernan, Lafayette Linscott, Maurice A.
Lubee.
Tardy—Mary E. Lubee, Ralph S. Thomas,
Waiter E. Johnson.

•

Examiner

school iu District 14, at

20tb, having kept eight

Great Eace Sale.

but did not realize that it had gone off in the
honse. About 10 minutes afterward Mrs. Lowell returned and some one passing her room
found her bending, grief stricken, over the

assessments.

The fall term of

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

«

on

a

ALUJNZU X.

A MAINE MAN'S BASH ACT.

English
large
consisting of tine Dinner, Tea and Toi;et Sets, ft*
boy’s Sets, Majolica Ware, fine Engraved and Cut
Glass Ware, Iron, St' ne and,, C. C. Crockery Ware,
Rogers’ Silver Plated Ware, Ac. This it a very
large assortment from the best makers, and our orders are to close everything in the stock. This it u
opportunity
F. O.

oct21

for

bargains.

BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer..

d3t

Administrator’* Hale of Real Estate by
Auction.
virtue of a licenee obtained from the Probate
Court in and for Cumberland Ceunty, .1 .shall
sell at public auction on the premises, oo W KDlf VDaY, Oct. 26th, at 3 o’clock p. m.. the two and

BY

a

half story

Wooden

House

and

Lot

containing

4,000 Sq. feet, No. 26 Spruce St., in Portland, aad
known as the John Wall property. Terms oash.
M. LYNCH, Administrator set. Joha Wall.
F. ©. BAILEY & C©., Auctioneer*,

se23,30oct7toetl6dt4

se23

FALL

OPENING.

FRENCH FITTERS BONNETS
and elegant Novelties in

FRENCH

IfHLLINEBV

GOODS,

FBID AT, OCT. TOth.
ItlKS. I. P. JOHNSON,
octliMl w7 <lnpp'« Itl.fk.

NOTICE.
firm
is this

THE

of

J.

W. MUNGER A COMPANY.

D. MUNGAB
The
MUNGLK
W.
coutinueiD the n&rneof J.
ship
A CO., as heretofore and be composed of J- W.
MUNGEB
W.
JOHN
Munger and Geo. A. Mills.
oet21dsad2w
A CO.
no

day dissolved. MR. C.
longer being associated with us.
will

partner^

^——1»

AtTHOB

By Mrs. Southwortb.
HAND," "THE UNLOVED
WIFE,” ETC., ETC., ETC.

OF “THE BIDDEN

She wore a crimson merino dress,
plainly made, closely fitting, and relieved
only bv nanow white ruffles at throat
and wriitt.
Only for a moment they paused, and then
they walked out of the room, and the pretty

CHAPTER I.
MISTRESS 01-' MONDBEEK.

There is a wound within her—’tis a wound
That lies too deep lor tears; and many a while,
When all that is around her seems to smile,
Within her heart of heart a knell doth sound,
Isaac Williams.

“Motherl Ob, mother! it will break my
heart!” wailed Odalite, sinking at the lady’s
feet, and dropping her head in'o her hands,
face downward to the carpet.
The lady gently raised her child, took
her in her arms and tenderly caressed her,
murmuring softly:
“Wo, my own! hearts never break, or one
heart, 1 know, must have broken long ago.

Besides,”

she

“Honor must

sacrificed.”
“

tle girl of thirteeu when he went to sea on
his first voyage, three years ago, and you
have not seen him since.
What possible
claim can he have upon you, since no betrothal exists between you?” gently questioned the lady, tenderly running her fair
fingers through the dark tresses of the young
head that leaned upon her bosom.
“Oh, mother,” repiied the girl with a
heavy sigh, “I know that there was no formal betrothal between Le and myself—but
—but—we all knew, you and father and Le
and I—all knew—and always knew, that we
two belonged to each other and would always belong to each other all our lives. Le
and I never thought of any other fate.”

“Idle, childish faucies,

my poor little girl!
too trivial to cause you these tears. Wipe
them away, a»d look clearly at the higher
destiny more worthy of your birth and beauty,” murmured the lady, pressing her ripe,
red lips upon the pale brow of her
darling.
“Ob, mother, I do not want a higher destiny 1 I do not want any destiny apart from
Le. And these are not childish fancies, and
not trivial to me! Oh, think, mother, Le
and I were playmates as far back in
my
life as I can remember. We loved each otter better than we loved any one else in the
whols world. You and father used to laugh
at us and pretend to be jealous; but we saw
that you were pleased all the time; for you
both intended us for each other, and we
knew it, too, for father used to sav when he
saw how inseparable
we two were:
“So
much the better; I hope their hearts will
not be estranged when they grow up!” And
our hearts have never become
eslrauged
from each other!”
i
know that there was
un, yes, dearest,
•ome speculative talk when you were children of uniting you and Leonidas, so that
the name of Force might not die out from
Mondreer. But I never really approved of
■tarrying cousins, Odalite, merely to keep
the family name on the family estate.”
“But, mother darling, Le and I never
thought of the family name and estate; «e
only thought of one another. And, besides,
we are such very, very distant
cousins—only
fourth or fifth, I think—that that objection
could never be raised. Ob mother! dear
mother! do not compel me to break withLe!
I can not! I cannot! Oh, indeed, I cannot!”
she cried, burying her face in the lady’s bo-

pleaded:

“He is coming home so soon now, and so
full of hope! He expects to be here by Christmas; and he expects—oh, yes, I know by his
last letter that he expects to—to—to” The
girl's eyes fell under the compassionate yet

scrutinizing

gaze of her mother, and her
voice faltered into silence.
“To marry you early in the new year, I
suppose you mean, dear.”

“Yes, mother.”

he did. and even tried to teaze me about the
New Year’s wedding—asking me how many
hundreds I should need to buy my weddin°clothes.”
“What was ithe said in his letter that leads
you to suppose he has any such expectations? I confess that I saw nothing of such
an intention when I read the letter.”
“Only this, mother, but it was very significant. He wrote that now he had inherited
Greenbushes and all his Aunt Laura’s money,
he was rich enough to resign from the Navy,
and be need not go to sea any more, nor ever
part with me again; but that he could stay
home, repair and refurnish the house, improve the land, and farm it on all the new
principles, and make the place a paradise for
us to live in.
He wrote, mother, dear, as of
certain fixed facts.”
“He was very presumptuous, my dear
little girl, for there is nothing certain in this

world of changes,

lady.

gravely

commented the

“But Le’s heart has not changed,

nor

has

mine.”

*

“My poor darling,” said Elfrida Force,
smoothing her daughter’s dark hair with a
gentle hand, “my precious child! It grieves
me to do so, but I muse
prepare vou Jfor
what seems inevitable. You must forget all
this youthful folly, and think ef Leonidas
Force only as a cousin. You do not really

love him as a betrothed maiden should love
her affianced husband. You only fancy that
you de.In reality you know nothing of such a
levs as that. Le was brought up in the house
with you. You have no brother. Le has no
sister. You therefore love each other as
brother and sister. By and by you both may
discover—but not for each other—the higher,
deeper, stronger love which unites the
husband and the wife in a true marriage—>
such a love as I could wish might crown
my
darling’s life with lasting joy-^such a love
as you might find in a union with
Angus
Anglesea, if you would but give him the
of
opportunity
winning your heart.”
“Madam!” exclaimed the girl, starting to
her feet, and gathering her black brows over
black eyes that blazed with indignation. “I
hate Colonel Anglesea! 1 hate him and I
fear him! And 1 would rather die this day
and never behold the face of Le again, than
listen to Colonel Anglesea!”
“Odalite! Odalite, my chill! You are
talking to your mother. Come to my heart
again, and calm your excitement,” said the

lady, holding

out her arms.
And the young girl fell weeping upon the
bosom of her mother.
The lady allowed some time to pass in
which the girl’s paroxysm of tears exhausted
Itself, and then caressing her gently, she began, in a soothing tone:
“My precious child, do you doubt your
mother’s love or truth?”
“Oh, no, no, no! How could yon ask
such a question of your own child, mother?”

earnestly protested Odalite.
“Do you doubt that duty

is to
above ail other considerations?”

“No!

be

held

Oh.no!”

wen, men, i nave something to tell you,
my darling, which will make you forget all
•elfish aims, and even also the wishes of your
old playmate. Come with me to your own
bed-chamber where we shall be most secure
from all interruption. I will tell you of a
fatal episode in my own youth, when I was
Oh that I
younger even than you are now.
should have to tell such a tale to my daughter! But Odalite, when you have heard it
you will learn just what you have to do in
order to save us all, and especially to save
your noble, generous, honorable father from
ruin and disgrace. And then, Odalite, when
yea have learned all, you shall do exactly as
you please. Not one word of coetcion, not
another word of persuasion, will I utter. I
will leave our fate in your hands, aud you
shall be absolutely free to act. Come with
me now.”
She took her daughter’s arm and they
arose from the sofa.
For a moment they stood, quite accidentally, faeing a tall mirror between two windows on the opposite side of the room, and
that mirror for the moment reflected two
beautiful forms, of which it would be difficult to decide which should bear off the palm

for beauty.
The elder lady, Elfrida Force—wife of Abel
Force, the owner of Mondreer, one of the
finest old places on the western shore of

Maryland—was a tall stately blonde, with a
superby rounded form, a rich complexion,
and an affluence of golden brown hair, rippling all over her fine head, and gathered
into a mats at the nape of hei graceful neck.
She wore an inexpensive, closely fitting dress
of dark blue serge, whose very plainness set
of the perfection of her figure and enchanced
the briiliaucy of her complexion, showing to
the best advantage that splendid
beauty,
which at the age of thirty-five had reached
its zenith. Just$now however, the vivid
brightness of her bloom had faded to a pale
rose tint, and her
lovely blue eyes seemed
heavy with unshed tears.
.Her young daughter Odalite, equally beautiful in her way, was yet of an
entirely opposite type. She was of medium
height, arm
her form though well rounded, was slender
almost to fragility. Her head was
small, and
covered with a line suit of rippling jet black
hair which sue wore carelessly, partly in a
black net, partly escaping down the shoulder!. Her eyes and eyebrows were black as
Jet; her feature* were delicite and regular;
and her complexion wai of a clear ivory

for

Bangor;
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There is a man out in Sonora who rejoices in
feet that are seventeen inches in length, and
finds further pride in the possession of a sweetheart wno cai not get hei feet into his boots.
Emigrants from St. Louis?—Chicago InterOcean.

Amerioan woman with experience would like
a situation ae housekeeper with a
gentleman
of Bmall family, or an aged oouple. Addnss vt. A.O.
Presa
oct21dlw*

AN

Wanted.
SECOND hand old la- ioned Franklin atove
BLARE'S BAKERY.
oc12Id31
532 Congress street.

A

oct!9_

WANTEim
Heading Makers. Constant employSIX goodgiven.
Apply to MARK P. EMERY,
ment

head of Brown’s Wharf,
mill on the Wharf.

delighted.

ommends German

Every purchaser

Corn Remover.

Absolutely Pure,

Phis powder never varies. A marvel of
purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
(ban the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltltude of low test, short weight,
alum or
phosphate powders.
Sold only m cans. Royal Baking PowderCo.
New Fora
feblSd&wly

*

1st.

Especially adapted children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Vto

Aug 7, lat 28 20, Ion 36 62, barque Freedom,
Lawrence, from Bangkok for New York.
Sept 19, lat 25 04 N, Ion 35 40 W, ship Zulu, fm

‘Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.

-(Esthetic Housekeepers, with critical
eyes, know the value of Electro-Silicon,
the famous silver polish. It produces a beautiful lustre with less labor than any article that
is free from destructive chemicals. Avoid imitations. Druggists. Wholesale.

Castoria is not narcotic. Mothers, Nurse.?
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stoniach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher's
Castoria, By assimilating the food,
Castoria givos robust health and nat-

I prescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. II. A. Archer, £J Portland Av., Brooklyn.

MINI ATI’RE ALMANAC.OCTOBER 24.
| High water, ( A«).. 9.n6
I Moon sets.
3.63

S in run*.6.27
Sun Mis—.6.02

aiAiEI^E
PORT OF

FINANCIAL

j^ews.

York.

to

load for New

94%
94%

95
95

95%

70%
70%
70%
70%
70%
705/s

I his

u

ncsiores me Youmiui uoior to urey or Faded Hair
Parker’s Hair Balsam is
perfumed and is
warranted to prevent failing of the hair and to remove dandruff and itching. liiscox&Co
N.Y.
50c. and »i (iz
at dealers in drugs and medicines.

finely

...

|

■
■

fl
■

Lost.
carriage in

FROM
morning
SHAWL.

Gray
office will be suitably rewarded.

Horse Cars

CAUTION!—Refuse all substitute*. Parker’s Ginger Tonle la

composed of the best remedial agent* in the world, and is entirely
different from preparation* of ginger alone. Send for circular to
liiscox & Co., N. Y. 60c. & $1 sizes, at dealer* in drug*.
GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

Its rich and lasting fragrance has made this
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. There
is nothing like it. Insist upon having Flores*
ton Cologne and look for signature of

bcttlc. Any druggist or dealer in perfumery
25 and ?5 cent size*.
LARGE SAVING BUYING 25«, SIZE.

every

supply you.

Letter from

Honey iTBarket.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Oct. 23—Evening.
Money loaned
between 4@5 during a greater portion of the day. in
in last hour advanced to 6, fell to 4 and closed offered 4; prime mercantile paper 6@8.
Exchange is
steady at 48134 f°r long ana 486 for short. Governments weak and Vs lower, except ext 6s, which
State bonds are neglected.
are unchanged.
Railroad bonds irregular.
The transaction* at the Stock Exchange aggregai;

and in waut of a tug. The name ot the above vessel is probabiy erroneously reported. The schr Fred
Gray, was at Dutch Eland Harbor 21st, bound to

ed[307.000
iiie

Portland.
Sch Agnes I Grace, Small, at New York from Pensacola, with lumber, reports a continuation of heavy
E and NR gales; lost and spilt sails, and started a

shares.

following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities:
United States 3s,.102%
United StatesJVs ext.101%
United States new,4% s, reg. 113
United States uew, 4%’s ooup..113
United States new, 4’s, reg. ..119%
United States new, 4’s, coup.119%
Pacific 6's of 96.129

deckload of

100,000 ft lumber. Is bouud to Boston.
Sch*Ella M Watts, from Baltimore for Boston, 20
days out. put iuto New York 21st, for provisions.
Sc- Rockie E Yates, Harri
from Pensacola for
Boston, put into Delaware Breakwater 22d with
loss of 30,000 feet lumber, boat, sails, &c. Encountered two hurricanes.
The sails, rigging. &c, of schr Kobie L Foster,
wrecked on Frying Pan shoals, wero sated and
taken to Wilmington, NC.

The

following are the closing quotations of stocks:
....141
Chicago (ft Alton.
Uhlcago & A lton pref erred.....
131
Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.
Erie. 40%
Erieftpreferred.
85
—

DOHE8TIC PORTS.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 15th, sch T S McLellan,
White, Philadelphia.
SHIP ISLAND—Sid 18th, barque John Watt,
Sweeter; Liverpool.
FERNANDINA—Ar 16th, brig Clarabelle, Coggins, Boston; sch Etta A Stimpson, Bunker, do.
Cld 16th, scb Kate Wentworth, Gray, Washington; 17tb, Fred A Carle, Condon, New York.
BUCKSVILLE, SC—Ar 18th, sch Hattie McG
Buck, Putnam, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Cld 29th, sch H J Cottrell, Haskell, New York.
RICHMOND—Ar 19th, schs Veto, Trimm, Kennebec; Commerce, Bunker, Rockland.
NEWPORT NEWS
Ar 20th, sch Lizzie Carr,
Hatch, Norfoik, to load coal for New York.
In Hampton Roads 20tb,jScn Samos, O’Neil, for

Illinois’Central.148%
Lake Shore.1116/s

Michigan Oentral
100%
New Jersey Central
72%
Northwestern... .144
preferred.161 %
New York Central.132 Vs
Rock Island;.... 182
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
109
wt. Paul preferred.
125
Union Pacific stock.
106%
Western Union Tel. Co. 86%
..

JHnrapean II arisen.
Bv Teloer&pu.
London,loot. 23.—U. S. 4s, 121%; 4%b, 116%:
ext 6s 103%.
Liverpool, Oct. 23—12.30 P. M—Cotton market
in moderate inquiry and freely supplied; Uplands at
6%d; Orleans b%d; sales S ,00*• Dales; speculation
and export 1000 bales; futures steadv.

Portland.

BALTIMORE-Ar 20th, sell S Q Crawford, Tilton, Kennebec.
ar 21st, schs Geo V
Jordan, Lynam, Boston; J F
Willey, Chadwick, Kennebec.
Cld21st, sch Moses Webster, Rhoades, Hoboken,
(and sailnd.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, ech T A Stuart, Falkingharn, St John, NB.
Ar 22d, barque Eva H Fisk,
Newell, Matanzas;
schs Mima A Reed, Bryaat, Kennebec; Fred Jackson, Snow, Matanzas.
At Delaware Breakwater 20th, schs Laura
Bridg-

a

The

Apply to

dtf

International Hotel. Portland. He

THIS

TO

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 20.1882.
I think it a duty I owe humauity to say
what your remedy has done for me.
One
year ago I contracted a bad case of blood
disease, and not knowing the result of such
troub es, I allowed it to run on for some
time, but finally applied to the best physician in this city, who treated me for six
months. In that time I took over 600 pills
of protoiodide of mercury, *4 grain each,
and had rundown in weight from 210 to 15v
pounds, and was confined to my bed with
Mercurial Rheumatism, scar, ely nbletoturn
myself in bed. Being a traveling man, some
of he fraternity found me in this deplorable
and recommended me to try your
specific, ^p*nn-<MMMgcaie8 that
as
been
knew of
cured by

vjHhad

veral«^^-^^»-^^»-^™itg use. I
commenced the use of it with very little
faith, and in less than three weeks was able
to take my place on the road.
The sores
and copper-colored spots
gradually disappeared, and to-day I have not a sore or spot
on my
person, and my weight is 217 pounds,

LETT

No. 235Mi Middle St., 2d story,
CHAMBERS
stores occupied by Merrill & Kei h, and

ov-

er

A.
These chambers have been occupied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
▼ears: are in the centre of
business, spacious, well
located and have all modern improvements,
inquire of W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
L.

Merry, hatter.

Commercial St.

augSdtC

TO LET
Store ta. 117 &1I9 Middle St.
the Post Office where
BELOV
Wholesale -lobbing Houses
and

are

goods, Fancy

other Classes of

all the large
located, in dry

goods.

Fitted up

with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3 64
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf

ESTATE.

Land for Sale in Gorham.

TEN

House and Land For Sale.
two story dwelling house, No. 46 Fore st..
The land,
near India s reet, at a low price.

THE

extends from Fore street to the land of the Grand
Trunk Railway*1. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.

octl3

d2w*

Lease.

or

House 93 Pine St. will be
a

bargain

or

favorable terms.
of

A.

lease

on

Inquire

M.SMITH, Portland

Pier.

octl3

dtf

se

being more

than it

ever was.

Don’t Despair if every local physician fails to

cure

I do not wish

Some thirty years ago there lived in Montgomery, Ala., a young man who was terribly afflicted. After being treated for a long
time by the medical profession of this town
with no benefit, he comnienced
taking S. S.

S.
After persistently
taking it two
months he was cured. Being acquainted
with him for twenty years thereat ter, i can

COAL.
I>orae8tic

Coals

a

Prices.

Specialty, at Lowe*t Market

322 Commercial
Brown’s
PORTLAND,

by all Druggists and Dealers generally

octlO__T,T,S&wl rn

REMOVAL.
Dr. CIIA8.
has
w

248

I*. HOLT

removed from 42 Pine street to

Bracliott St.,

third Honse below Carietoa.
Offlc. Hours—8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 3 P. M.
oc3

TELEPHONE 33I-3C.

dtf

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,
PASNENREKTRAlilNWILL LEAVE
1*0KTLAND for RONTON
8 45 a. m.. 1.00 and
3 30 p. m.,
at Boston
at
1.16, 5.10
f'-ii-'7
—M-- and 8.00
p. m. RONTON FOB
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. in., 12.30 and 3.30
p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
III.
HOBTI AND
FAR NCARBORO
p.
,_,

FINE

REACH,

POINT,

and

OLD

ORCHARD
a.
BEACH,
8,45
m.,
and
5.40
3.30
m.
p.
(See note) FOR
NACO.
BIDDEFORD AND KENNEHUNK at 8.45 a. in., I 00, 3.30 and 5.40 p m.
FOR 1VRLLN at 8.45 a. m., 3.30
p. m. (See
note.) FOR NORTH BERWICK, NAL.
MOV
FAH.N.
ORE AT
FAIXN,

Orders

N 11
8.45 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
ALTON R 4V at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.
FOR
MANCHESTER AND CONCORDN.H.,
(via Lawrence) at 8.45 a, m
(vi. New Market
Jet.) at 3.30 p. m. MOKNINO TRAIN
LEAVES KENNEBUNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
.wOTK— 1 tie
l.uu p.
m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro Beach, Pine
Point, Old
Oicbard Beach or Well* except le 'lake
Piiiweae* r» For Hotlou. Parlor Carson all
through trains. Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
HT* he 1.00 p. m.f train from Portland connects with Nouutl
l.ine N (earner* for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Mail Lines for New York
and the South and West.

MAINE.

DR. WILSON.

United States Hotel,

at

AND

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steam rs running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastporc, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also conuect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Pcrtlaml,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of I. I,. Willimn*, Ticket
Ageut, Boston & vfaine Depot, and at ITnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FUR BEK, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
octl3
dtf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.
iju and after

___

pKSSKSfiS

of Trains.

oiintce,

i)M

June., Fitchburg,
WiniUtan, and Eg-

I't.O'.bau, i swtll,
m.
*nag at 7.30 n. to. and 1.03
Far Uiacbnisr, C—acord and points North, at
1.03 p. ir,.
Far aoehc»ter, Nprlezralr, Alfred, Wat.
erharonad Saco tiivcr.S-SO a. n>., 1.03
m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. an. Returning
nave Rochester at (mixed) t!.46 a. m., li.lB
a. m., and ’3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 8.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
Far iiorbant, tacesruppa, t umber land
Wealbrook
ami
fffill.,
Woadford’s.
at7.30 a. m.,
1.03, 6.‘JO and (mixed)
*6.30 p. in.
The (.03 p. in. main from Portland connects at
Aye- Jane, with Howsae Tunnel (tome for
11 (West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Verb via Norwich l.ine, and all rail,
(.Springfield, also with N. V. &- N. E. R.
H .(‘’Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhlladelBaltimore, Waabington, and the
outh and with Boston A- Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at QrandTrnnh
Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Deiwt offices and at Hollins & Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

fi.

Use of
Knife.
WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842 1 and
XDBKRT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 1876) 41
r4 9iner»et street, BohIou. give special
attention
,o the treatment ofVINTCI.A'l»llA*N ATVlS
41.1. IIINKAMKM OE THE H.ETIJIVl
yitbout detention from business. Abundant references Riven.
Pamphlets sent on application
llflce hours—12 to 4 o’clock P M. (except Sun'ys.)
auglo«n(i6m
Cured without the

“work horse_for saleT
Bay Mare, 9 years old, sound ana a
good worker; weight 1025. Will be sold
cheap. Can] be seen at F. C. Hares’
J

Stable, Pin*
oct21

Street.

d2w

Wells,
Keuuebunk,
Biddeford,
Saco,
Old Orchard,
Pine Point,

until fur-

oodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

skill,

never

expo rimenta upon his

patients.

His new method of diagnosing disease has no equal
end is exclusively his own discovery; he never fails
to explain every ache and paiu in the most coupli
Bated disease without asking a word, when the patient may ask questions and every explanation is
given without tne slightest reservation.

DR. WILSON’S
is

unprecedented

in curing 760 patients the
three months of his visit here.

He excels in Consumption. Female Complaints,
Complicated disease, General dcbiltiy, Chronic disease, and in all cases that defy skill of others.

Tape Worm removed in three hours.
Dr. W. practices every school treatment.
He prepares his own curatives that benefit everybody aud bis Tonics and Treatments are life itself.
He is a man of long and large experience and author of the Guide for Physicians and other works of
interest.
He will deliver a course of Lectures in this
when due notice will be given.
His terms
lira.

are

withiu the reach of all; call and

city
see

Consultations free from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Come early as hundreds regretted not calling beocl4dlm
fore on my last trip.

“

“

ARRANGMEEKT,
Commencing: Monday, ctober SJ, 1882.
PanKeojgcr Tr*im leave Portland :
8.25 A IR —For all stations running through to
St. Johnsb «ry, Burlington, Swanton.
Vt., and
Ogdensbui g, N. Y., Also connecting atflfct. Johnsbury for Newport, Sherbrooke and Montreal.
2.30 P. On.—For all Stations through to Crawford’s, and 1? hbyan’s, connecting with steamer

11.40 a. m., from Fabyan’s and
tions.
9.40 p. m., from Montreal and all

line.

intermediate sta-

points on through

•I. IIA Til

LTONg Superintendent.
Portlaud, September 29. 1882,
oct2dtf

Grand Trunk
and

Railway of Canada.

2.60
2.70
2.80

“
“

2.80

«

“

“

“

2.90
2.95
2.95
3.00

Scarboro’

“

“

“

“

FL’RBKR, Qen. Supt.

.JAMES T
D. J.
octl9

PAVSON TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gea’l. Past. & Ticket Agt.
oct!3dtf
Portland, Oct. 16, 1882.

SAVANNAH

STEAMSHIPJCOMPANY.
DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH,

connecting at Savannah with all.rail lines to joints
the South and South-West, and with rail and
steamer lines to all points in Florida.

Philadelphia.

Stations in Philadelphia
Philsdslphis Sc Reading; K. R.
NINTH AND GBEKI STBEETS,

Magnificent passenger acoommodatious. New
Steamers—Fastest time and lowest rates.
The elegant new iron steamers of 2200 tons
each,
GATE CITY- and CITY- OF COLUMBUS, will sail
from
Boston
regularly every Thursday
and Savannah.

These steamers are considered the finest on the coast
For freight or passage apply to
W. If. KING, 18 T wharf, Bo3ton, or A. DeW

AND THIRD AND BERKS Sib

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias
Be

AND

in

STATION IN m KOOK iSASmm.

SAMPSON,

201

Washington St., Boston.

»ug29_

bar ucseu (.t any railroad or iMu
boat office In New England) ria

eod3m

Mire le

BOUND

BROOK

General Ocean Steamer

ROUTE.

ME TICKE1 OffICr.
“•* York “d

911

BNULAHD AOIHCT,

Washington Street, P

ston.
H. P. BALDWIN.
Agent 0. H. K., of NO

life.

Rumford Falls & Buctdleld
Leave Canton for Portland
and
i Bwiston, 4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
V'“’*■
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Levriiton at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage eonneotioni with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfleld,
Pern, Livermore, Weft Sumner and Turner.
,.

t?*3S!4

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, v, 1th choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crosslng on the lane routes free from Ice and Icebergs
via: tbe White Star, Anchor,
Cunard, State jTational, American, Ked Star, Hamburg American,
North German
and from all

Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
ports in Ireland, Scotland. England.
Franoe, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,—«
Denmark, Sweden, Itussia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, vis: Cabin, $60 to 1100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and

steamers.
Steerage $26 to $82. aceording to
steamer and port. Return tickets
very low.
ttierli.z and I'oni annual
rnhasge in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris Europe* and
American Express for packages ind freigh. to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidla Coal Dy the cargo. Apply to

J. L.FARMEII, Agent,
No. 1M (exchange Wired
mohl6

OTI8 HAYPORD Snot.
Portland, Oct. 16, 1882.
octl4dtf
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INTERNATIONAL 8TEAMSI1I1’

EDUCATIONAL

Eastport,

KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM

done so, an extended course being necessary for
such training. Either course can be had at a regular Kindergarten Training School, of which the
best in Newlingland is in Boston, 92 Chestnut St.
The interest in the system
has greatly increased
and classes for mo hers are forming in larger cities to
extend a practical knowledge of Frflbel’s
Principles.
One is to be formed soon In connection with the
work in Portland, of which due notice will be

given,_octl2eodtf
Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
lven to private pnpllf by the rabMrlbm'

COLCORD,

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

TRIPS’PER

THREE

iBWprii

if

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst
Piotou, Shedlao, Batlmrst, Dalhonslt
Charlottetown Fort Fairfield, Gram* Falls, ana othei
stations on tbe New Brunswick and Canada, Inter,
oolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Roads
and Stage Bont„8.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InKr*Freign,
formation regarding the same may be had at tbe
offioe of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HER8KY, President, and Manager
my26
dtf

dtl

FOR

MRS. THROOP’S
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN
No.

31

nigh Street,
BAT, Sept. 2-tih.

on

ST&Th&w

sTcO.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

Home and Hay School
at

WEEK.

ON AND AFTER MOHn A V, SEPT. I Nth s team
f-H.Uiy *■
era
af
g
nil
Shis I,id.
will
■ levi.rr^a
l eave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every
WednesMonday,
day and Friday, at 6 p. in., for Eastport ant' St.
John, with connections for Calais. Rebbinston. St.
Andrews. Pembroke. Honlton, Woodstock Grand
Menan, Oampobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Vermouth

PACIFIC MAIL 8.

143 Pearl Street.

Open,

Me., m.

,imi

desires to state that she has not the authority to
prepare t^cherg for that work, nor has she ever

iu24

Calais,

1 ij.

Halifax, !N.
Charlottetown, P. E. 1.

KINDERGARTEN.

J. W.

Me.,

John, N. B.,

MISS PROCTOR having received applicants
for instruction in the

MON.

OllNovl

SAUCIER,

Sandwich

I.laads,

New

Australia.
Steamers sail from New York

Zealand

aad

10th,

20th an
passengers for San
on

3oth of each month,
carrying
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers sail from San Frat.cisco regularly fo
uhina
and Sandwich Islands. New Zealan
Japan,
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and fu
Information, apply to or address the General Ea
tern Agents,

€. Ij. BABTLETT & CO.,
113 Slate Street, coi. Broad St., Bostea

Piano Forte,

Organ and Voice,
373 CONGRESS STREET,

J

I

0T

>88dt/

(WILLIAMS' BLOCK.)
Special attention given to beginners.

_81

D* LITTLK it 00.,
Baehange 8t.. Portion

;

Boston

Professor
Saucier will give parler recitals, also accept engagements for evening parties, and entertainments at
reasonale rates.
oct41m

-Airr—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

MEETINGS
Annual Meeting of the Portland
Widows’ Wood Society.
Annual Meeting of the Portland Widows*
THEWood
Society for the choice of officers, for the

ensuing year, and the transaction of the usual business, will be held at their offiae, City Building, in

Portland, on WEDNESDAY EVENING, OotTJsth,
A. D.. 1882, at seven and a half o’clock.
octlld2wS. H. COLKSWOKTHY, S-.

WOLFE’S

Leaves each Port Every WedaesJav aipl

Saturday

Mo

Wh»ifesr«.
From

Long

From

m.

Wharf,

Pine

d^ston,

S p
Wharf

Philadelphia,

at 1* &. iU
Insurance ons-half tbe rate
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Pean. R.R., and South
Dv connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Passage Tea Dollar*. Bound Trip SIN
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
c. B.
Ag«,if
IO l ong WHwrf Bstits
-—-—-—

sArriPnom,

Schiedam Aromatic

ALLAN LINE STEAMSHIPS.

ft

QUEBEC

to LIVEBPOOL

EVERY

SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

or other causes,

as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

other alcoholic

preparation.

A public

saltr of over 30 years duration in every
section of

our

NATCRDAY.
Shortest
Ocean
Voyage-Only
J'lVE DAYS fi-om Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from
OtAsianv, l.irri
P°o1- UsMMtswx, Lsniloodrm and (isl.
way to BOSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for
safety and speed
CABIN, JJO and $StO.

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates
«4PP^^2.KA-WALDE0N. 40 Exchange St., T
P.SIcQOWAN, 422 Congress St., or i.EVE Sc

ALDGIV, Grnrral Agrna, New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 State St.; Philadelpma. Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.
m»y23
dly

CATARRH. Elys’Cre..m Balm
Effectually

cleanses
»he nasal
passages of
JatarrhAl virus, ca

country of Cdolpho Wolfe's

Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
the medieal

by

faculty

any other

and a sale

tng healthy secret la s.
allays inflammation

unequaled

protects the membr» »
from additional or Is,

completely

alcoholic distillation have

sores and
sense
of

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

applications.
ough

I
18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW YORK.
_

dly

_

S. H LARMINIE,

A.

Chicago.

W. JORDAN,
Portland, Mo

S. II. LARMIME & CO.,
('•iDBiiaMioii

Grail],

Seeds,

Merchant*.

Provisions,

157 Commercial SI., Portland Me.
122 1* Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sola on Chicago Market on
marSdtt
Margins. Ocrrt> prudence invited.

And Medicated Cotton
Instant Belief for Toothache.
1
A few applications ol
Medicated Cotton, wet In
-----

■

Obtunder, placed

in

an

aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and give
permanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated Cotton and Instrument, all complete, for *8 eta.
for-alo by all Druggists anoDcalers In Patenl
Midlelnes, and by the Manufacturer,
0. P. MasaWter, D. D. 8.,
Lynn, Mass

**P®

A thortreatment will

Catarrh, Hav Fever, &c. Unequaled for
cure

—

lvn

heals the
restores the
taste and

smell;beneficial results
are realised by a few

For sale by all Drngglsts

and Grocers.

a. m.

John *nnrtav morning
*For Portland only.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
I*'. John and Halifax oti sale at reduced
rate*.

BOSTON

BETWEEN-

'■

New York, Trenton &

Farming-

t Sleeping Oars attached, run daily, Sundays included. between Boston and Bangor.
JRuns through to Bangorevery morning, and Skow
hegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Buck sport, or St

__

Bound Brook Route.

run as

nnd Nortii Imtou. 1.25 p. to., and
vin Rrunswick, 7.00 a.m.
ton

Rnlllraa.
CORING WERT—Will connect at Rockland with Boston and Bangor S. S. Co.'s Steamers
and receive passengers from
Bangor and River
Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent. Portland.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland. Opt. 12,1882.
octlU

dtd

after

Richmond.aud Rrunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.30 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., tll.16 p. m*; Rath, 7.00 a. m.
l. 30 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and on Saturdays
only
at 11.15 p. in. Rocklnud, and Knox &
LIucoln
R.
1.30 p.
R., 7.00 a. m.,
m. :
Auburn
nnd
Lewiston,
8.15
1-25 p. ra., 6,05 p. ra. Lewiston via
Brunswick 7.00 a. ra., fll.16 p. m.;
Farmington,
Phillip*.
Iloumouth,
Wiuthrop, Rend field, West Waterville

and early morning train- for Ho-tou.
4-OI3f<ii EART—Wi 1 connect at Rockland
each trip with Boston &
Bangor Steameis tor Belfast, Burksport, Hunger, and River Landnigx; also with Steamer Henry Morrison for Bine
an<1 Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor
with Steamers for
Hancock, Lsmoise and

NBwYork&PhiladelphiaNewLine

MONDAY, October 23d,
ON 1882, trains will
follows:

Halkowell, Gardiner,

The Steamer CITY OF RICU>MON’D. Capt Dennison, will
siaMl make two trips perwoek until
*
■—It"” »*r further notice.
Leaving Railroad rVhan, Portland, Tuesday
and f -.day evening, at 11.13 o’oloek. or on
arrival of Express train from Boston, (»> Rockland, Eaetine, Deet isle, and Sedgwick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival ol
each Steamer) Ho. West and Bar
Harburs,
fflillbridae, Jour-port and mnrhiaspurt.
Returning, will leave Maehtasport every manday and Thursday mornings, at 4.30 and
Moun Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the tame evening, connecting with Pullman Train

-illW

FLANDERS, Qen. Pass. & Ticket Agt.

Sebago

Lakes for Naples. Bridgton and Harrison. and with stages for No. Windham, Standish,
Limiugton, Sebago, So. Bridgton, Porter, Kexar
Falls, Denmark, Bridgton and Lovell.
Train* arrive in Portland :

$2.35

“

TEACHER OF

FALL

:

“

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. PROFESSOR ».

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

ne

“

_

From ■■ tilifax, 8.10 a. in., 0.15 p. m.; Ht.
John, 8.15 a. ni.. 8.30 p. in., Houlton, 10 30
Ht. Mteplien. 10.45 a. ra.; Hncksport,
а. in.;
6/ o a. m.. 5. p. mf; Vnuceboro, 1.35 a. in.,
7.lo a. m
I. 30
17.45
p. ra. Hangor,
Belfast
P m. Dexter. 7 00 a.m. 5.10 p. ra.
б. 30 a. m., 3.« 5 p. m. Nke» began, 8 20 a. m.,
3.16 p m.; Waterville. W.15**.m. 1.55., tlO.OO
p.ra.; and Mondays only at 5.15 a. rn Augusta,
6.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2 45 p. m.,tlO.55 p. m.;
<«ardiuer, 6.17 a. ra., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Rath, 6.65 a. m., 11.00 a. m.,
*1.00 p. ra. and (Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m.
Rrunswick, 7.25 a. rn., 11.30 a. m.,
*4.30 p. m., rl2.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.16 a. m., 1 16 p. ra., Lewiston. 7.20 a.m.
II. 10a.m.,*4.16p. m. 11.20pm. Phillips,6.65
a.m.
Fai'uiiugton, 8.20 a. ra.; IVinthrop
10.13 a. m. boiug due In Portland as follows:
The morning trains from Augusta and Bath
8.35 a. in. Lewiston. 8.40 a. ra. The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
at 12.40 and 12..45 p.
aud connecting roads
trains from
ra.
The afternoon
Waterville,
Rockland
and Lowiston at 6.40
Augusta, Bath,
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

his

“

Portland,

Shia,

change Street.
*
Does not stop at

FARES

No- Berwick to Boston and Ret.

Ooadar. Ocl. 16.

m.

following

FROM

B.

18Sa, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.30 a. in.,
and
s-1 ..63 p. at,, arriving at Worcester
v 2.16 ]i, m. an.1
7.50 p. m.
Returning leave
U lion Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m. arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45
p.
For

at the

REDUCED

Portland and Worcester Line.

of his wonderful gifts and miraculous cures
would appear egotistic—He only a.-ks for a trial of

last

PILES
the

clusive,

m.

ther notice.

success

•vplfidtti

Good returning until Oct. 26, in-

mb Wilt

Augusta,

By reaue3t of his many patients and friends of
Portland and Vioinity. has returned sooner than ho
Intended and will be nappy to see them in parlors

fall AKK.4NGKMENT

TDESD4Y, OCT. 24, 1882.

»*W

Portland For Bowton and Way stations
l. 00 p.m. Boston For Portlaud at 6.00 p.

Hi. Audrews, HI. Htepheu, Fredericton,
Aroostook
€ aunty, all stations on R. dt
ft., and for
Piscataquis H
Bangor,
Hncksport, Dexter, Belfast and Hkowh«*K«o, 1.25 p. ra., 1.30 p. m., til.16 p. m
Wuterritle, 7.00 a nu. 1.25 p. m.. 1.30p. m
and Saturdays only at 6.15 p. m.
113-IS p. m

Wharl

received by Telephone.

FISTULA

Street,

and Xachias Steamboat Co.

DOVER,
EXETER,
HAVERHILL,
LAWRENCE. ANDOVER AND LOW.
ELI, at a.45 a. in., lOOand 3.3u p. m
FOR
NEW MARKET at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 p. m.
FOR ROEU ENTER and FA K ill NOTON,

On ami alter JIOKDAY,
Oct.
ltitli, Pa^cnger Trains Mill run
as follows:
Portland
for
Leave
Vunceboro, Hi*
nud
the
J«%hu, Halifax
Provinces,

ro tell

For sale

Railroad,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

If you doubt, come to see us, and we will
CURE YOU, or charge nothing! Write for
particulars and a copy of the little book
“Message to the Unfortunate Suffering."
Ask any Druggist as to our standing.

•

stomach.

Boston & Maine

MUSE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

speciHcs,

ccio

never made its return.
J. W. Bishop, J. P., Hot Springs, Ark.

Carlton, Thurston, Rockport; Canton, nenley, from

Boston and Return

Montreal.

testify that the disease

O’BRION,

Portland, Bangor, It Desert

DFPA RTURK8:

to publish
my name, but you may show
this letter to any who doubt the merit of
S. S. S., for i know it is a sure cure.
Yours truly,
J. H. B.

CHAS.:

The true antidote to the effect* of miasma is IIosetter’e Stomach Bitters. This medicine is ouo of
he most popul r remedies of an age of successful
and is in immense demand
proprietary
wherever on this Continent fever and ague exists.
A winegiassful three times a cay is ihe best possible preparative for enenun ering a malarious atmosphere, regulating the liver, und invigorating the

LUCIUS TUTTLE.
Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SaNBORN, Master transportation,
General

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a.
m., 1.16
and 6.15 p. m.
For (torharn. mixed 7.40 a. m., and 4.00 p.m.
For cfloutreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.30
p. m.
ARRI VALS.
From liewinton and Auburn, 8,40 a. m..
12.35, 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Oorbnu, mixed, 9.40 a. m.f 6.10 p. m.
From Uhicags, Montrra* and Quebec.
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on nigbt train and
Parlor Cars on day traiu between Portland and

you

Price of Small Size,
$| oo
1 75
Large Mire,
MOLD BV
ALL DRDGGIMTg.

Ar 22d. schs Kolon, Libby, Nisket, NS; Keystone,
Wilder, Windsor. NS; Junietta, Jameson, Addison;
Adrianna, Liuscott, Bath; Rival, Eastman, do; C A
Ropes. Whalen. Lubec; Oregon, Brookings, Pjttetou; Col Milliken, Reynolds, Richmond, Me; A H

and arrive in Portland

trains
On
9.00
a. m.,
leaving Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland,
8.46>3. m., and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.
and Portland
at 2.00 a. nO.
Through ticket* to all points West and
Ho«* tb may be had of J, M. French, Ticket
Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman <?ar Ticket* (or Heats and
S«rtbs«eIdlRt Depot Ticket Office.
Now, first class dining room at Portsmouth.
Thr mgli trains stop 10 minutes for meals.

you.

63?-$1.000 REWARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find, on analysis of 100
bottles of S. S. S., one particle of
Mercnry,
Iodide of Potassium, or any Mineral substance. SWIFT SPECIFIC
CO., Proprietors, Atlanta, Ga.

man, F T Drisko, Norman, J D Robinson, Ella, W L
Walker, C L Jeffrey, Julia S Bailey, Sarah & Ellen,
Emma Cresby, Geo W Jewett, Jos M Hayes, H A
Ames, and others.
NEW YORK-Ar 21st, schs Ella M Watts, Matthews, Baltimore for Boston; Agnes 1 Grace, Small,
Pensacola 38 days for do; Annie L Palmer, Lewis,
Baracoa 15 days; Old Chad, Holmes. Eastport;
Mary Augusta, Wells, do; Am Chief. Snow, and E
L Gregory, Paterson, Rockland; Fannie Whitmore,
Whitmore, and Mary B Smith. Sprague, do; Joe

(daily),

^■Tickets

‘WILL BE SOLD

Pulimui* Parlor Oars.

on

sold at

m.

lavonte

TICKETS TO

Train* leave Bo*tou.

9.00 a. o>. and arrive in Portland at 1.00 d.
m. At 12.30 p. id. and arrive m Portland at 5.00

p. m. At 7.00 p.
at 11.00 p. m.

FARE $1.00.
stearin ers Forest City aim «Jonn
Brooks will alternately leave I RANKLIN WIIABF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and Inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night.
and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Tickets
to New York, via the various
Through
Rail and sound Lines for sale.
as
taken
usual.
Freight
J H. t OVI.K Jr., Grneral Agrnt.
dll
xue

»pr5_

m.

At

Jel7

and one half acres, all in one field, well
stocked with young bearing Apple and Pear
located
on South St., Gorham, Me.
trees;
Apply to
oct20dlw*
WM. H. JERRIS.

For Sale

Now being held in Boston.

kookport.

1.16 p

deford. Kennehuuk. Weils, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Nowburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving At 5.10 p m. couaectingwitb Sound and
Rail Lines for all Southern and Western points.

Arrangement

House is situated
closo proximity t( -ho
landings of the Eur ean, New York and dob*
ton Steamers and opposil the Grand Trunk Depot.
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout and
will be leased 4 responsible parties turnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

Traveler.

condition,
theyHj[

Lawrence St.

A Hall, with a seating capacity of
about 500, well lighted, front and rear,
with two large anie rooms, located on
Congress st.
Enquire at No. 486 ConGEO. H, CUSHMAN.
gress St.

_ASJfcw

REMARKABLE!

Michigan Central. 100%

New York Stock nud

St.

REAL

—

—

on

F-A-I-R-!

Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saoo,

p.

Bi

HOTEL TO LEASE.

stomach, bowels, blood or nerves.Parker’s Gjnger
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
you up irom the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.

..

Salem, Gloucester,
Newbuxyport.
and Boston, ‘Arriving at
Lynn, Cneuea
At I
m. tor

—

N. E. INSTITUTE

SUNDAY TRAINS.

TO LET

intoxicating stimulants, butuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumaism, Kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,

Jan24*

ocl7dtf

State St church and Cl I Jeering st.,
Sunday, a child’s lace collar and small pink
pin. Finder will be rewarded by leaving same at J.
P. Baxter’s house.
oct2dtf

—

—

Western part of ci'y Sunday
Brown Winter OVERCOAT and
Anybody returning same to this

oct4

...

nEHOBANDA.
Barque Vesuvius, Call, from Hull for Boston, has
into
put
Queenstown leaky.
cihip Fila S Thayer, of Bath, Capt Davis, from
Hong l\ ong for Victoria, has nut back to Hong Hong
with loss of foremast and maiutopmaet.
Scb Fred Gray, from Perth Amboy, with coal, was
a>hore 21st. between Newburyport and Ipswich,

Waite. Boston.
Old 21st, schs David Faust, Smith, Baracoa; Alfaratta S Snaire, Smith, Berbice; Almeda Wiley,
Copeland, Key We t.; Koret, Olfver, Boston.
Oity Island 22d, schs Cayenne, and Alligator,
for Calais; Sassauoa, and Ada F
Whitney, for bath;
M E Eldridge. Samuel
Gilman, Alta V Oele, James
Young J 11 Crowley, S P Adams, Maggie Todd, B L
Eaton, Nellie Clark, July Fourth, Eliza B Coffin,
Berthe J Fellows, and
Lugano, for Boston; Kokeno,
Au8ola* for Sullivan; Eagle, and Isa£°»^?.?.kland;
bella Thompson, for Providence.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 20th, brig Fidelia, Atwood,
Grand Turk, Tl.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, schs Abbie S Emery,
Avery, New York.
Sid 21ss, sens T W Allen, Carter, for New York;
Bangor, Jordan, do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 20th, schs Forest City, from Elizabethport for Boston; Dresden,
Hoboken for do; Alaska, fm Rondout for Portland;
Trenton, Hoboken for do; Lyndon, do for Calais;
Lucy Wentworth, Amboy for Boston; Pavilion. New
York for Eastport; Jane, fm Providence for Calais;
Mentor Amboy lor Bath; Saudy Point, Elizabethport for Rockland; Pacific, New York for Boston;
Alpine, Sc tt, H un ting ton Bay for Portland; Congress, Elizabethport for Portland; Henry, Amboy
lor Boston; Para, Poit Johnson for Booth bay; D
Sawyer, Rockport for New York.
Sid 20th, schs Star, Walaka, Commander, and
Forest City.
NEWPORT—Ar 21st, schs Effort, Chandler, from
Perth Amboy for Augusta; Mary Sands, Greenlcaf.
Elizabethport for Newcastle, NH.

same to office of
oct23d3t

tuletT

—

Sch W B Herrick, Capt Chase, which sailed from
Portland morning of the 20th inst. arrived at Glen
Cove afternoon of the 21st, in 35 hours time.

Stonington.

ing

H. H. SHAW

;iausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not take

on

Congress Sts..

oct20dlw*160 Middle Street.

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Parker's Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man ex-

caa

or

with name
rewarded upon returnW. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.

on

near

GINGERTONIC

»

Lost.
evening on Green

child's COLLAR and GOLD PIN
SATURDAY
back. 1 he finder will be

PARKER’S

@14

—

LOST AND FOUND

rooms.

..

three masted schr in the yard of Geo
Russell, East Deering, built tor Capt Pinkham of
is
to be launched about the 28tb inst.
Harps well,
Master Russell is getting out the frames for two
three
masted
schooners to be built the coming
large
winter, one tor Capt Murphy of sebr Geo K Hatcb,
and the other for Capt York, of schr Edw Waite,
from a model after the famous schr Cox & Green.
The barquentine In yard of GileB Loring & Co,
Yarmouth, built for Capt Edgar A Orr, and others,
of Portland, is to be launched 27th inst. She measures 672 tons and is a first class vessel
every way.
A barque of 900 tons for parties out of the State
is to built in this yard the coming winter.

Wanted.

convenient lower rent of eight
AVERY
Gas, Sebago, good yard, desirable location,

Bcleaniiness and purity,
wit contains materials1
r
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always

Mteck iTBarket*
RJThe following quotations of stocks are receive*
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange stre-'
NEW YORK STOCKS.
O. & M....
37*4
Missouri Pacific 104%
Mo. K. & Texas.. 347/s
Wabash preferred 66%
Nor. & West’n prf 56%
LouL & Nash. 55
Union Pacific.106
Buf.'Pit.& W.comj 20
Rich. & Dan,
76
Ceu. Pacific. 90%
St.L. & Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 47%
Texas Pacific. 40
Denver (ft K. <4... 52
St. Paul pref
.125
Frisco preferred..
boston stocks.
Western Union T. 87%
Land.
6%
Boston}
New York Cent’1.132
Waterpower.
2%
Omaha preferred 106%
Flint & Pere MarLake Shore.111%
quette common. 20%
Erie. 41%
Hartford & Erie 7s
Nor. Pac. prefer’d 92%
A. T. (ft S. F. 87
com....
Boston & Maine.. 165
443/g
“10
G
Flint & Pere MarPacific Mail.
Northwest’n com.144%
quette preferred 96%
Northwest’n pref.
L. R. (ft Ft. Smith. 48
C. B. & Quincy.. 131%
Marquette, Houghton (ft Out
St. Paul common. 109%
67
Summit Branch.. 10%
St Joseph pref
Mexican Cent’i 7s 76
14834
llinois|CeDtral

St.

e

To Lei.

whohsveusedit,toany
article, on ac-

Portland, Oct. 21.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f » Portland
48 cars misoollaneou* merchandise; *or oonnecticg
roads 121 cars miscellan oa* m*»*chandisA.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdcnsburg Railroad, 38 cars.

36 Temp

agent, gentleman or lady,

elegant dressing
preferred by those

Bcount of its S'.iperior

Receipts.

Wringer. Sold only by
salary or commission. No
J. W. HIBBARD,

Agents

I

a similar

lumber.

new

over

I

PARKER’S

69%
6914
69%
697/g 34
6934 34
6 i% 34
69% 34
69% 34
69% 34

FREDERICTON,NB. Sclir Vesta—2000 railroad
sleepers to Geo P Wescott.
Foreign export*.
MONTEVIDEO. Bark Bengnela—581,902 feet

Ar, scb Lucy

capital required.
sep7dtf

lipecitl

w"arri,l”8

BETWEEN

HAIB BALSAM.

Foreign Import*.
ST GEORG iT,NB. Schr Sarah—500 qtls fish to J

Railroad

Eagle
canvassers.
Good

6.80 a. m.
“iieoj^ug Oar will be
ready for occupancy in Portlan station, at 9.00
p. ui. (Sunday nights lip. m., anu is attached to
this train for Boston.
At 8.4& a. m. for (Jape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk Wells, blorth and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
Btatious on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
at

Lost.

dTuT&Seo w& weowly

I

Dana & Co.

Rockland— Chase,

to throw

fob4

Knlgbt
BARRINGTON,NS. Sehr Umpire-7b5 qtls fish,
21 bbls mackerel, 23 <1o herriDg, 3 do sounds, 660
galls cod oil, 500 tbs old iron, 12 small packages to

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.)

obliged

1.04..
Call-...

B

Ar at Philadelphia 21st, sch Fred Jnckson, Snow,
Matanzas.
Ar at Sagua 18th, sch George K
Hatch, Murphy,
Portland.
Ar at Grand Bassa Sept 19, brig Y Rionda, Allen,
Portland.
A rat Cardiff Oct 20, barque Wolverton, Dyer,
St John, NB, (Sept 28.)
Sid fm Santander prev to Oct 21, brig Anita Owen
Rranscomb, New York.

Was

96
9b
95

Damariscotta—Ken-

22d

433 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1675.

--Corn-. --Oats
Oct.
Nov. Oct.
Nov.

Rump Loins.10

Barque Bcnguela.(Nor) Richardson, Montevideo—

bad leak.

12.00
12.30..

9534
967/8
95%
96%
953/g
95%

AN'i'ED.

Clothes

a

a ays

‘‘Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Ilorses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Surgeons and Veterinaries all say, that for casual*
ities to men and animals, nothing is so
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.”

Fresh Beef iTBarket.
Corrected for ♦he Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Commission
Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Co.,
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides. 7
Hinds. 8
@9
@10%
Fores. 6%@ 7% Rattles. 6
Cd> 7
Backs. 7
@ SVa Rounds. 7Mi® 8Vs
Loins.12 ®18
Rumps.10 @13

Cleared*

The

94%
94%

Nov.

TO

sell The

cause.

P*T.Barnum,the great Showman,

&

Sch Levose, (Br) from Bridgeport, NS, with wood
to EH Sargent.
Sch J Baker, Chace, Maohilfl for Boston.
Sch Clara E Regers, Rogers, Jonesport for Newark.
Sch llienzl, Condon, Dear Isle for Boston.
Sch Pallas, Gray, Rockland for Providence.
Sch May Flower, Perry, Uouldsboro for Boston.
Sells Pauama, YouDg, and Elizabeth, Bray, Ellswo: th for Boston.
Sch Grace, Alley, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Nellie F, Huntley, Bangor for Boston.
Sens Venilia, Greenlaw, Boston Bay,'with 30 hhls
mackerel; A H Whitmore, Greeniaw, do, 35 do;
Glad Tidings, Bridges, do 30.

KENNEBUNKPORT, Oct
Ames, Melville, New York.

10.30..
11.00.

Sch Sarah, (Br) Seamans, St Georg, NB—R R ties
to J B Knight.
Sch Liilie G, (Br) Granvilie, Frcderickton, NB—
Rli ties to G P Wescott.
Sch Sarah Wooster, Wentworth, Saco for Bangor.
Sch Minnie Chuse, Gray, Rockland—lime to 0 W

S C Dyer.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber,
sell A Tabor.
Sch Isaac Orbeton, Achorn,
Levvitt & Co.

Oct.
96
94

11.30..

vens

Crowley, Boston,

Time.
9.40..
10.00.

WE

infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, Jpavin, and Lameness from

AN^ COMMERCIAL

Chicago,-Wheat-

want agents in every part of the state, to
sell the best article ever placed upon the
market, used daily In every household and universally acknowledged by all t» be superior to anything
of the kind ever Defore manufactured, it sells over
and over again, and by
energy a permanent trade
can be established.
Don’t fail to send 10 cts. for
sample and terms, to SMITH «GREEN, Lock box
IP, Stoneham, Mass.
sep‘26dlm

An

HurUet.
Portland, Oct. 23.
The following quotations of Graii? wore received
by telear&ph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

PORTLAND.

‘THE FAVORITE.” J6ENTS ATTENTION.

Healing Remedy.

Drr iu

MONDAY, Nov. 23.
Arrived*
Steamer Falmouth, (Hall, St John, NB, via Easjportfor Boston.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Caroline, Hutchins, Boston—iron to A E Ste& Co.
Sch J C Nash.

The Great

In this city, Oct. 23, Salmon Brazier, aged 23
years.
In Limerick. Oct. 22, William B. Bangs, aged 49
years 1 month.
In Durham. Oct, 22, Col. J. C. Tyler, aged 68
years 3 months 3 days'
In Bath, Oct. 20, Capt. Geo. F. Manson, aged 73
years 4 months.

It never fails and that is what I can’t say of
others I have used.”

good Cook. Apply J. P. BAXTER, 61 Deering St.
dtf
octlS_
A

AN

_

some

Wanted.

CANVASSERS

Portland

«n.
Dally (Nigi»i Pullman) for Saoo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kiitery, Portsmouth,
Newborypor ... Salem, Lynn and Boston. arriving

Me.

in the city of Portland, and ill each town in Cumberland
to
sell
an
article
in
the
County,
grocery line, which
when tried will be found indispensable for family
use.
Address
H. J. LEAVITT, Box 127, Gorham, Me.
dtf
sep22

DEATHS

lady said: “I owe my success in
cooking puddings, biscuits, doughnuts, dumplings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.

#ct!9dlw*___Saccarappa,

ural sleep.

any

A Portland

three coat makers wanted immediately.
M* WATERHOUSE,

or

TWO

Be27___dtf

Cn Freeport,jOct 22. by Rev. A. C. Herrick, Crawford H. Lord of Freeport and Miss Hattie S. Morrill of Falmouth.
In Harpswell. Oct. 15. Charles F. Pinkham and
Mary L. Alien, both of Harpswell.
In Bridgton. Oct. 16. Nelson W. Burnham and
Mrs. Caroline E. McAllister.
In Bridgton, Oct. 18, Lorenzo D. Corser and Elsie
A. Peabody.

An oil producer was requested to give a
judgment note for a debt he owed, bat firmly
refused, saying, “No, sir, I will never sign a
judgment note; I did it once, and I came very
near having to pay it.”—Oil
City Derrick.

Wanted.

WANTED.
Three Tin Plate and .Sheet Iron workers. W. II. AMES, No. 22 Market Square,
Portland, Maine.

rae-

Get the

octl8d&wt>w42

A

W. F. Phillips & Co.

genuine.

HARMON, at the

W. F.

COMPETENT nurse girl at MR. HOLT’S, 29
Deerlng St. A Protestantis required.
OCtl'J
dtf

ITIARRIAGES.
one

or

Wanted.

motes

Every

jlvv.

TO THE

—

Train* leave
At

A

Pensacola fyr Boston.

There is an advantage in life insurance that
appears to have been overlooked. No difference how great a
rascal the party may be,
there is always some one who will wish him
well.—Wheeling Journal.

'Steamers !

(Ml) EXCURSION

^_Shelburne Falls, Mass.
Wanted.

10th, brig Nellie Ware, Taylor, for
United States, ldg.
Sid fm
arbadoes Sept 30, brig Hack worth, Vanderworth. Bonaire, to load for Portland.
In port Oct 10, brig Abby Clifford, Stover, from

a vigorous growth of the Hair.
Burnett’s Fla orirg Extracts are invariably
acknowledged the purest and best.

I

RAILROAD.

Commencing Sunday, October 16, 1882.

a

SITUATION as a Cutter by one who thoroughly undersfands Tailoring in all its branches,
in the
city or country. Bust of references given.
Address
GEO. H. YORK, Woodford’s.

Now York.
In port Oct

pro-

RTFAMFRS

AKIMflfOEMEN'T,

Address Jor particulars by letJ.C. PERRY.

«...

NPOKEN.
Burnett’s Cocealne.
The Best and Cheapest Hair Dressing.
It kills dandruff, allays irritation and

s

profits
agents.
t#r.
oct20dlw»

Vinalbaven.
SALEM—A r 21st, sch Minnie C Taylor, Hamfor New York.
Gardiner
ilton,
Sailed 2Jst, schs C W Dexter, Dunton, and Mott
Haven, from Calais for .New York; Clara Dinsmore*
and Sammy Ford, Luhec for do;
Loduskia, from
Franklin tor Providence; May Day and Moses Eddy
Rockland for New York; Susan, and Win McLoou,
do for do; Douglas Haynes Wiscasset for do; Queen
of the W.st, Banger for Peabody, Geo E Prescott,
Vinalbaven for Philadelphia; Col Milliken, Gardiner for New York; Adrianna, do for do; Edward L
Warren. Boston for Poi Hand
Also, schs Annie Gus, Curtis, Whiting for New
York; Maroellus, Alley, Ellsworth for Providence ;
silas McLoou, Spear,Rockland for New York; Monticcllo, Miller, do for do.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 20th, schs Jos G Stover,
Arev, and Albus, Clay. Bangor.

Boston, ar

Boston & Maine

FALL

Agents Wanted.
over

27th, Lahaina, Foster, Cape Hayti.
Ar at St Pierre Oct 4, sch Jas R Talbot, Crocker,

It is said the Secretary of the Treasury will
make a call for the extended fives. We
hope the Secretary may not be unlucky enough
to call in the “extended fives” of Mr. J. Sullivan of Boston.—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

Eastern Railroad.

<he United Stat
to se'l
Burglar
ALLProof
Door Fastener. Big sales and large
for

^Tates, New York.
At Poet Spain Oct 7, brig Starlight, Libby, from
New York, ar Sept 26, for Porto Rico; A G Jewett,
Brown, from Demarara, ar Oct 2, for United Kingdom, tor orders.
Sid Sept 26, brig Golconda, Hall, for St Martin’s;

soon

RAILR0AD8.

_

FOREIGN POI? rs.
Sid fm Hong Kong Sept 14, barque S R Hearse,
Bernard, Callao.
Sid fm Bilboa Oct 1st, barque Hattie G Dixon,

Pain Killer came to my relief
And banished my dyspeptic grief.
Pain Killer made me strong and well.
And now I’m glad to hear the .breakfast bell.
Druggists sell Perry Davis’s Pain Killer.

RAILROADS.

Office._

BANGOR-Cld 21st, schs Grace Cushing, Mosher,
Philadelphia; Sami Hart, Holbrook, Totouville; A
K Woodward, Jordan, Newport.

THE BREAKFAST BELL,
The breakfast bell salntes my ear,
Its cheerful tones ring load and clear.
For me it used to sound in vain.
So great was my dyspeptic pain.

_W ANTS.
Wanted.

Charles

Murcb,

Belknap & Son.

“He did not say so.”

“No, mother, dear, he did not say so, in so
many words, but from the.whole tone of his
letter he evidently meant so. Father thought

”

to

Wit and Wisdom.

som.

Elfrida Force caressed her daughter in silence.
Presently Odalite lifted her head and

Lewis, Philadelphia

MISCELLANEOUS

Mertord, do for Bath.
Sid, schs A .J York, andGeorgietta.
EDGAKTOWN—Ar 20th, schs Sardinian. Prencl),
New York via New Bedford for Portland. Henry E
Willard, Willard, Newport, fishing.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, sens Mary L Gage, Smilfc. aiul
AnnS Brown, Clark. Calais; Allandile, Webber.
Ellsworth. ZarnpH. Sanborn, from Machias. United
States, Hickey, Eastport: Wra Ji Archer. Bellatty.
Ellsworth. W T Emerson, Gott, Orlaud, Crusoe.
Leighton. Millbridge; Isabelle, Sherman, ana Minstrel. Colby, Wiscasset, Coquette, Orne; Petrel,
booster; Niger, Merry, and Su9au Stetson, Prisbee,
Wi.casset; Amazon, Bowden, Castine;
Mentora,
Dunbar, Castine; Kate Lily, Hutchins,Damariscotta
Belle, Hodgdon, and Fillmore, Scot% Boothbay;
Emperor, Brewer, do; Lilian, Ryan, and Henry. Me
Donald, Belfast; C LMorgan, parrow, Buck'sport;
Chas Upton, Huckius, Franklin; Advance, Wilson,
Steuberr; Eldora, Godfrey, Millbridge ; Volant,

Odalite’s chamber, where in
privacy the proud lady could tell the daughIIer
ter
Mother’s Secret—a secret so terrible that she believed it would compel the
poor girl to give up her young dream of happiness with her chosen lover Leonidas Force
whom she Idolized, and accept a life of
misery
as the wife of Colonel
Angus Anglesea, a
heartless adventurer, whom she loathed.
The above we publish as a specimen chapter
but the continuation of this story will be
found only in the N. Y..Ledger. Ask for the
number dattd November 4, which can now be
had at any news ofliee or book-store. If you
are not within reach of e news office
you cau
have the Ledger mailed to you for one year
three
dollars
to Robert Bonner,
by sending
publisher, 182 William street, New York.

added, in a firmer tone—
be sated, though hearts be

‘Honor,’ mother, dear? I do not understand. I do not see what honor has to do
with it. Or if it has, I should think that
honor would be better saved by my keeping
faith with Le than by breaking with him!
Oh, mother! mother! It will kill me!”
moaned Odalite.
“My child, my dear girl, hear me! listen
to reason! Leonidas Force has no claim to
be remembered by you.
You have never
been engaged to him.
You were but a lit-

Annie K

picture disaopeared.
They went

THE

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20tb*ech Grace Andrews, from Georgetown for Boston; Light of the
East, and \da Ames, Rondout for do Eliza LeveuBeller, Port .Johnson fur Portland; a J York, South
Amboy for do; Ella Frances, Elizabeth port for Saco

white.

Her Mother’s Secret.

d

colds in
the head.
_Agreeable to use. AplltUe ttoger
the nostrils. On
of 50c will mail a package. For sale in
Port-

ply
UAV CCI/CD Into
HAT
rCf tKi

receipt
land

by

wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ OKKAM BALM CO.,

Owego, N.

_

NERVOUS

A

Y.
<Mkwly48

_

OEBILITV

Cure

Guaranteed.
Dr. E. C. West’s Nebtr and Brain Treat
Dissinew, CouAl
I!on7:Ner^,.
Hf0rt Hy>t®r*.
Nervous Headache
sions,
Mental
Depression

Lues

EmTssioMpermatorrhua lmpotency, Involuntawhich lead*
tomise^lwS’ °r ©▼•f-lndulgenoo
death. One box will cure
~*!?!?>.jrSy.
contain» f ie month’s treatmeat1 C<wf. n*°h bo* or sii. boxes for tire dolSJ?.
I’ke
■ESlvi^i?-- b? IPaU PreP*»“ on receipi of price.
proprietors, John C. West A
six box#
Co., guarantee
cafleWltb each order received fo
accompanied with live dollars, tbe proprietors will send the purchaser their written gnar"
antee to return the
money If the treatment does not
®“®ct a cure.
Guarantees issued through H. H.
HAY & CO.,
Druggists, only agent# in Portland
He., at Junction Middle and Free St#.
no* 1
<1*wlv4ft
six

anv
C?Te
boxes,

JERSEY MILK.
supplied
FAMILIES
morning, Sundays

with

furnished when desired.

B.
at|g24

good Jersey Milk ..A.,
included.
Extra ndlk
Address

SOULE, Woodford’s.

dtf

«

|

J

